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VAT TAROU 
(VA: KAPPEi YAMAGUCHI) 

SECRET NINJA SQUAD NY AN KEE #1 

Leader of the Nyankee Action Squad, 

and a cheery, efficient native of Edoropolis. 

He gets carried away with his emotions and 

can never abandon someone in trouble, but he often 

gets cocky, leading to screw-ups where 

it really counts. His catchphrase is "Teyandee". 

Yattarou is head over heels for Omitsu, but he can't 

make his feelings known to her; leading to stress day 

after day. His weapon is the magical sword, 

Masamasa. When he's enraged beyond his limit, 

he switches to two-sword style and uses his 

ultimate technique, "Cat's Eye Slash". 

SPECS: 

Height: 133 cm 

Weight: 40 kg 

Type: Cat Ninja Animaloid 

'There are theories concerning 
these specs. See the "Book of Mecha 
Mecha Ninpou Secrets" for more info. 

"NEVER BEFORE NOW HAS 
EVIL FLOURISHED THIS MUCH! 

l'LL SHOW.YOU MY 
HEART OF JUSTICE!"' 

CAN'T CONFESS TO OMICCHAN 

He visits Omitsu whenever he's free, 

because he's more than a little in love 

with her. But no matter how hard he tries, 

Yattarou can't seem to make his feelings 

known to her... 

- ' - - re - 

EDOOPOLIS' RESIDENT 
LUCK-PUSHER 

If you can teach a bird to swim, you can 

teach a cat to fly...? Well, maybe not, 

but when someone pushes Yattarou hard 

enough, he's likely to get a big head. 

This inevitably leads to trouble. 

'i POWER-UP FORM 

Yattarou's Toritsukkun form shares the same 

three colors as his usual outfit. Compared to 

the other two, his Toritsukkun's wingspan is 

broader, and his shoulder parts are bigger. 

-- 

THE BIG BRO TYPE WHO CAN'T 
ABANDON THOSE IN NEED 

He'll always lend a hand when someone's 

in trouble. It's for that reason that Sukashii and 

Pururun recognize Yattarou as their leader. 

'i EXPRESSIONS 
As a hot-blooded man's man who constantly 

gets carried away, Yattarou boasts a number 

of expressions, ranging from joy to anger 

to· pathos to humor. But he can most often 

be found laughing or looking shocked, 

and those expressions have become his 

good old standbys. 

- -- 

PIZZA CAT 

Yattarou's outfit resembles Sukashii's, 

but his has a "V" on his chest. 

The apron he wears has the 

Pizza Cat logo on it. 
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SUKASHII 
(VA: JUROTA KOSUGD 

S.CR 

A member of the Nyankee Action Squad, and a 

• prideful guy who sees himself as the Casanova 

of Edoropolis. If he spots a cute girl, he'll drop 

everything he's doing to go talk to her. 

Sukashii and Yattarou.are rivals, and they often 

fight over Omitsu and compete to see who can 

stand out more. Sukashii acknowledges Yattarou 

as his leader, though, mostly because of how 

straightforward and upright the latter is. His main 
+ 

weapon is a paper umbrella concealing the light 

sword, Pikapika. He uses the ninpou technique, 

"Nekodamashi", as well as killer moves like 

"lchimonji's Fire" and others. 

SPECS: 

Height: 150 cm 

Weight: 55 kg 

Type: Cat Ninja Anlmaloid 

"EVIL THAT SPREADS THROUGHOUT 
THIS WORLD - VLL TAKE YOU DOWN 

WITH THIS HEAD OF MINEI" 
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Blue is Sukashii's main color, so his Toritsukkun 

is also primarily blue. Compared to Yattarou's, 

Sukashii's is noticeably slimmer. 

- 

Sukashii's a stuck-up guy, so a lot of his 

expressions show him trying to look cool. 

He also has a few that are attempts to 

make fun of his rival, Yattarou. 

His outfit's pretty much the same as Yattarou's, 

except for the chest part. Sukashii's attitude 

towards work is also similar to Yattarou's  
they both like to slack off to go hang out 

- 

UNEXPECTEDLY THIN-SKINNED...I? EDOROPLIS' SELF-STYLED CASANOVA YATTAROU AS FRIEND AND RIVAL 

Sukashii sees Yattarou as his rival for some 

reason, but when he rushes to Yattarou's aid 

or when the two cooperate to perform 

a finishing attack, they actually show how 

well they work together. 

Sukashii is shocked and horrified when 

Yattarou leaves him behind and makes his 

debut as a singer. With his pride crushed, 

Sukashii actually gets so depressed as to 

refuse missions. 

Sukashii thinks himself the coolest cat out 

there, and he's always hitting on women, 

but... he's never really shown to be that 

popular with the ladies at all. 

0 
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PURURUN 
(VA: Al ORIKASA) 

SECRET NINJA SQUAD NYANKEE #3 

The one girl of the Nyankee Action Squad is 

spirited and hates to lose. Pururun wants to 

shed that part of her personality and get in touch 

with her feminine side, but despite her efforts, 

she usually fails to do so. Her dream is get a 

marriage proposal from a Prince Charming-type, 

but it doesn't look like her dream will be coming 

true any time soon. Pururun's insane strength 1eads 

the others to call her "monster girl". Her weapons are 

heart-shaped shuriken and the enchanting sword, 

Kirakira. Pururun's killer moves include "Maiden's 

Rage Slash", "Heartbreak", and "Tearaway", 

which utilizes her claws. 

"NO MATTER WHAT KIND OF 
DARKNESS DESCENDS, 

F'LL CLEAR IT AWAY WITH MY LOVE!"" 

SPECS: 

Height: 130 cm 

Weight: 35 kg 

Type: Cat Ninja Anlmalold 

INFERIORITY COMPLEX ... 
OVER HER SMALL CHEST!? 

Pururun is frequently sexually harassed by 

Nekomata Reikainosuke. He picks on her for 

being flat-chested - a point that she's more 

than a little self-conscious about. 
1 

- 

MORE LIKELY TO HIT THAN 
TO SCOLD 

Whenever she gets angry or embarrassed, 

the violent Pururun is apt to give a beatdown. 

Sometimes enough to knock the other two 

out for an entire episode. 

'i POWER-UP FORM 

Like her normal outfit, Pururun's Toritsukkun 

form is also primarily red. Compared to the 

other two, she has more rounded parts. 

TRYING TO UP HER 
"GIRL POWER", BUT... 

Aiming to be a princess someday, 

Pururun attends an etiquette class for girls. 

But instead of demonstrating "girl power", 

all she manages to show is her bafflingly 

intense physical power. 

i EXPRESSIONS 

Pururun is typically thought of as "angry" 

and "strong", but she's got a good number 

of subdued, shocked, and embarrassed 

expressions, too. She's a woman, after all! 

'i PIZZA CAT 

Pururun's apron is especially short, 

making her entire outfit resemble 

a miniskirt. She wants to look sexy, 

but her monstrous strength often 

ends up ruining the effect... 
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0TAMA 
COMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR (BOSS) 

Manager of the Pizza Cat main branch. As the 

Nyankee communications operator, she hands 

down orders to the Action Squad members and 

their backup, launches them to their destinations, 

and makes-important announcements. Otama is 

actually their boss, operating in the shadows, 

but that's not revealed until episode 52. She's also 

responsible for managing the money, and she 

never lets them forget it. Whenever Yattarou and 

the others start making trouble, Otama threatens 

a pay cut, making her someone to be feared. 

She has a rich boyfriend named Heikichi, 

but perhaps it's just his money she's into? 

EXPRESS DELIVERY, 
LAUNCHING NOWT' 
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LOVE FOR MONEY ABOVE ALL ELSE! RESPONDING TO REQUEST 
TO DISPATCH HELP! 

SOLID SUPPORT FOR THE NYANKEES 
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"OMITSU IS SO VERY MOVED!" 

SPECS: 

Height: 126 cm 

Weight: 31 kg 

Type: Type: Sheep Animaloid 

ca«Acree @9 
OMITSU 
(VA: YUKO MIZUTANI) 

EMPLOYEE OF THE 
TEA SHOP, "MICCHAN" 

Edoropolis' resident beauty who manages 

the tea shop, "Micchan", all on her own. 

Though a kind and graceful.soul, Omitsu can 

also be a natural airhead. When she gets 

particularly angry or overjoyed, those 

extreme emotions will cause a barrage of 

missiles to launch from her head. This violent 

aspect leads Karamaru and Ko'on-no-Kami 

to fear her as "Missile Gil". Yattarou and 
\ 

Sukashii both have crushes on her, but she 

never seems to catch on. She also never 

quite realizes that Yattarou and friends are, 

in fact, the Nyankees. 

- 

ROCKET LAUNCHERS 
FEARED BY ALL 

Omitsu's missiles are dangerous enough 

to cause a threat to all of Edoropolis. 

Incidentally, she favorites Siamese Cat 

brand missiles. 

'i EXPRESSIONS 

Omitsu is always smiling, and her eyes 

constantly sparkle. But when her emotions 

get out of control, the launcher apparatus 

on her head pops open to shoot a mass 

of missiles. 

SHE'S GOT LOOKS, BUT... 

Her face is cute, and she can tell people 

apart, but Omitsu is fundamentally terrible 

at reading the mood. Even the narrator 

calls her "Obaka" (idiot). 

i DATE ATTIRE 

The outfit worn on her date with Yattarou. 

Note the clean and trim one-piece dress 

that brings to mind the image of a princess. 

That head accessory has the effect of 

transforming the entire shape of her head. 

A 

DEVILISH SMILE THAT 
BEWITCHES MEN 

When on a date with Yattarou, all it takes is 

a radiant smile to get him wrapped around 

her little finger. There's got to be some 

black magic behind that smile when it's 

enough to ensnare the heart of another. 

'i NIGHTGOWN 

The front of Omitsu's nightgown 

has a simple design, while the back 

features a giant, ornate obi. The 

nightgown itself is cream-colored, 

while the obi is a light purple. 
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SHOGUN TOKUGAWA IEI IEl'S ONLY DAUGHTER 

I 
ca«Acree @ 
USAHIME 

SPECS: 

Height: 120 cm 

Weight: 33 kg 

Type: Rabbit Anlmalold 

" WILL EXILE YOU...!' 

I 

'i IMAGINED WEDDING 
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THE ABUSIVE TOMBOY PRINCESS ' FAVORITE PHRASE: "YOU'RE EXILED!" HER CRUSH ON KARAMARU 
IS REAL!? 
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INUYAMA 
WANKO-NO-KAMI 

- 

SPECS: 

Height: 146 cm 

Weight: 59 kg 

Type: Dog Anlmaloid 

"KO'ON-NO-KAMI APPEARS TO 
BE ON THE MOVE. THIS ORDER 

MUST BE RUSHED."" 
THE PUT-UPON BUREAUCRAT 

Usahime hassles him at the castle and Otama puts 

him to work at the shop. There's no end to it. 

The Inspector-General for the shogunate. 

He formed the Nyankee team to put a stop to 

Ko'on-no-Kami's schemes. It seems that Inuyama's 

been keeping his eye on Ko'on-no-Kami for 15 

years, now. He readily returns to his wilder roots, 

like when he "marks" telephone poles and 

responds to the command of "Stay." 

(VA: KOZO SHIOYA) 

MECHA EDO CASTLE'S 
INSPECTOR-GENERAL 

- 

could be lei lei's twin. 
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TOKUGAWA 
IEI IEI 
(VA: KENYU HORIUCHD 

LORD OF EDOROPOLIS 

The current Shogun who rules over Edoropolis. 

lei lei is a panda animaloid who's often called an 

"idiot" by some of his subjects. He only gets serious 

when going to the bathroom. There's an animaloid 

in Neo-Satsuma named Imahori Sasabee who 
I 

cARAcreR @ 
USA-NO- 
TSUBONE 
(VA: SUMI SHIMAMOTO) 

USAHIME'S MOTHER 

This rabbit animaloid is lei lei's wife 

and Usahime's mother. She's got an 

even more outrageous personality 

than her daughter, so you can 

tell where Usahime gets it from. 

A battle is sure to ensue 

whenever the two meet, 

which isn't often, as 

Usa-no-Tsubone is 

currently on a long 

solo· journey. Her sneezes 

are incredibly powerful. 
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SPECS: 

Height: 145 cm 

Weight: 55 kg 

Type: Cat Ninja Anlmalold 

"GOTTON! 
...I MEAN, UNDERSTOOD!"" 

cA«Acree ( 

GOTTON 
(VA: WATARU TAKAGI 

BACKUP MEMBER 

One of the Nyankees' backup members and 

manager of the Shinagawa Pizza Cat branch. 

His drill can shake the earth, and the spinning . . 
saw on his arm can even rip through iron bars. 

His ultimate attack, the backup ninpou, 

"Sandstorm", causes a spinning tornado. 

DISSATISFIED WITH THE NY ANKEES!? 

Gotton once expressed discontent with the team, 

but after seeing the trio in action, he couldn't help 

but recognize their outstanding characters. 
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SPECS: 

Height: 160 cm 

Weight: 40 kg 

Type: Cat Ninja Animaloid 

"THE HEAVENS 
ARE MY ALLYE' 

HIS UNEXPECTED GIMMICK IS ...MAGIC!? 

When he gets to Tako Hachijou Island, 

Mietoru suddenly starts a magic act by producing 

a mechanical.bird from a handkerchief. 

One of the Nyankees' backup members and 

manager of the Fukagawa Pizza Cat branch. 

He can fly at mach 5, making dogfights his specialty, 

so to speak. Mietoru is also a master speaker, 

as proven when he engages in a three-day long 

war of words with Taikomochi #3. He's known 

for adding "-gesu" to the ends of his lines. 

(VA: TSUTOMU KASHIWAKURA) 

BACKUP MEMBER 

cA«Acre @ 
MIET ORU 
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(VA: KIYOYUKI YANADA) 

cARaAcreR ( 

RIKINOSHIN 

PASSION FOR EXPERIMENTATION 

One of the Nyankees' backup members and 

manager of the Ryougoku Pizza Cat branch. 

This proud giant blasts away enemies with the 

cannons on_ his back. Rikinoshin can also launch 

fireworks from the cannons, and he can even 

shoot lasers. 

BACKUP MEMBER SPECS: 

Height: 165 cm 

Weight: 90 kg 

Type: Cat Ninja Animaloid 

"BACKUP NINJA RIKINOSHIN, 
HERE TO ASSIST" 

- 

In an effort to come up with a joint ultimate 

attack, Rikinoshin and Nekkii end up literally 

combining their respective' weapons. 
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cARAcrER @ 
NEKKI 

T 

BACKUP MEMBER 

BETTING WHILE ON THE JOB!? 

"STAY BACK, 
. AND JUST LEAVE 

IT TO ME!"' 

SPECS: 

Height: 138 cm 

Weight: 50 kg 

Type: Cat Ninja Animaloid 



SPECS: 

Height: 140 cm 

Weight: 40 kg 

Type: Crow Ninja Anlmalold 

"SO YOU'VE COME, NYANKEES! 
GO, MY CROW NINJA. 

DON'T LET THEM GET IN OUR WAY!"' 

(VA: KOICHI Y AMADERA) 

KARAKARA TRIBE MEMBER 
AND SQUAD COMMANDER 

cAeAcreR @ 
. 

KARAMARU 

The leader of the crow ninja who lives to serve 

Ko'on-no-Kami and Gennarisai. When entrusted 

to handle a particular task, he often resorts to 

piloting a variety of mechas. Though Karamaru 

is stoic and extremely serious, he has poor 

follow-through and is always defeated by the 

Nyankees at the crucial moment. Given his rivalry 

with Yattarou, he undergoes extreme training 

until he's able to don the Komusou Tekutaa. 

Even that isn't enough to win, though. 

Usahime is smitten with Karamaru, but he's 

already promised himself to Okara, 

his childhood friend. 

'i PIZZA CAT UNIFORM 'i EXPRESSIONS ' KOMUSOU TEKUTAA 
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The powerup garb of the Karakara Tribe. 

The Komusou conical hat opens up to 

become the shoulder parts, and the 

rounded guard on Karamaru's back can 

even absorb a Cat's Eye Slash attack. 

Karamaru always tries to play it cool, 

but unreasonable commands from his 

fool of a boss often leave him shocked 

or discouraged. He really suffers a lot. 

In episode 22, Karamaru takes a part 

time job at Pizza Cat in order to alleviate 

the Karakara Tribe's financial woes. 

This outfit gives even Karamaru enough 

inspiration to get the job done. 

I A STOIC WARRIOR WHO 
DENIES HIS EMOTIONS 

The ninja has no use for things like "kindness". 

To walk his chosen path, Karamaru must cut 

off his ties to Okara, to whom he promised 

the future. But at the end of it all, he finds 

himself meeting Okara once again... 
1 

TRY AS HE MIGHT, HIS EFFORTS 
ARE NEVER REWARDED 

Karamaru is a loyal soldier - moreso than his 

bosses deserve. He feels the pain for his loyalty, 

and no matter how hard he tries, he's always 

caught up in Ko'on-no-Kami's explosions. 

TO DEFEAT HIS RIVAL, YATTAROU... 

Upon realizing that mechas alone will 

never defeat Yattarou, Karamaru goes 

on a training journey. This training 

enables him to use the legendary 

Komusou Tekutaa. 
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"SILENCE, SILENCE! 
NO EXCUSE FOR THESE EXCUSES!"' 

SPECS: 

Height: 145 cm 

Weight: 25 kg 

Type: Fox Anlmalold 

cARAcTER (9 
KITSUNEZUKA 
KO'ON-NO-KAMI 
(VA: IKUYA SAWAKI) 

MECHA EDO CASTLE 
SENIOR ADVISOR 

Though he plays the part of the shogunate's 

second-in-command, this supreme leader of 

evil secretly commands the Karakara Tribe 

and plots to overthrow the shogunate. 

' Ko'on-no-Kami is the ringleader responsible 

for bringing turmoil to Edoropolis, but his 

plans are always thwarted by the Nyankees 

and by his rival, Wanko-no-Kami. His conceit 
I 

and self-assuredness usually result in failure, 

and Gennarisai and Karamaru typically treat 

him like an idiot. Ko'on-no-Kami's short 

temper means that a burst of anger or 

disappointment can literally cause him to 

explode. He speaks in a rather feminine style, 

and all his special disguises have him 

crossdressing. His stage name is "Ageyakko". 

HE'LL DO ANYTHING TO STAND 
OU AND GET POPULAR 

I 

Ko'on-no-Kami just wants to be loved by the 

masses. But in order to win that popularity, 

he'll purposely stir up trouble, just so that 

he can come to the rescue. 

EXPRESSIONS 

His rage and despair over being defeated 

by the Nyankees often seeps out. 

As Ko'on-no-Kami is a narcissistic guy, 

he also tends to wear a conceited look 

on his face. 

me 

ALWAYS IN SYNC , 
WITH GENNARISA!°> 

Gennarisai and Ko'on-no-Kami are prone to 

calling each other "Gen-chan" and "Kon-chan". 

They'll even have fantasies with matching 

cosplays, sometimes. What a beautiful friendship. 

@ 

• CROSSDRESSINc 

He was awakened to the wonders of 

crossdressing 15 years ago, when he 

cross-dressed with his future self. 

At first, Ko'on-no-Kami would hide 

his feminine nature, but over time, 

he's become more open about it. 

- - -- 

BURNING PASSION!? 
SUSPICIONS ABOUT THIS 
BL-LOVING FOX 

One of Yattarou's and Sukashii's ninpou 

attacks, "Friendship Koyoshi", requires them 

to hold hands. Such "friendliness" between 

fellow men gets Ko'on all excited. 

« 
·@ IN A LEOTARD 

Ko'on-no-Kami tries on lots of ladies' 

clothing, but this is the most intense 

example. There's nothing weirder than 

when he poses like that. enthralled 

with himself. 
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CHIEF OF THE KARAKARA TRIBE 
The crow ninja leader who serves as Ko'on-no-Kami's 

• right-hand man and supports his ambitions to 

overthrow the shogunate. He helps to challenge 

the Nyankee team with mechas he creates, often 

on a low budget. Ko'on-no-Kami accidentally saved 

Gennarisai 15 years ago, at which point the latter 

pledged his undying loyalty. 

- ..6 [H 
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/) 

MAKING FUN OF KO'ON-NO-KAMI!? 

Though they appear to be on good terms, 

Gennarisai will sometimes curse Ko'on-no-Kami 

under his breath or otherwise imply that his 

boss deserves scorn. 

cARAcTeR (@ 
KARASU 
GENNARISAI 
(VA: NAOKI TATSUTA) 

"TOHOHO. GEN...NARI."" 

SPECS: 

Height: 144 cm 

Weight: 44 kg 

Type: Crow Ninja Animaloid 
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CROW NINJA 
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'i FOOT SOLDIER VERSION 

SPECS: 

Height: 100 cm 

Weight: 20 kg 

Type: Crow Ninja Animaloid 

'i RETAINER VERSION 

ENDLESS SUFFERING FOR 
THE SAKE OF THEIR BOSSES 

The crow ninja are always forced to follow flat-out 

unreasonable. orders. They' even take on part-time 

jobs to earn money, sometimes. 

KARAKARA TRIBE GENIN 
The lowest ranking ninja of the Karakara Tribe. 

They constitute the squad that serves Gennarisai and 

Karamaru in their plots to overthrow the shogunate. 

These crows may appear to be a serious bunch who 

carry out orders faithfully, but they're actually prone 

to slacking off from work and goofing around. 
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(VA: YASUNORI MATSUMOTO) 

NINJA QUARTET OF DARKNESS: LEADER 

The leader of a ninja group summoned from Karakara ... 
Village by Gennarisai to defeat the Nyankees. 

Though Zankaa makes mincemeat of the Nyankees 

at first, he gets fewer and fewer chances to shine 

after repeated failures. In the end, Ko'on-no-Kami 

seems to forget about him altogether. 

DARING LEADER OF THE 
NINJA QUARTET OF DARKNESS 

This self-assured warrior looks down on Karamaru and 

his constant failures, and he even treats Ko'on-no-Kami 

like an idiot (or at least he used to). 

.:t WANDERER 
OUTFIT 

"IN THIS MERCILESS WORLD 
OF NINJA, WE MUST SINK 

INTO DARKNESS TO 
AVENGE THE SHADOWS."" 

ca«Acre (D 
ZANKAA 
OF THE SHADOWS 
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REKKAA OF THE WIND 
(VA: HIROYUKI SHI BAM OTO -> KENYU HORIUCHI) 

NINJA QUARTET OF DARKNESS: 
FIRST NINJA 
A ninja from Karakara Village who overwhelms 

enemies with blinding speed. While tracking 

the Nyankees, he manages to disguise 

himself as a pizza shop employee and slip 

some sleeping powder to Yattarou, but his 

doubtful nature means he can never really 

be sure about his suspicions. 

HIS ONLY FLAW? BAD LUCK 

Rekkaa gets closer than anyone to 

discovering the true identities of the 

Nyankee members, but he gets run over by 

ltsunomo Oya and Ko at the last minute. 

' 

l 

"MY LIGHTNING-FAST MOVES WON'T 
ALLOW ANY FOE TO ESCAPE."' 
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cA«Acre ¢@ 
BONKAA 
OF THE FLAMES 
(VA: KOZO SHIOYA) 

NINJA QUARTET OF DARKNESS: 
SE'COND NINJA 

- 
This ninja from Karakara Village is a power-fighter who 

uses the giant cannon on his back as a weapon. With 

very few appearances later in the series, both Bonkaa 

and Wokkaa weep tears of joy when Yattarou says he 

remembers the Ninja Quartet of Darkness. 

- 
"MY POWERFUL CANNON WILL 

BLAST ANY FOE TO PIECES."" 

NO MERCY, EVEN FOR WOMEN 

While trying to expose the Nyankees' true identities, 

Bonkaa knocks out and kidnaps Omitsu, because he 

suspects she has a connection to them. 
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"yM AT HOME IN THE WATER. 
LL SILENTLY DRAG MY FOES 

DOWN INTO THE DEEP."" 

TOSSED ABOUT BY THE BIG CITY 

Unfamiliar with city life, Wokkaa sees the 

food served at the restaurant and says, 

"The big city sure is a terrifying place." 

cARaAcTE @ 
WOKKAA OF THE WATER 
(VA: KENYU HORIUCHI-> MASAMI KIKUCHI) 

NINJA QUARTET OF DARKNESS: 
THIRD NINJA s 

A ninja from Karakara Village who specializes in 

aquatic battle. He doesn't realize that Yattarou 

and friends are the Nyankees, even when they 

stroll out of Pizza cat As somewhat of a country 

bumpkin, Wokkaa gets more than he bargained 

for when he mistakenly orders the extra large 

parfait dessert at Pizza cat 



Omitsu's older brother. Matsukichi is a sushi chef, but he's 

imprisoned in a mecha when he incurs Ko'on-no-Kami's 

wrath. He wears the same size clothing as Yattarou. ,, 

cARAcreR @ 
MATSUKICHI 

Genmai does research on flying mechas. His son, 

Zenmainoshin, is teased for his long-held dream of 

flying, but he believes in his father to the very end. 

cA«Acre @ 
SHIRAGA 
GENMAI 
& SHIRA GA 
ZENMAINOSHIN 

This mother and son are always staring at Pizza 

Cat's "express delivery" launch. They only have a 

line or two at first, but as the series progresses, 

they make more appearances and actually get 

involved in the story. 

cARacreR € 
ITSUMONO OYA 
& ITSUMONO KO 

Okinu is a city girl who has eyes only for Sukashii. 

She has a chance to learn Ko'on-no-Kami's secret, 

but doesn't manage to see it because of her 

extreme myopia. Tomekichi is Okinu's fianc~. 

ca«Acre € 
OKINU & 
TOMEKICHI 
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- 
Sasabee is a resident of Nee-Satsuma who could be 

Lord lei lei's twin. "Sasabee" is just a provisional name. 

Midwife Kuroneko is Lord lei lei's royal midwife. 

cARaAcTeR € 
IMOHORI 
SASABEE 
& MID WIFE 
KURONEKO 

A scientist renowned as a great teacher, who, 

even at 350 years old, is still a pervert who goes 

after the ladies. He's the one who developed the 
' 

Nyago King and Toritsukkun. 

cA«Acre @ 
NEKOMATA 
REIKAINOSUKE 

ca«Acres @ 
EJISONTOKU 
This mouse animaloid is an engineer who's among 

the scientists kidnapped by Collector #9. He's forced 

against his will to create a beam weapon. 

caRAcreR €@ 

POCHIPUMA 
A famous baseball player in Edoropolis. Ko'on-no-Kami 

knows that Usahime is a fan, so he uses Yousei #2 to control 

the athlete and make him propose to the princess. 
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ca«Acree ( 

YOSHIBOU 
8 OTOME 

Parent and child who live in tenement housing. 

Yoshibou mistakes Ko'on-no-Kami for his father 

and causes all sorts of trouble. When her son 

goes missing, Otome goes to Yattarou for help. 

cAAcrE @ 
HEIKICHI 
Otama's boyfriend. He's apparently rich, 

so maybe Otama just likes him for 

his money!? He's turned into a woman 

by Nabekama #1. 
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cARAcrER € 
HIDARI 
KINGOROU 
The architect of Mecha Edo Castle. 

He's exiled to Tako Hachijou Island for 

farting during a game with Usahime, 

but once there, he finds that he can 

and cares. 

cAmcreR @9 
. . 

KITSUTSUKI 
NO UWATSUKI 
Director at Daimyo King Records. He scouts Yattarou and revives 

the pop duo "Mippuru". He's voiced by Toshimichi Ootsuki of the 

real-life King Records. 



EE I I 
cARAcreR € 
OKARA 
Karamaru's childhood friend. As a child, she swore to some day be his bride, and 

she still thinks of him to this day. She left Karakara Village in pursuit of Karamaru 

but ended up joining the circus. Okara keeps her promise to Karamaru to the very 

end, and in the final episode. the two open a pizza shop together. 

'i KARAMARU AND OKARA AS CHILDREN 

cARAcr € 
BUNBUTA 

CHAGAMA 
The transformed version of a UFO that comes to 

Earth. It starts to grow after eating a single thing, 

and it won't stop until it's consumed every bit of 

food on a given planet. 

cA«Acree € 
BLACK 
GENERAL 
The ninja cat tribe's protective deity and Nekomyoujin 

incarnate, enshrined in Mt. Nekofuji. He's the true 

creator of Nyago King and the Toritsukkun. 
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Michael's girlfriend. Just like 

Omitsu, when Honey gets excited, 

her ponytail-shaped gatling gun 

starts firing haphazardly. 

cAmcre ( 

HONEY 

Manager of the NYC branch of 

Pizza Cat, and communications 

operator for the Yankees. 

Her launching announcements 

are in English. "Ball" is just 

a provisional name. 

cAeaAcreR @ 
BALL 

The Yankees' sole female member. 
I 

Madonna fights while looking like a queen, 

and she's beautiful enough that Yattarou 

and Sukashii fall head-over-heels for her. 

She's the polar opposite of Pururun in 

most respects. Lh--? 

cARAcrss 

MADON 

Leader of the Yankees. He's two 

centimeters taller than Yattarou, 

and he looks down on Yattarou 

when they first meet, but by the 

end of their adventures, the two 

come to respect each other. 

cAAcre (@ 

MICHAEL 

One of the Yankees. Blunt and passionate, Prince 

hits on the ladies even more than Sukashii does. 

His reward for making advances on Pururun? 

A severe beatdown. 

cA«Acree € 
PRINCE 
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HIDDEN NINJA SQUAD: 
YANKEES 
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The ninjas of New York City who also happen to work in the NYC branch 

of Pizza Cat. They fight against the Ko'on-no-Kami tribe, which hopes to 

take over the city'. 

a 



Episode 10:"Teyandee! This is Nyankee-dee" 

Screenplay: Satoru Akahori ] Storyboard: Kunitoshi Okajima 

Director: Kunitoshi Okajima I Animation Director: Takeshi Yamazaki 

Episode 51: "Eek! Ko'on-no-Kami's Great Research" 

Screenplay: Satoru Akahori Storyboard: Kunitoshi Okajima 

Director: Kunitoshi Okajima ] Animation Director: Yoshio Kabashima 

Episode 54:"Nyankee Forever!" 

Screenplay: Satoru Akahori Storyboard: Kunitoshi Okajima 

Director: Kunitoshi Okajima I Animation Director: Yukio Ohyake 

'These three episodes are clip shows, so they've been omitted from this section. 
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OPENING THEME 

OTTO DOKKOI NIHONBARE 
Lyrics: Anju Mana ] Music: Takeshi Ike 

Arrangement: Etsuko Yamakawa I Sung by: Reina Yazawa 

By shaking their butts 

and flipping their tails up, 

the Nyankees combine 

humor with the cuteness 

of real-life cats. 

This light and cheery tune is the perfect opening for "Teyandee". The animation 

shows the streets of Edoropolis, as well as its various residents. We even get a peek 

at the scheming Ko'on-no-Kami and Gennarisai, a fight between Yattarou and 

Karamaru. and a number of other scenes related to the story. Incidentally, the 

animation director for this opening was Masami Suda, who also directed episode l 

.RN ( € 

A''% l 

••  

Ji}, •id r 
- f#  . Yattarou bursts out of 

, ]. Pizza Cat and energetically 

runs through the streets 

; t of Edoropolis. 
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Yattarou and Karamaru clash swords 

high above the castle. This battle scene 

captures the intense nature of their 

fated rivalry. 



ENDING THEME 

TO BE YOURSELF 
Lyrics: Anju Mana ] Music: Takeshi Ike 

Arrangement: Etsuko Yamakawa I Sung by: Reina Yazawa 

As this calm song plays, the various main characters carry in parts of a 

disassembled Yattarou. It's not just Sukashii, Pururun, and the backup 

members; Omitsu, Usahime, and even some of the villains, like Karamaru, 

the crow ninja, Ko'on-no-Kami, and Gennarisai all cooperate to put Yattarou 

back together. It's an ending theme that makes one feel at home. 

Karamaru and the crow 

ninja carry Yattarou's 

tail and arms. They look 

especially put-upon, 

as if someone's ordered 

them to do this. 
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Even the selfish Usahime 

comes in carrying a part. 

As shogun, lei lei just 

accompanies the others 

without carrying anything 
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Yattarou is finally put back together, 

thanks to everyone's help. A rainbow 

spreads across the sky as he smiles. 



AIRED: FEBRUARY 1ST, 1990 

=sob MOVE OUT, HIDDEN NINJA SQUAD NYANKEE! 
see 

SCREENPLAY· SATORU AKAHORI I STORYBOARD: TORU SHIMIZU I DIRECTOR: KUNITOSHI OKAJIMA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR. MASAMI SUDA 

EI 
Countless animaloids live in peace and harmony in the grand 

city of Edoropolis. But that peace is abruptly shattered when 

a dragon mecha controlled by an unknown party attacks 

the people. Behind the attack are Ko'on-no-Kami, Gennarisai, 

and the rest of the Karakara Tribe, who plot to overthrow the 

shogunate. Witnessing these events, Wanko-no-Kami gives 

an order to Yattarou, Sukashii, and Pururun, who work at the 

popular pizza shop, "pizza Cat". It's time for Hidden Ninja 

Squad Nyankee to move out! 

JLLII'IE 
In episode 1, Ko'on-no-Kami and his gang cause a panic, 

Wanko-no-Kami gives our heroes a mission, the Nyankees 

are launched by Pizza Cat's specialty "Express Delivery", 

ltsumono Oya and Ko see them off, Yattarou defeats the 

enemy mecha with his killer move, "Cat's Eye Slash", 

and Ko'on-no-Kami's rage over his failure cause him to 

explode... This episode cleanly sets a precedent for the 

classic "Teyandee" format. The gags are kept to a minimum, 

but there are still plenty of highlights. 

"FINALLY OUR TIME TO SHINE!"' 
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Ko'on-no-Kami plots from the shadows. 
Wanko-no-Kami forms the ninja team in 
an effort to preserve the peace. 

Yattarou is totally in love with town girl 
Omitsu. She's a beauty, for sure, but she 
can also be a natural airhead. 

Edoropolis is a sci-fi city with an Edo-era 
flair to it. The bustling castle town spreads 
out from the central Edo Castle. 

Sukashii's ninpou lights up the sky, revealing the Ko'on-no-Kami and Gennarisai already form Pizza Cat's specialty - "Express Delivery". 
true nature of the mecha dragon. Oh, how the a somewhat comic duo, right from the start. It's a giant, revolver-shaped cannon that 

poor little genin crows suffer for their work. Their banter is a sight to behold. launches the Nyankees to distant locations. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

G 
"FOR THE CRIME OF FILLING THESE GOOD PEOPLE'S 
HEARTS WITH FEAR AND DESTROYING BUILDING 
AFTER BUILDING... I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU!' 

The line Yattarou says right before using his "Cat's Eye Slash" attack. 

Weirdly enough, he doesn't say "Furthermore!" this first time. 

STORYBOARD SELECTION 
A certain big-name director worked on the 

storyboard for episode 1 under an alias. 
The comic sensibility here is really fun. 

In this storyboard, Yattarou was "Hypermaru" 
and Ko'on-no-Kami was "Inari-no-Kami". 

Their designs are also a little different. 
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It looks like a giant dragon mecha...but it's actually 

just papier-m~ch~ controlled by genin crows. 

Only the front and rear legs are actually robotic. 

As soon as the jig is up, Yattarou cleaves the beast 

in two with his Cat's Eye Slash. 

' 1 4 

"MAMA, THOSE PIZZA GUYS 
ARE FLYING THROUGH 
THE SKY AGAIN."" 

"SO THEY ARE. 
WHAT A HARD JOB."" 

ltsumono Oya and Ko make their first of many standardized appearances. 

From this point on, though, the format gets shaken up a bit. 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 
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AIRED: FEBRUARY 8TH, 1990 

=sos+ = DOWNTOWN SUSHI! PANIC! 

SCREENPLAY: NARUHISA ARAKAWA I STORYBOARD: MINEO FUJI I DIRECTOR: MINEO FUJI I ANIMATION DIRECTOR. YUKIO OHYAKE 

p5EI 
While out on a delivery, Yattarou stumbles across a depressed 

looking Omitsu. Her older brother, Matsukichi, is a pro sushi chef, 

but after incurring the wrath of Ko'on-no-Kami, he's been 

forbidden from ever making sushi again. Yattarou suspects a 

more serious plot. Meanwhile, Ko'on-no-Kami is enacting his 

"Sushi Curse Plan", so the ever-alert Wanko-no-Kami calls 

out to Yattarou and friends. Suddenly, though, a robot appears 

in town, and it's bent on making sushi out of the citizens 

of Edoropolis... 

COMMENTARY 

Ko'on-no-Kami's "Sushi Curse Plan", which involves manipulating 

Matsukichi into controlling Edomae #S and making sushi out of 

anything and everything, is more than a little surreal, but the 

opening and closing of the episode draw on period drama motifs. 

ltsumono Oya and Ko do their gag three whole times, Omitsu 

demonstrates her capacity to be an airhead, and Yattarou spouts 

his "Furthermore!" line. All these eventual standbys contribute 

to firing up the engine of this series. 

"WE THANK YOU FOR WAITING FOR YOUR 
PIPING-HOT EXPRESS-DELIVERY PIZZA, SIR!' 
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While crying, Omitsu starts firing missiles, 
for some reason. This becomes an 
established gag. 

Omitsu doesn't realize that she was firing 
off those missiles earlier. How adorable (?). 

In the explanation corner, the narrator gives 
a clear and concise explanation! 

"You are hereby invited to Mecha Edo Castle." 
Yattarou and Sukashii look none too pleased. 

Omitsu's brother, Matsukichi, has a habit 
of forming the peace sign with his main 
sushi-making hand. 

The fight against Karamaru of the 
Karakara Tribe. This is the birth of the 
rivalry between him and Yattarou. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

• 

''YOU'VE RUINED THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
BROTHER AND SISTER, GIVEN THE PEOPLE AN INHERENT 
FEAR OF SUSHI, AND ... FURTHERMORE! FOR THE CRIME 
OF SPREADING RUMORS OF A CURSE CAUSED BY 
OUR SUSHI-LOVING SHOGUN, I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU!" 

The first appearance of the trademark "Furthermore!" line. Obligatory lines 
like this one, often found in TV period dramas, are well-suited to an anime. 

STORYBOARD SELECTION 
This was done at a point when most 
designs weren't yet finalized, so take note 
of the much cuter look used for ltsumono 

Oya and Ko. The narrator is also called 
"Sensei" in this version. 
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WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 
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ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"MAMA, THOSE PIZZA GUYS 
ARE FLYING THROUGH 
THE SKY AGAIN."" 

"SO THEY ARE. WHILE WE, 
ON THE OTHER HAND, 
HAVE NOTHING BUT FREE TIME." 

Oya and Ko witness all three deployment scenes in the episode. 

Oya seems pretty self-aware that they don't have much going on in their lives. 

Matsukichi, a pro sushi chef, is brainwashed into 

becoming the brains for this terrifying mecha, 

which makes sushi out of whatever's nearby, 

 be it person or tree. But where the heck did 

 
all that rice come from, anyway? 



AIRED: FEBRUARY 15TH, 1990 

- 
EPISODE :S: DIG, DIG, KEEP DIGGING THOSE HOLES! 

SCREENPLAY. NOBUAKI KISHIMA I STORYBOARD YOSHIZO TSUDA I DIRECTOR: TAKESHI ASHIZAWA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: YOSHIO KABASHIMA 

pIII 
This episode finds Yattarou and Sukashii taking one of their 

frequent trips to Omitsu's tea shop, but on a whim, she's gone out 

shopping by way of Kagoden (the name for the city's subway). 

The cats are discouraged, and Omitsu (along with the entire 

Kagoden) is kidnapped and forced into labor by Karamaru as 

part of the plan to excavate buried treasure. The Nyankee 

team deploys to investigate the missing Kagoden, and while 

following the tracks, they spot some all-too-familiar missiles... 

JI.III 
Karamaru and his gang are after the Tokugawa family's buried gold, 

but it turns out to just be a buried goldfish... Omitsu's missiles are 

really the key to this story. It's thanks to her that the goldfish and 

the kidnap victims are found by Yattarou and friends. The full 

barrage scene - ~ la "Space Runaway ldeon" - is a must-see. 

This episode also marks the first appearance by a Nyankee 

backup member. It's Gotton, and he comes from Shinagawa 

to join the fight. 

''YOU DARN MISSILE GIRL!" 
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Ko'on-no-Kami has an ancient document that The subway system used for kidnapping 
speaks of buried treasure. That document in this episode is a remarkably large-scale 
hides a great secret, though... operation. 

According to Sukashii, the tea served by 
Omicchan is "harshly and severely bitter." 

Backup member Gotton is equipped with a 
drill and a power saw. His catchphrase is 
"Understood" (gatten). 

There's no buried gold. Just a buried goldfish. Omitsu starts bawling when Karamaru calls 
her "Missile Girl". She may be the most 
destructive force in the series. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

G 
"YOU'VE TAKEN INNOCENTS AND FORCED THEM TO 
DIG YOUR TUNNEL. FOR THAT CRIME, 
I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU!"' 

This is an example of a line with Yattarou's trademark "Teyandee" bit, 
which is part of the show's title. Omitsu's missiles play a large role 

in this one, so Yattarou's speech is fairly orthodox. 
a 

STORYBOARD SELECTION 
We wanted to showcase the scene aboard 

the Kagoden this time. The subway car's 

appearance is modeled on a ticketing booth, 

but you can also catch a glimpse of the staff's 
attention to period drama detail, as found in 

the "tegata" and branding. 
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These robots were made solely to dig tunnels, 
so they don't have any special weapons. 

Their defenses are hardy enough to withstand 
a missile barrage from Omitsu, but considering 

that it nearly destroys all four of them, 

perhaps this plan was poorly thought out. 

WELCOMING 

THE NEW MECHA 

This episode takes place underground, so Yattarou and friends are shot 

straight down into the dirt. As this is the only deployment scene in the 

episode, Oya and Ko only get to appear once. 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

 
"MAMA, THOSE PIZZA GUYS..." 

LOOKS LIKE 
THEY'RE CLEANING 
MANHOLES TODAY." 
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AIRED: FEBRUARY 22ND, 1990 

EPISODE 4: A CARD WILL SOLVE YOUR WORRIES! 
sass 

SCREENPLAY. YUM! KAGEYAMA I STORYBOARD· EISHI SUI I DIRECTOR: MINEO FUJI I ANIMATION DIRECTOR. TAKESHI YAMAZAKI 

p5EI COMMENTARY 

A giant statue of Kannon suddenly appears in town, and it's 

said that it will grant any wish, for a cost. It's actually part of 

a get-rich-quick scheme, but a ton of citizens are fooled, 

leading to big profits for Ko'on-no-Kami. When Edoropolis' 

richest man, Omiya, invites the Kannon statue to his house, 

Ko'on-no-Kami plots to use the opportunity to steal all of 

Omiya's wealth. Meanwhile, Yattarou finds that his "donation" 

to the statue isn't giving him much luck with Omitsu... 

This plot was largely a parody of the real-life problem of cult 

scams, at the time. They would sell prepaid phone cards for a 

high price, claiming that they represented direct appeals to 

the gods. As the highlights show, the plan fails but still results in 

profits for the baddies. It would've succeeded entirely if Yattarou 

hadn't been rejected by Omitsu. The backup member this time 

is Rikinoshin from the Ryougoku branch. His big cannons pack 

quite a punch, but he barely has any lines. 

"I HOPE TO GET CLOSER AND 
CLOSER TO OMICCHAN!"' 
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This giant statue appears in town, 
but it's really just the mecha Arigataya #l 
in disguise.. 

These dubious cards are said to solve all 
of one's woes, whether they concern love 
or money. 

This is the trick behind the scheme's success. 
The bad guys hire actors to convince other 
patsies. 

Ko'on-no-Kami is thrilled that a plan 
actually worked, for once. 

Yattarou's wish fails to come true when 
a cooler guy gets the jump on him. 
Omitsu sure is a shrewd one. 

Rikinoshin, from the Ryougoku branch. 
His rikishi (sumo wrestler) looks and dual 
shoulder cannons make for a solid design 
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STORYBOARD SELECTION 

"MAMA, THOSE PIZZA GUYS 
ARE FLYING TO THE MOON." 

"THEY SEEM TO BE 
OVER-THE-MOON FOR 
THEIR JOBS." 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!" SAYING 

''YOU TRAMPLED ON THE DREAMS OF THE GOOD PEOPLE 
OF EDOROPOLIS, AND...FURTHERMORE! FOR THE CRIME 
OF TOYING WITH MY PURE WISH, I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU!"" 



JEE 
. A STAR IS BORN? 

EPISODES. THE SWEET ALLURE OF SHOWBIZ 
ms i ii see 

SCREENPLAY· HIROYUKI KAWASAKI I STORYBOARD: SHINJI SAKAI I DIRECTOR. SHINJI SAKAI I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: FUDEO SAKATA 

EE4I 
One day, a suspicious theater owner arrives at Pizza Cat and 

ends up scouting Omitsu. Pururun manages to get involved, 

and the two make their debut. The duo suddenly explode in 

popularity as the pop duo, "Mippuru"! But Yattarou, who only 

has eyes for Omitsu, gets into a squabble with Pururun. 

That's when Ko'on-no-Kami activates a brainwashing device 

in Mippuru's microphones, causing the audience to attack 

the shogunate's weapon storage... 

JILII'II 
This episode is all about the cute looks of "Mippuru". Their frilly 

outfits are a callback to 80s pop groups, and they would definitely 

have their own CDs and figures if they were around today. 

The Karakara Tribe's "use pop idols to brainwash the populace 

into bringing about a coup d'etat" plan may be by-the-books, 

but it's still a good and reliable scheme that experienced 

plenty of popularity. 

"LET'S BECOME IDOLS! THE TWO OF US!"" 
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This obviously suspicious producer 
appears at Pizza Cat. 

The two idols. Treasure this rare shot of 
Pururun without her helmet. 

The ones behind it all are the Karakara 
Tribe, as always! Incidentally, it seems that 
Gennarisai is also a fan of Omitsu. 

Rikinoshin makes his second appearance in a 
row as a backup member. He still doesn't 
have many lines, though. 

He should've just knocked it off, but Karamaru For some reason, this story also ends with a 
proudly ends up exposing the scheme. missile barrage from Omitsu. The gag has taken 
Maybe he just wanted the others to care? a firm foothold in the series by this point. 
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STORYBOARD SELECTION 
A lot of attention was paid to the details 
for Mippuru's concert scene, and you can 
tell how much hard work went into it. 

Episodes 5 and 6 were originally switched, 

so this storyboard was supposed to 

be for episode 6. 

A certain pair of legendary performer brothers 

provided the motif for these giant robots. 
For some reason, it seems like their lower halves 
weren't finished... but then they start storing 

hostages down there, leading to a nearly 

successful plan... 
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rrsuMoNo 0YA AND Ee 
"MAMA, THOSE PIZZA GUYS 
ARE FLYING OFF AGAIN."" 

"MY NECK HURTS AFTER 
WAITING FOR TWO 
WHOLE WEEKS."" 

There had been a gap week between the last episode and this one, 

at the time of airing. It's a joke that only really worked the first time 

the episode was shown. 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

9 
''YOU TRICKED THESE GIRLS, AND ••• WHAT'S MORE! 
FOR THE CRIME OF TAKING THESE GOOD 
PEOPLE HOSTAGE, I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU!" 

Note that it's "what's more" this time - not "furthermore." 

Yattarou's official catchphrase just hadn't been solidified yet. 
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JETEEN 
EPISODE 6· EXPLORE! PLAYGROUND FOR 

- -_THETOMEOY PRINCESS_ 
SCREENPLAY MAYORI SEKIJIMA I STORYBOARD. SHINJI TAKAGI I DIRECTOR. SHINJI SAKAI I ANIMATION DIRECTOR. KATSUMI HASHIMOTO 

Jp5III 
There's a ghostly rumor about Mecha Edo Castle. They say 

there's a giant bug crawling around behind the walls, 

making weird noises. Sick of studying, the tomboyish 

Usahime is pumped to get to the bottom of the mystery, 

but it turns out that Ko'on-no-Kami was just converting the 

elder council area into a trick house. Fearing for the health 

of the gen in crows, who've worked day and night on 

the construction, Gennarisai places a delivery order 

with Pizza Cat... 

JILI5CI 
From start to finish, Yattarou is victim to Usahime's tomboyish 

whims. Even though he's drained of energy and run ragged, 

he still finds it in himself to angrily fight back against those 

who harm Usahime. The princess requests a friend who's 

"dumb, clumsy, and has a face that makes me laugh", 

and Wanko-no-Kami thinks Yattarou fits the bill, but in the end. 

it's clear that she thinks better of Yattarou than all that. 

"YOU'RE A FUNNY ONE, V'LL LET YOU BE MY RETAINER, 
SO ACCOMPANY MY EXPEDITION!"' 

1 

Wanko-no-Kami chases after the tomboyish The "ghosts" behind the noises are actually 
Usahime. It's a scene that often shows up in just the Karakara Tribe, working to turn the 
period pieces. elder council area into a trick house. 

Ko'on-no-Kami gets excited when he sees the 
delivery logo and starts dancing and cosplaying, 
but then he accidentally ends up kissing Yattarou. 
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The trick house is chock full of traps, but 
Usahime treats it all like one big adventure. 

The light on Yattarou's forehead flashes 
red when he's almost out of power. 

This episode marks the first appearance of 
backup member Mietoru. He flies through 
the skies at mach 5! 
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STORYBOARD SELECTION 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"MAMA, THOSE PIZZA GUYS 
ARE FLYING THROUGH 
THE SKY AGAIN."" 

ago rev ARE. I WONDER IF 
K' rHEvusvER DRoP A SLICE r on rworoR us." 

4 you SURE ARE GREEDY,MAMA."" 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

"FOR THE CRIMES OF TURNING MECHA EDO CASTLE 
INTO YOUR OWN TRICK HOUSE AND HARMING USAHIME, 
I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU"" 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 



IEEE_e 
EPISODE 7• SERIOUSLY!? 

. THE DAY KARAMARU TURNS HERO 
iinvisiziis 

SCREENPLAY. YUMI KAGEYAMA I STORYBOARD TAKUMI NODA I DIRECTOR: TOTTE KUREBEE I ANIMATION DIRECTOR· TOYOAKI NAKAJIMA 

pII 
After once again getting beaten by Yattarou and the Nyankee team, 

Karamaru reminisces about his village's heyday and dreams once more 

of becoming a hero. Meanwhile, an animaloid from Hollend is visiting 

Mecha Edo Castle in the hopes of making a trade agreement with the 

shogunate. Speaking for the shogunate is Ko'on-no-Kami. He recommends 

the trade agreement to the shogun, but Wanko-no-Kami speaks 

out against the idea. This irritates Ko'on-no-Kami, who, of course, 

is plotting to use Hollend's secret weapon to overthrow the shogunate. 

Karamaru's ambitions and Ko'on-no-Kami's conspiracy are portrayed quite 

seriously in this episode. The plan to use the foreign merchant to overthrow 

the shogunate proceeds rather smoothly, and the ferocity of the cornered 

Karamaru's attacks - along with a strong mecha - push Yattarou and 

friends to the limit, shockingly. The audience is kept in suspense as 

Karamaru seems to come out on top. As a result, the punchline that 

awaits Karamaru - who acquires the secret weapon and believes himself a 

hero - is quite funny. 

''THIS MAY BE THE SECRET WEAPON THAT 
WILL FINALLY OVERTHROW THE SHOGUNATE."' 
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Early in the episode, Karamaru is beaten 
soundly by Yattarou's Cat's Eye Slash. 
What a sad sight... 

A rail line leading to the Karakara hidden 
base spreads beneath Edoropolis. 

Back in Karamaru's hometown, 
Karakara Village, young crow ninja 
view him with envy. 

Wanko-no-Kami is wary of trade agreements 
with foreign nations. During his argument with 
Ko'on-no-Kami, he shows what a competent 
debater he can be. 

In order to acquire the secret weapon 
from the visitor from Hollend, Ko'on-no-Kami 
engages in negotiations. But just what is 
the secret weapon, anyway? 

Backup member Nekkii makes his first 
appearance. His strong water attack is 
enough to hold a troublesome enemy at bay. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

G 
"FOR THE CRIME OF USING THIS MAN FROM 
HOLLEND TO ACQUIRE A SECRET WEAPON AND 
OVERTHROW THE SHOGUNATE... I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU!" 

Yattarou just happens to spot Ko'on-no-Kami and his potential trade partner. 

When he catches on to the conspiracy, his rage explodes with this line. 

STORYBOARD SELECTION 
Karamaru and Yattarou's battle scene 
makes for an action-packed storyboard, 
and you can really feel Karamaru's 
desperation when he says, "I want to 
be a hero." They don't only fight 
with swords; adding thrown weapons 
into the mix makes for an exciting battle. 
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Although Tatsuashi #3 and #4 are defeated 
early on, Gearman #O multiplies every time it's 
cut in two, which drives Yattarou and friends 
into a corner. They manage to pull off a win, 

though, with the help of Nekkii. 

THAT PIZZA GIRL IS 
FL YING THROUGH THE SKY."" 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

"TODAY'S GIRLS SURE 
ARE STRONG."" 

What they say when Pururun goes flying off. Could Oya be alluding 
to her own strength!? Oya and Ko also appear when all three 

Nyankees blast off, later on. 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 
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AIRED: MARCH 22ND, 1990 

erso+ + SCARY! KO'ON-NO-KAMI'S SECRET 

SCREENPLAY· SEIKO WATANABE I STORYBOARD. SHIGERU KIMIYA I DIRECTOR SHINGO KANEKO I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: YUKIO OHYAKE 

COMMENTARY 

A tailor girl named Okinu finds out a secret about Ko'on-no-Kami 

that could rock his entire world. He sends out crow ninja to 

capture her, but she's saved by Sukashii, who promptly falls 

in love with her. But no sooner has Okinu been saved than 

Ko'on-no-Kami lashes out once more. What's his big secret, 

anyway? And can Sukashii protect the girl he loves? 

JI5EI 
Ko'on-no-Kami's secret and Sukashii falling in love are really two 

separate plots, but they're brought together by the introduction 

of Okinu. It's incredible how much she ends up messing with the 

two of them - unintentionally, even! The big secret is revealed in 

episodes to come, so there's no real need to hide it now, but you 

should still see it for yourself. This episode does a good job of 

explaining how Sukashii can be at once a playboy and a 

hopeless romantic who falls in love at first sight. 

" HAVE..NOTHING TO SAY.'' 
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Ko'on-no-Kami is enraged that his secret 
was found out. The comparison with an 
unusually calm Gennarisai is amusing. 

Okinu runs a tailor shop, but on the way to deliver It's love at first sight for Sukashii. 
a kimono to Usahime at Mecha Edo Castle, Incidentally, he was hitting on a different 
she sees something she's not supposed to. girl just before this moment. 

Ko'on-no-Kami's secret is one of a perverted 
nature. Something that could easily get him 
kicked out of the shogunate government. 

Okinu gives a big hug to Karamaru. 
Karamaru's not sure what's going on, but 
this is enough to settle the matter. 

Okinu actually has a boyfriend named 
Tomekichi. Just like that, Sukashii's sudden 
romance ends in heartbreak. 
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STORYBOARD SELECTION 
When Sukashii and Okinu bump into 
each other, they literally bump into each 
other on a street corner, just like in so 
many romantic comedies. This storyboard 
makes it abundantly clear how they're 
running at each other from opposite 
sides of the same corner. 

A mecha made to destroy the tenements where 

Okinu lives. Japan was in the height of the bubble 

economy at the time of this episode's airing, 

and land speculation was a hot topic. 
Rather than raising prices, though, 
this robot razes the area. 

"EVEN SO, THIS MAY BE 
THE ONLY APPEARANCE 
WE GET TO MAKE."' 

Oya and Ko sit on a bench, stuffing their 

cheeks with ice cream. Not at all sick of 
their appearances in every episode, 

Oya actually seems to complain about 

a lack of screentime. 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

Burning with passion, Sukashii takes over Yattarou's usual line. 

That's how serious he is about this! 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

• 

"YOU DESTROYED OKINU'S TENEMENT, 

' 

AND.-FURTHERMOREI FOR GOING AFTER 
HER VERY LIFE...I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU" 



JEE] 
. THE PRINCESS IS EXCITED! 

e=so""" jVRYNE LS IS DR]VEN NUTS! 
ms in inn iii iii 

SCREENPLAY: NOBUAKI KISHIMA I STORYBOARD· YUJI ASADA/DIRECTOR YUJI ASADA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR MAKOTO BESSHO 

EIIII 
When Edoropolis holds its "New Sumida River Fireworks 

Festival" event, Usahime dashes out of the castle to check 

it out. Upon hearing this, Ko'on-no-Kami starts plotting to 

capture and exile the princess. He plans to plant an impostor 

princess at the shogun's side and thereby seize power. 

The Nyankee team begrudgingly agrees to hide in the 

shadows and guard the princess from Karamaru's attacks. 

COMMENTARY 

Usahime runs into Omitsu and, on a whim, starts exploring the castle 

town. She already showed her arrogant side in episode 6, but this 

story takes her tomboyish nature to the next level. Even more 

troublesome than Ko'on-no-Kami, in a way, she drags not just 

Yattarou and Karamaru but also her retainers and the townspeople 

into the chaos. From this point on, Usahime's tyranny only gets 

worse, and this episode can be seen as the real start of all that. 

"rTEYANDEE - LET'S MOVE OUT-DEE!"' 
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Fearing the threat of exile, this chambermaid 
can't stop Usahime from leaving the castle. 

Yattarou and friends just don't seem that excited Usahime shows just what an ignorant princess 
about playing bodyguards to Usahime. Wanko- she is by eating rare foods she spots on the 
no-Kami doesn't care for their attitude, though. street without a second thought. 

Karamaru tries all sorts of tactics to capture When Yattokame #1 transforms into Usahime, Rikinoshin fires off some fireworks in an effort 
the princess, but he shows his own capacity it drives Ko'on-no-Kami up the wall. Looks like to draw Usahime's attention. Who knew his 
to be an airhead and ends up failing every time. it even copies personalities! cannons could be used for that? 

OMICCHAN'S OBSERVATION JOURNAL 

Don't miss Omitsu in this episode, as she guides 

l!) 
Usahime around the city. Omitsu usually plays 

the part of "airhead", but compared to 
Usahime - who's completely ignorant to the 

ways of the world - Omitsu almost seems like 
a competent older sister. That said, when 
she says "There's something a little bit off 
about you" to Usahime, it just makes you 
want to shout "That's rich, coming from you!" 

WELCOMING This strong foe doesn't only transform into 

THE NEW MECHA anyone or anything - it can even copy its foes 
special moves. It also perfectly captures 
Usahime's overbearing nature. Incidentally, 

"Yattokame" means "Long time no see" 

in Nagoya dialect. 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"MAMA." 

yES?" 

"WE HAVEN'T SEEN 
THOSE PIZZA GUYS GO 
FLYING TODAY." 

Even though there's no deployment scene, these two appear right from 

the beginning. The narrator explained that it's because they've got 

nothing better to do. 

Yattarou gets his spotlight stolen again. This time, 
it's Usahime and her talk of exiling. How scary! 

USAHIME'S "YOU'RE EXILED!"' SAYING 

 ''TAKE CARE OF THEM THIS INSTANT . 8 OR YOU'RE EXILED!" 
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JEE3J 
eris6, THE BULLIED BOY'S FATHER IS 

- ABRILLIANT SCIENTIST!? - 
SCREENPLAY: NARUHISA ARAKAWA I STORYBOARD: YU OOTSUKA I DIRECTOR: TAKESHI ASHIZAWA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: TAKUMI NODA 

pEI COMMENTARY 

It's a beautiful spring day in Edoropolis. But Ko'on-no-Kami 

sees all the animaloids who are out enjoying the day and uses 

a mecha to experiment with strange weather phenomena. 

The experiment's success relies on cooperation from the 

genius scientist, Shiraga Genmai, but the stubborn Genmai 

refuses to go along with the plan. An exasperated Ko'on-no-Kami 

then kidnaps Genmai's son, Zenmainoshin, in order to "persuade" 

the scientist. Yattarou gets involved. as he had already 

become friends with Zenmainoshin earlier. 

Ko'on-no-Kami's first goal with the weird weather is to cause 

panic in Edoropolis. Then, he plans to swoop in, save the day, 

and win the hearts of the citizens. In causing so much suffering 

for the city and threatening the lives of the Shi raga family, 

Ko'on-no-Kami and Karamaru come off as truly evil villains. 

Besides firing up Genmai's sense of justice and Yattarou's 

righteous anger, this serves another important purpose - capturing 

the very essence of poetic justice! 

"I FELT LIKE WAITING TOO." 

Zenmainoshin believes in his father to the end. 
even when others bully him and make fun of 
his father's research. 

Genmai is told that the project he's dreamt of 
could become reality, but if it's to be used to 
cause dangerous weather patterns... his sense 
of justice won't allow him to agree to it. 

Yattarou goes to Zenmainoshin, who's awaiting 
his father's return. Yattarou also wants to 
believe in Genmai's research. 

Yattarou can detach his own ear and use it 
as a portable bug. That's how he overhears 
Ko'on-no-Kami's plot! 

Ko'on-no-Kami is the one responsible for 
the strange weather in Edoropolis. He really 
delights in his role as an utter villain. 

The backup member this time is Gatton. 
He uses circular saws to slice through 
the iron bars. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!'' SAYING 

• 

"FOR THE CRIME OF TEARING THIS FATHER AND SON 
APART FOR YOUR OWN SELFISH INTERESTS... 
I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU"" 

Yattarou's had this section stolen from him since episode 7. This time, 
he just can't suppress his anger at the mean and cowardly Ko'on-no-Kami. 

STORYBOARD SELECTION 
You can see the serious consideration given 

on how to portray the cornered Genmai and 
the despondent Zenmainoshin, who's waiting 
for his father to come home. At the point 
when this storyboard was drawn. both members 
of the Shiraga family were tanuki animaloids. 

WELCOMING 

THE NEW MECHA 
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Based on the hit toy of 1988, "Flower Rock". 

So many were delighted by this flower's dance 

moves as it bopped along to the music. 

+_... name and power most likely come from 

 
the weather satellite, "Himawari". 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

e rsoMEONE'S ORDERING PIZZA 
4 EvENINA CRISIS LIKE THIS, HUH?" 

"INDEED. RUBBERNECKERS 
LIKE US AREN'T SO 
DIFFERENT, THOUGH." 

Even when Edoropolis is boiling, someone will order pizza. 
Likewise, someone will stand around to watch that delivery. 

Nothing new in Edoropolis. 



EE 
. RARE MOVES NICE MOVES! 
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SCREENPLAY: MAYORI SEKIJIMA I STORYBOARD SHINGO KANEKO I DIRECTOR SHINGO KANEKO I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: YUKIO OHYAKE 

pEII 
Somewhere in Mecha Eda Castle, Ko'on-no-Kami and the 

Karakara Tribe hold a film screening. Gennarisai claims that 

reviewing their past battles could be the key to defeating 

the Nyankee team. Although the clips show nothing but losses 

for Karamaru, the villains find exactly what they're looking for. 

The Nyankees' weaknesses are the facts that they can't fly 

and that they need to recharge their energy now and then. 

COMMENTARY 

Half of this episode is essentially a clip show, but with a new part 

added to it. It's framed as a movie screening where Gennarisai has 

edited together clips of the Nyankees' past battles. Episode 10 was 

purely a clip show. but this one also includes the backup members 

and some of Ko'on-no-Kami's nonsense(!?). The Ninja Quartet 

of Darkness and the Nyankees' weaknesses are also hinted at. 

Though it is a clip show, it's still enjoyable, and it contains critical 

info for future episodes. 

rrTHIS PART'S SO BORING."" 
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Ko'on-no-Kami never tones down the silliness, Karamaru roars during the film's opening. 
even at an important screening where the Could that logo be a parody of a certain 

Nyankees' weaknesses could be revealed. one featuring a lion? 

¢ 

ad 

5% 
Gennarisai is the film's director. Ko'on-no-Kami 
just can't measure up to the artistic 
sensibilities, here. 

These 3D glasses don't just make the images 
pop off the screen; the viewer actually feels 
the force of the attacks featured in the movie. 
Those are some glasses! 

Ko'on-no-Kami's well-kept crossdressing 
secret is caught on camera! Who on earth 
recorded this. though!? 

Because the Nyankee team uses solar energy, 
they need to use energy supplements when 
fighting at night. 

@ 
STORYBOARD SELECTION 
For the "movie watching" scenario. 

there needed to be a lot of shots of 

Ko'on-no-Kami and the rest of the villains 

sitting in the audience. When Ko'on-no-Kami 

himself starts going wild and explodes 
into pieces. these detailed movements 
capture his comical side. 

Gennarisai released these robots into Edoropolis 
to monitor the Nyankee team. They've recorded 
Ko'on-no-Kami's private moments and "Mippuru's" 

performance event, but somehow managed to 
miss the Nyankees' secret base? What a blunder. 

Oya and Ko even appear in this Karakara-produced film. 

Gennarisai seems to have taken note of their existence. 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"I DON'T QUITE UNDERSTAND IT, ] 

• 

BUTATANYRATE,ITSEEMS \ /1 
THIS PARENT AND CHILD 
APPEAR EVERY TIME."' l 

KARAMARU'S NARRATION! 

«\ "KARAMARU STOLE THAT LINE FROM ME, 

(€d Twe USUAL uARRATor" 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

.-= 

"A terrifying attack has been unleashed!" Karamaru steals 
that line about Cat's Eye Slash from the narrator. 

----==--•--.__ __ -===:. _ 
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.NYANKEE DEFEATED!? 
eso·+ "rH NiNiA @~~RTT OF DARKNESS APPEARS! 

if wee f 

SCREENPLAY HIROYUKI KAWASAKI I STORYBOARD· SHINJI SAKAI I DIRECTOR. YUJI ASADA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: FUDEONO SAKATA 

pII 
Having finally learned the Nyankees' weaknesses, Ko'on-no-Kami 

aims to crush them in one fell swoop. Yattarou and friends find 

flyers posted around town inviting them to a duel. They tell 

Wanko-no-Kami that they accept, but sensing a trap, he warns 

them not to go. Never ones to be kept down, they dash out of 

the castle for battle. What fate awaits our heroes!? 

COMMENTARY 

As Ko'on-no-Kami has figured out that the Nyankees rely on solar 

energy, he uses a new robot, Haisensu #9, to travel to outer 

space and cast a giant shadow over the Earth, thereby depriving 

the Nyankee team of energy. He also calls in the Karakara Tribe's 

strongest warriors - the Ninja Quartet of Darkness. The Nyankees 

can barely hold their own against such a fearsome fighting force, 

and even Mietoru's help isn't enough to help. The trio seems to be 

saved when Ko'on-no-Kami butts in, but...! 

''YOU DARE TRY TO COPY US? 
TEY ANDEE! DON'T EVEN TRY IT 
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Duel to the death! But the Nyankees have their 
hands full with this unfair four-on-three battle... 

The battle against the Ninja Quartet of Darkness 
The Nyankees are challenged to a duel by the finally begins! Blood is sure to flow when ninja 
Karakara Tribe. This poster looks to be done face ninja! 
in pro-wrestling style. 

The Ninja Quartet of Darkness use ninpou to create Ko'on-no-Kami accidentally breaks the 
the ultimate robot - Macrow. It can regenerate regeneration system. What does he think 
again and again after being destroyed. he's doing...? 

Our Nyankees are down. Defeated. Will a 
day come when they can stand once more? 

0 

U 

First Ninja, Rekkaa of 
the Wind. That red 
horn decoration 
makes him seem way 
faster than the others. 

« 

THE NINJA QUARTET OF DARKNESS 
BURSTS ONTO THE SCENE! 
These guys are the Karakara Tribe's ultimate trump card. 

Let's take a look at each member of the terrifying 

team that actually defeats the Nyankees. 

Finally, Zankaa of the 
Shadows is the leader 
of the quartet. He looks 
especially tough and 
intimidating with 
that eyepatch. 

-- ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 
"MAMA, THOSE PIZZA GUYS 
ARE FLYING AGAIN."" 

"WE'VE BEEN WATCHING THEM 
FOR THREE MONTHS NOW. 
WHAT DOES THAT SAY 
ABOUT US...7" 

"IF WE DON'T GO HOME SOON, 
PAPA WILL BE REAL SAD." 

How shocking that they haven't been home for three months. 
Even more shocking that there's a father in the picture. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

"FOR THE CRIME OF PUTTING TOGETHER THIS 
SNEAKY PLAN AND HARMING SUKASHII AND PURURUN ... 
I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU"' 

After being beaten to a pulp, even Yattarou's Cat's Eye Slash 

has lost its edge. 

WELCOMING The design is pretty dumb-looking, 

THE NEW MECHA but with dual fans that can block out the sun, 
this is the Nyankees' ultimate enemy! 

It also represents the height of technology, 

as it needs to be launched into outer space 
using a space shuttle. 

- 



AIRED: MAY 1ST, 1990 

EPISODE 14: TURNABOUT! THE NY ANKEES FLY! 

-- SCREENPLAY. MAYORI SEKIJIMA I STORYBOARD: HIDEKI TONOKATSU I DIRECTOR. TOTTE KUREBEE I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: TOYOAKI NAKAJIMA 

p5II 
The Nyankees have tasted defeat at the hands of Ko'on-no-Kami, 

who exploited one of their main weaknesses - that they can't fly. 

So they pay a visit to Nekomata Reikainosuke - an unparalleled 

genius who's the only one capable of creating flying mechas. 

With his help, they make it to Mt. Nekofuji and find special 

flying items hidden within the statue of a cat god. It's then 

that an enemy mecha and the Ninja Quartet of Darkness 

discovers what they're up to... 

COMMENTARY 

This is the "powerup after a harsh loss" episode. That said, there's no 

overly serious training scene, and as expected, Nekomata Reikainosuke 

is solidly a gag-based character. Haisensu #9 suddenly starts 

destroying the city, so Yattarou and friends save the day with their 

new powerups. But the mysterious, giant mecha and little flying 

mechas that emerge from the cat god don't seem to be Professor 

Nekomata's creations. So who on earth did create them..? 

"MEGA POWERUP, NYANKEE!"' 
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You gotta end it with a Cat's Eye Slash! 
Even the animation effects are new 
and cooler-looking! 

The giant mecha, Nyago Phinx, appears 
from within the cat god enshrined at 
Mt. Nekofuji! It's huge! 
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STORYBOARD SELECTION 
The Toritsukkun transformation scene is 

drawn out clearly, here. Toys were sure 

to follow, and this is the point when those 

designs were nailed down. It was customary 
for transformation scenes in this era to have 
the camera spin around the character as parts 
of the new costume would appear and stick onto them. 
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Nekomata Reikainosuke is 3S0 years old, 
and a genius like him is only born every 
thousand years. 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"MAMA, THERE WAS NO 
ANNOUNCEMENT ABOUT 
THOSE PIZZA GUYS THIS TIME." 

"THAT'S RIGHT. IT MUST BE A 
TOP SECRET DELIVERY."" 

TOP SECRET? 
MAKING A SCENE LIKE THAT?"" 

It's not a "delivery", of course, but Oya has got it half-right, here. 

Isn't it way past Ko's bedtime, though? 

As this episode is all about the powerup, there's really no reason for Yattarou 

to get especially angry. He just breaks the seal on his sword, 
Masamasa (somehow), and destroys the enemy mecha with a Cat's Eye Slash. 

Is it all thanks to the power of Nyago Phinx and Toritsukkun? 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

NO QUOTE THIS TIME!? 

These flying mechas launch out of Nyago King. Complete! Mega powered-up Nyankee! 
They're called Toritsukkun! They can fly at mach 9! 

Ko'on-no-Kami is elated over his first 
victory against the Nyankee team. 
How annoying. 

In the last episode, it did nothing more than block 
out the sun, but now it's using lenses on its fans 

to focus the sun's light into devastating lasers! 
.._' only our heroes had been able to finish it 

 
off last week... 
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JEE 
ersoo PLEASE! KO'ON-NO-KAMI WANTS 

__TO BE POPULAR 
ZEHEETE3TEIEIEIEIEEEIELIISITEISEIIITSIZDEIISIETEIGREIFETEZ2ET3 

pEI 
The Nyankee team is at an all-time popularity high with the 

public. Even Omitsu is a big fan, but for some reason she doesn't 

realize that Yattarou and friends are the Nyankees. On the other 

hand, Ko'on-no-Kami is hated by the public more than ever, 

and with all efforts to become popular failing, he calls in Macrow 

and pretends to fight it off. Unfortunately for Ko'on-no-Kami, 

the audience catches on to the charade halfway through 

and leaves. Meanwhile, the Nyankees move out upon getting 

an order from Wanko-no-Kami... 

COMMENTARY 

During the battle against Macrow, Yattarou's sword, Masamasa, 

starts glowing, and Nyago Phinx is summoned from Mt. Nekofuji! 

It launches out the Toritsukkun and then transforms into the 

giant robot, Nyago King! For some reason, though, Yattarou is 

too late to board it. Instead, Pururun transforms and uses 

Nyago King to destroy Macrow. It's another total wipe 

for Ko'on-no-Kami. 

"WOW! IT TRANSFORMED INTO A ROBOT.' 

Thanks to their new popularity, the Nyankees Omitsu doesn't realize that her beloved Nyankees 
are featured in a magazine that's flying off the are sitting right in front of her. Yattarou and 
shelves. They're even selling signed headshots. friends don't know how to feel about that. 

\ 
h. 

Ko'on-no-Kami summons Macrow and plays 
hero in an attempt to win hearts and minds. 
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Ko'on-no-Kami makes a gallant entrance. 
The townspeople don't really seem 
to care, though. 

Nyago Phinx transforms into the giant robot, 
Nyago King! 

The gag where Yattarou is too late to ride 
inside Nyago King is stretched thin. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

FOR THE CRIME OF DESTROYING EDOROPOLIS 
JUST TO BOOST YOUR OWN POPULARITY ... 
I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU"" 

Ko'on-no-Kami obviously had this coming, after causing chaos and trying to 

play the savior time and time again. You almost feel bad for the Ninja Quartet 

of Darkness, who somehow get caught up in it all... - - 

STORYBOARD SELECTION 
The Nyago King transformation process 

is reminiscent of that of tokusatsu hero 

robots aimed at kids. The name 

"Nyago King" hadn't been decided yet, 

so on this and other pages, we see it 

labeled as "Sphinx Robot." 
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ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"MAMA, WHEN I GROW UP, 
I WANNA BE A PIZZA SHOP 
WORKER AND ENTERTAIN 
YOU ALL DAY LONG."" 

THAT'S SWEET, BUT AREN'T 
YOU AFRAID OF HEIGHTS?" 

WELCOMING 

THE NEW MECHA 



AIRED: MAY 15TH, 1990 

EPISODE 16: NO WAY! THE SHOGUN'S AN IMPOSTOR!? 
mt ·au 

SCREENPLAY NOBUAKI KISHIMA I STORYBOARD. SHIGEO KOSHI I DIRECTOR: SHIGEO KOSHI I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: MAKOTO BESSHO 

ELI.I COMMENTARY 

Edoropolis' Shogun Tokugawa lei lei is famous for being rather 

dumb. So it's big trouble when a perfect lookalike is discovered 

in Neo-Satsuma and Ko'on-no-Kami (plotting to take over. 

as always) brings the lookalike to the big city. In order to 

discover which is the real shogun, Wanko-no-Kami orders 

the Nyankee team to travel to Neo-Satsuma and bring in 

the shogun's old midwife... 

This episode is full of jokes and gags. From the Satsuma connection, 

there's "Tobu ga Gotoku" (a period drama about Satsuma starring 

Toshiyuki Nishida), the bit about Kuroneko's special lingo, and the 

part when a foxtail, a kotatsu table, and other items beloved by cats 

are used to combat the Nyankees. Lots of particularly clever gags. 

It's very much in the style of "Teyandee!" to have both easily-understood 

jokes as well as the ever-reviled type that are so obscure that only 

people in the know will even notice. 

"BAFUUU"" 
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Wanko-no-Kami learns of the shogun's 
doppelganger in Neo-Satsuma from a 
picture that Ko'on-no-Kami shows him! 

Midwife Kuroneko and an explanation of 
Kuroneko lingo. There are a lot of clever 
gags in this one. 

Long-barrel version of the "Pizza Cat's" 
cannon! This way, "deliveries" can even 
reach Neo-Satsuma. 

- 
STORYBOARD SELECTION 
This is the quartet's "Four Course Weakness" 
scene. You can see how meticulous the 

direction is, here. It's almost sad how easily 

this elaborate plan is thwarted. Incidentally, 

it's pointed out that the fish in the cans 

Wokkaa uses is mackerel. 

- 
The team fights back doggedly with a Even though the lookalike is revealed to be 
"Ninpou Island Eyeball" attack! This is harsh an impostor, he's somehow just as dense 
against crows on a very primal level. as the real shogun... 

Choinaa #7 is an ostrich-shaped mecha that's 
clearly modeled after a certain famous female 
track athlete. Its legs are powerful enough to 
run from Edoropolis to Neo-Satsuma in no 

time at all. Toosenbo #3 is a mecha made for 

the sole purpose of blocking the way. 
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ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

MAMA, THOSE PIZZA GUYS 
FLEW ALL THE WAY 
TO NEO-SATSUMA." 

(AFTER BEING BLOWN AWAY) 
"..KEEPING TABS ON THOSE 
PIZZA GUYS COULD BE 
HAZARDOUS TO OUR HEALTH."" 

Oya and Ko somehow get blown away by a shockwave. 

What on earth motivates them to go quite so far? 

This doesn't seem like much of a reason to get mad, 

but at some point, enough is enough. 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

[' "TrEYANDEE! I DON'T KNOW IF THIS IS INTENTIONAL 
{ OR IF YOU'RE JUST AN OAF, BUT I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU" 

The Nyankees are stymied by green foxtail, 
canned fish, a ball of yarn, and a kotatsu table 
every cat's four greatest weaknesses! 
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AIRED: MAY 22ND, 1990 

=sos » WHERE'D THE GREAT PROFESSOR VANISH TOI? 

{EITHEESELITEETTZTIEEIEEIEIESEELIETEETSITTEIRIETZDIZEZIEIEITEITSTEIEE.GT3SEIT3 -- 
pIrII 
A number of disappearances have been rocking Edoropolis 

as of late. Upon closer inspection, the missing animaloids are 

all famous scientists, and weirdly enough, no one is demanding 

ransom for them. Meanwhile, Professor Nekomata Reikainosuke  

creator of the Toritsukkun and Ny ago King ( or so everyone 

thinks) - was supposed to arrive in Edoropolis three days 

ago with a new weapon, but he's nowhere to be found... 

COMMENTARY 

This time, the Karakara Tribe is kidnapping scientists and forcing 

them to build a destructive weapon. Naturally, Nekomata Reikainosuke  
who's been hanging out at a tavern - is also targeted, but he 

escapes capture in the nick of time thanks to the Nyankee team. 

They manage to place a tracker on the enemy mecha and corner it. 

In the tough battle, they receive help not from the backup members, 

but from Professor Nekomata and his rampaging inventions, 

which put an end to the Karakara Tribe's plot. 

"I, NEKOMA TA REIKAINOSUKE, 
HAVE ARRIVED!"' 

i  
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There's a sudden rash of missing persons 
in Edoropolis. More than eight have 
been kidnapped. 

We haven't seen Omitsu's missiles in a while. 
She clearly doesn't need to worry about 
getting kidnapped. 

The kidnapped scientists are forced to 
built a new, destructive weapon for the 
Karakara Tribe! 
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Missing person... or not? Professor Nekomata 
Reikainosuke has just been drinking his 
days away. What a lucky guy. 

Professor Nekomata and his many new 
inventions. It's hard not to have a bad 
feeling about them. 

The new inventions are spectacular failures, 
but it's thanks to those failures that the 
enemy's weapon is destroyed! 

STORYBOARD SELECTION 
Omitsu's good old missiles make an 

appearance. Her firepower isn't lacking in 

any way; she's so strong, she might as well 

join the Nyankee team. But who's going to 

pay for those repairs? And will we ever really 

find out the secret behind her amazing missiles? 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

U 
"FOR THE CRIMES OF SPIRITING AWAY THESE 
SCIENTISTS AND INSTILLING FEAR IN ALL... 
I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU"" 

There's a simple reason this time for the lack of forgiveness. 
The villains' scheme was a simple one, so Yattarou's anger 

is also pretty simple. - - 
ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"MAMA, THOSE PIZZA GUYS 
ARE FLYING."" 
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Mainly made for kidnapping, this mecha doesn't 

fight very well (it uses tweezers like a sword). 

Its M.O. is to use a special syringe to suck away 
the target's energy and then snag them with 

a bug-catching net. 

"GLAD TO SEE THEM IN 
HIGH SPIRITS, AS ALWAYS."" 

Why so subdued, this time? Maybe Oya caught a cold or something. 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA .--- 



AIRED: MAY 29TH, 1990 

EPISODE 18: COURTSHIP VIA A BASEBALL CHALLENGE 

- - - .a -- a ta 

SCREENPLAY: NARUHISA ARAKAWA I STORYBOARD: SHINGO KANEKO I DIRECTOR: SHINGO KANEKO I ANIMATION DIRECTOR TOYOAKI NAKAJIMA 

pII. 
It's bad enough for the homework-hating Usahime that she's 

stuck in the castle studying. She doesn't need to hear about 

couples having fun going on dates! She selfishly declares, 

"I want a boyfriend, too!" so her retainers hold a grand 

matchmaking event. Ko'on-no-Kami plots to grab power 

by making her groom someone he can manipulate from the 

shadows. And wouldn't you know, that's right when Usahime 

favorite baseball player - Pochi Puma - comes to town for 

an away game... 

The pro baseball player, Pochi Puma, has an all-too familiar 

name, and he's voiced by Toru Furuya. Naturally, the episode 

involves a parody of a certain famous, hot-blooded baseball 

anime. This is hinted at by the name of the enemy mecha: 

Yousei. Of course, Usahime's cuteness is on full display, and be 

sure not to miss the interactions between her and Karamaru, on 

whom she has a huge crush. 

"rTHIS IS MY GROOM-TO-BE."" 
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"I want a boyfriend!" screams Usahime at Pochi Puma of the "Onshurasowakaazu." 
the top of her lungs. How immodest, princess. That team name seems kind of familiar. 

Ko'on-no-Kami's plan to make his pawn into 
Usahime's groom and thereby install him in the 
royal family is a surprisingly clever one for the villain. 

• -- 
Usahime has totally fallen for Karamaru. 
Poor, poor, Karamaru. 

STORYBOARD SELECTION 
Naturally, we had to feature the scene 
with the Vanishing Miracle B-... I mean, 

"Burning Miracle Ball" here. Observe the 

form. The transparent light show. The way 

the ball wiggles. It's all like a carbon copy 

of your average miracle ball scene from 
that one hot-blooded baseball anime. 

- 
Look at that perfectly straight leg! 
This is the Big League B-.. Wait, no. 
The "Burning Miracle Ball"! 

Notable for its spring-like body. It can attach itself 
to an animaloid's back and exert absolute control 
over their actions. How terrifying! Just because 
it's attached doesn't mean you can pitch a 

wicked changeup, though. 

« 

For some reason, Puma declares that he's 
Ko'on-no-Kami's adopted son and that he's 
vying to be Usahime's groom. The only way to 
settle the matter? A baseball game, of course! 

These two have been given quite a lot of leeway when it comes 

to their gags, but this is just too much. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!'' SAYING 

9 
"FOR THE CRIMES OF MANIPULATING A BASEBALL 
PLAYER AND TRYING TO FOOL USAHIME ••• 
I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU!"" 

As Yattarou himself and Omitsu are fans of the player Pochi Puma, 

his anger is understandable. 

2a''SUMoNo oYA AND Ko 

C"MAMA-" 

OF ALL THE THINGS TO HAPPEN, 
6 rSUMONO OYA AND KO MISSED 

$THEIR SCHEDULED APPEARANCE 
BECAUSE THEY WERE 
EATING DINNER. 

-- 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 
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AIRED: JUNE 5TH, 1990 

EPISODE 19: DOUBLE DATES ARE DANGEROUS! - -- - 
SCREENPLAY: HIROYUKI KAWASAKI I STORYBOARD· YUJI ASADA I DIRECTOR YUJI ASADA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: FUDEO SAKATA 

pEIII 
Yattarou is over the moon to be invited by his beloved Omitsu 

to go shopping with her, but then Sukashii reminds him that he 

already made shopping plans with Pururun for that day. He can't 

turn down the excited Pururun, nor can he cancel with Omitsu. 

Unable to decide who to choose, Yattarou ends up alternating 

between the two, attempting a risky "Iffy Double Date". How 

can this possibly work out for him!? 

COMMENTARY 

Yattarou calls his scheme to switch back and forth between 

the two a "double date" in the style of so many variety shows. 

It starts off well, as Yattarou shows off his gigolo side, but cracks 

form little by little, and in the end, he's backed into a corner. 

He's desperately hoping for an attack by Ko'on-no-Kami 

when it finally comes. 

"DO WHATEVER YOU WANT, THEN!"' 
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Yattarou imagines his date with Omitsu. 
All of Edoropolis turns into a sparkling 
wonderland of joy and beauty. 

A delighted Pururun blushes when she thinks 
Yattarou is asking her out. He really just means 
to go shopping with her. That's all. 

An oblivious Omitsu orders a ton 
of desserts. Who's paying? 
Yattarou, of course. 

Yattarou has officially run out of money and 
stamina. The rust forming on his body is bad 
enough, but what's even sadder is him 
getting toyed with by a girl. 

Ko'on-no-Kami doesn't even appear in the 
first half of the episode. When he does, 
he faces the camera as if to say "Here l am!" 

Yattarou is shocked to learn why Omitsu 
asked him out on a date. But Pururun is 
there to provide relief... 
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OMICCHAN'S OBSERVATION JOURNAL 
Omitsu coquettishly invites Yattarou on a date, 

but when Karamaru calls her "Missile Girl", 

she totally snaps. After firing off the missiles, 

she storms off to go home, completely ignoring 

how well the date had been going. As always, 

she never becomes aware of Yattarou's feelings 
for her... This episode is chock-full of 

Omitsu's typical charm. -- 

"THIS IS EMBARRASSING ... " 

"WHAT TO DO? I AM ALREADY 
A WIFE, BUT..." 

Yattarou loses his love letter to Omitsu, and it somehow finds its way to 

ltsumono Oya. She actually seems pretty pleased with it, 

though Ko is clearly troubled. 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

WELCOMING Clearly a parody of "Hiroshi Nakayamada and the 

THE NEW MECHA Cool Five". Karamaru controls it with a microphone, 
and it has music-related moves like "Empty Bucket" 

(pronounced kara-oke in Japanese). 

5 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!" SAYING 

G 
''YOUR COWARDLY SCHEME TARGETED OUR VERY LIVES, 
AND ...FURTHERMORE! FOR THE CRIME OF MESSING UP 
MY DATE...I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU"" 

Yattarou seems to be enraged that the date was ruined, 

but is he secretly relieved!? 



AIRED: JUNE 12TH, 1990 

EPISODE 20: EH!? PURURUN'S DAMSEL DECLARATION 

SCREENPLAY SEIKO WATANABE ] STORYBOARD: TAKESHI ASHIZAWA J DIRECTOR: TAKESHI ASHIZAWA J ANIMATION DIRECTOR: TOYOAKI NAKAJIMA 

JpEII JELLIIII 
Yattarou and Sukashii are hanging out at Omitsu's place when 

Pururun comes upon them. They're expecting a scolding, 

but instead, she thanks them, which strikes them as really weird. 

She then takes off for a place called "Edoropolis Bridal School". 

It's said to be a place where any young woman can learn to be 

a proper lady, but in truth, it's a ninja-training academy where 

Ko'on-no-Kami is pulling the strings. 

She loves to win, she's quick to anger, and she's crazy strong. 

Pururun is far from a "proper lady", but in this episode, that's what 

she's trying to be. A script like this about a maiden's pathos 

could only be written as delicately and boldly as it is by a female 

screenwriter. Pururun's dream is to be a girly girl and find a sweet 

boyfriend. It's heartwarming to see the intense training she'll go 

through to achieve that dream. 

"yOU'RE THE BOSS!"' 
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Ko'on-no-Kami teaches the students proper Pururun's fantasy scene is a parody of an old, 
etiquette. Their "Ew!" reaction is totally genuine. famous show called "Neruton Benikujira Dan". 

Pururun suddenly starts a tea party in the shop. 
This is the moment when her warped sense 
of what it means to be a lady is revealed. 

/ s 

The so-called "bridal training" is clearly just 
a test of ninja skills. As an actual ninja, 
Pururun passes the test with ease. 

When she catches on to Ko'on-no-Kami's 
plot, Pururun's pride as a maiden is 
wounded, and she sees red. 

'- 
Pururun's anger manifests itself as power 
with her new "Maiden's Rage Slash" attack. 
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STORYBOARD SELECTION 
Tsuyoshi Ashisawa was both director and 
storyboard artist for this episode. Pururun's 
varied expressions and comical movements 
are really quite fun. The first appearance of 
"pretty Pururun" has a "sparkling, transparent 
lights" indication. The key was to create a very 

different mood and emphasize her feminine qualities. 

- 

Niizuma #2 resembles a Japanese-style bride. 

The white face powder it spreads puts Yattarou 
and friends to sleep. Its "Costume Change" move 
sheds the Japanese outfit and switches to a 
Western wedding dress. Its main weapons are 
missiles and a sword. 

ALITTLE LATE"' 

"...HMM. IT MIGHT BE A LITTLE 
LA TE FOR ME TO TRY THIS." 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

z- 

Oya muses over the bridal school flier, and Ko comes back 

with a stinging retort. Even ltsunomo Oya must have been 

a blushing bride at some point... 

Pururun takes on the "can't forgive you" line this time. 
That's just how angry she is. 

PURURUN'S ENRAGED SAYING 

• 

"FOR THE CRIMES OF TAKING ADVANTAGE OF MAIDENS 
SEEKING NOTHING BUT BEAUTY, AND FOR KIDNAPPING 
AND USING THEM...I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU!"" 

WELCOMING 

THE NEW MECHA .--. 
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AIRED: JUNE 19TH, 1990 

EPISODE 21: BOOM-BOOM! A TANUKI CAUSES AN UPROAR - 
Gennarisai's Taikomochi #3 mecha starts a popular new 

"Who Cares?" exercise routine. which results in an angry mob 

marching to Mecha Edo Castle while badmouthing Tokugawa 

lei lei. Sensing the gravity of the situation, Wanko-no-Kami 

dispatches the Nyankee team, but when Yattarou and friends 

rush to the scene, they're immediately ensnared by Taikomochi 

#3's hypnotic drumbeat. They even end up joining the enemy's 

party... How can the Nyankees possibly get out of this one? 

Yattarou and friends are toyed with by Taikomochi #3 from start 

to finish, and barely have a chance to shine. The real stars in this 

episode are Taikomochi #3 and the backup member, Mietoru. 

You could call them the "MVPs". That is to say, their respective 

voice actors - Kenyu Horiuchi and Tsutomu Kashikwaura - really 

steal the show. The lightning fast war of words between the two 

is the highlight, by far. 

"ARE YOU REFERRING TO 
OUR AWESOME GROUP?r' 

Taikomochi #3 knows how to draw a crowd. 
Kenyu Horiuchi's upbeat voice-acting really 
brings the mecha to life. 

When under the hypnotic spell, Omitsu says, 
You call me Missile Girl? Who cares?" 
while firing missiles. 

With no intention of lifting a finger himself, 
Wanko-no-Kami leaves the entire matter to 
the Nyankee team. 
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It's not just Yattarou; Sukashii and Pururun also 
fall victim to the enemy's cheap flattery. 

Yattarou and friends are invited to the enemy's Mietoru has a way with words. 
gathering and fall right into the trap. They completely A three-day-long war of words unfolds 

forget what they're supposed to be doing. between him and Taikomochi #3. 
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STORYBOARD SELECTION 
This is the fun pickup scene where all the 
animaloids madly dance while chanting 
"Who cares?" The sheer number of 

characters alone communicates how busy 

a scene this is (animating this was 

probably a real pain). 

w 

This unexpectedly strong foe has a drum that can 

hypnotize, and it can turn friends against each 
other with its silver tongue. The hypnotism affects all, 
so the villains have to wear earplugs. It's powered 

by clockwork mechanisms. 

"MAMA, THOSE PIZZA 
GUYS ARE FL YING.'' 

"WHO CARES IF THEY'RE 
FL YING OR NOT?" 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

ltsumono Oya and Ko are hypnotized into doing the "Who Cares?" 
exercise routine. Oya's tone is reminiscent of traditional 

Japanese festival accompaniment. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!'' SAYING 

G "ANYHOW •••• CAN'T FORGIVE YOU!" 

The usual declaration is shortened this time, so that the enemy doesn't 

have time to work its hypnotic magic. That's just shameful, Yattarou! 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

.--= 
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AIRED: JUNE 26TH, 1990 

EPISODE 22: EXPRESS DELIVERY PIZZA FROM A CROW? 

SCREENPLAY: MAYORI SEKIJIMA I STORYBOARD: SHIGEO KOSHI I DIRECTOR: SHIGEO KOSHI I ANIMATION DIRECTOR· FUDEO SAKATA 

pEII COMMENTARY 

Business is booming for Pizza Cat. The gang is glad for the popularity, 

but they're so busy that they need to hire help. They advertise for 

the part-time position, but no one applies out of fear of the 

"Express Delivery" method. They're about to give up when 

who would show up to interview but... Karamaru! Not realizing 

Yattarou and friends' true identities, Karamaru diligently goes 

through the interview and testing process and becomes a 

full-fledged employee of Pizza Cat... 

For Karamaru fans, this episode is one of the best. Although he puts 

up a pathetic fight and loses to the Nyankee team right at the start, 

once he starts the part-time job, he demonstrates more initiative and 

drive than even Yattarou and friends. Seeing him work so hard here 

makes one think, "With the right boss, there's nothing he can't do." 

But then his idiotic boss makes poor, lovable Karamaru quit his job 

at Pizza Cat! Karamaru's charm is on full display in this episode. 

"KARAMARU-SAN, IT IS AS IF YOU 
WERE BORN TO WORK AT A PIZZA SHOP."' 
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Pizza Cat is overrun with customers. These two This manager is even ready to accept a crow's 
shirkers grumble about how they can't even help. Otama hires Karamaru with a smile. 
go visit Omitsu. 

Karamaru is always paying for his bosses' 
screwups. He complains under his breath about 
how life is hard when you've got a bad boss. 

Karamaru isn't known for smiling, but he pulls it 
off once he gets the job. What a go-getter. 

Karamaru rescues a baby from a fire while 
off on a delivery. Shrewd as ever, he's sure 
to advertise for Pizza Cat in the aftermath. 

The "Catnado Fighter" attack is a parody of 
"Tornado Fighter" from "Gatchaman". 

CIRCUMSTANCES OF 
THE KARAKARA TRIBE 
We get a glimpse at the villains' financial 
situation and learn that the Karakara 
Tribe is in dire straits. It's all thanks to 
Ko'on-no-Kami's tendency to go overboard 
every time, but he doesn't seem to ever learn 

that lesson. It's almost touching how hard 

Karamaru and the others try. 

WELCOMING This weak mecha can't do much besides refine 

THE NEW MECHA "fooliauid". It can't even fight. It was modeled on 
a popular blockheaded character at the time - 

.__ Onishi - whose catchphrase was, 

 
"I'm doing it, I'm doing it." 

- 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"MAYBE I SHOULD GIVE 
THIS A TRY."" 

"MAMA, VM PRETTY SURE YOU'RE 
ONLY READING THE 'ALL-YOU- 
CAN-EAT PIZZA' PART."' 

$, ·GLARES° 

air appear this time as part of the crowd interested in taking a 

part-time job at Pizza Cat. They're seriously breaking the mold of 

their typical format. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!'' SAYING 

U 
"FOR THE CRIMES OF POISONING THE RESERVOIR AND 
TURNING THE POPULATION OF EDOROPOLIS 
INTO IDIOTS...I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU"' 

Yattarou snaps when he learns of the plan to fill the reservoir with 
"fooliquid" - an additive that turns those who touch it into blockheads. 
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AIRED: JULY 3RD, 1990 

EPISODE 23: CLASH! WHO'S THE ST AR, ANYWAY? - -- 
zHITELESAZITZKSZTZHEETEIFERZTTEIEEZTITHIEITETERZTEEIEEIZEITEITITSISITEIESTHETISAITTETZE 

o o 

pIEII 
Film buff Usahime decides to make a movie of her own, so she 

opens auditions for the lead role, stirring all of Edoropolis into a 

frenzy. Among those trying out are Yattarou and Sukashii - who 

just want to make themselves known - and Ko'on-no-Kami - who 

wants to become a star and make achieving control of the nation 

that much easier. So naturally, he employs the Karakara Tribe and 

underhanded tactics to get that lead role. Can Yattarou and 

Sukashii put a stop to him and win the part? 

COMMENTARY 

This is a parody-filled episode with references in nearly every gag. 

The audition scene is a hybrid of "America Odan Ultra Quiz" and 

"Takeshi's Castle" (the show that once featured the basis for the 

enemy mecha "Strong Gongou"), the fight scene parodies 

"Gatchaman", and the film-shooting scene parodies "Ultraman". 

Even Usahime's outfit while shooting is a reference to those 

worn by MAT members in "The Return of Ultraman". 

"NOT GONNA TAKE THIS!"' 

Usahime's at it again, doing whatever she 
pleases. This time, she forces her own retainers 
into roles in the production, whether they like 
it or not. 

Ko'on-no-Kami dresses up as Kentaro from 
"Fist of the North Star." But his true identity 
comes to light 

As they don't meet the height requirement, 
Yattarou and Sukashii combine and disguise 
themselves with a long coat. Their tactic 
isn't that different than Ko'on-no-Kami's... 
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After serving as a stepping stone for 
Ko'on-no-Kami to cross a swamp, Karamaru 
grumbles, "I'm just a stepping stone for a star." 

The Nyankees burst onto the scene with a line Gennarisai plays "Gennariman" in the movie. 

straightoutof"Gatchaman". Tatsunoko Productions This is, of course, a parody of "Ultra man". 
has no problem parodying its own works. 

0 

0 

STORYBOARD SELECTION 
Yattarou and Sukashii desperately try to 

overcome the obstacles in C136-138, 

which contrasts well with Ko'on-no-Kami 

in C140-142, who manages with ease 
thanks to the help from the crow ninja. 
His high-handedness and their industrious 

nature are really emphasized. 

"MAMA, THIS IS THE THIRD TIME 
THOSE PIZZA GUYS HAVE 
LAUNCHED TODAY."" 

"EH? THIRD? I ONLY 
COUNTED TWO TIMES."" 

ltsumono Oya and Ko bet an ice cream on a game to see who can guess 

the number of launches. Ko's guess is correct, but his mean old mother 

refuses to buy him his prize. 

Maybe he's actually less upset about the misuse of Usahime's plan, 

and more upset about everything else? 

WELCOMING "Strong #5" is pronounced "Strong Gongou" 

THE NEW MECHA (in Japanese), which is this mecha's wrestler 
namesake. Like the wrestler, the mecha boasts 
 about its strength and throws boulders. Its volleys 

 
are met with counterfire from Rikinoshin's cannons. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

[8' "FOR THE CRIME OF USING USAHIME'S MOVIE FOR 

{ YouR OWN ROTTEN PURPOSES..I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU"" 

- 



AIRED: JULY 10TH, 1990 

=sos== HUH? KO'ON-NO-KAMI'S GOT A KID!? 
.one s IEE7 e oar 

SCREENPLAY SEIKO WATANABE I STORYBOARD: MINEO FUJI I DIRECTOR: MINEO FUJI I ANIMATION DIRECTOR· YOSHIO KABASHIMA 

pIII JEIII1II 
Upon returning to Mecha Edo Castle from a meal, Ko'on-no-Kami 

discovers a wailing child drawing a crowd at the castle gate. 

He has no clue what's going on, but things take a strange turn 

when the child grabs him and calls him "Papa". Rumors about an 

illegitimate child spread like wildfire, threatening his very position. 

Meanwhile, while out on a delivery, Yattaoru and friends meet a 

woman named Otome whose child has gone missing. Right then, 

a giant enemy mecha appears... 

Ko'on-no-Kami has his hands full in this one. He suddenly gets called 

"Papa", finds himself involved in a potential scandal, gets threatened 

with exile by Usahime, has his very expensive mecha run amok, 

and finally gets accused of kidnapping by Yattarou. And throughout 

it all, he has to deal with an unruly child. You almost feel bad for 

the guy. On top of all that, Yattarou and friends' identities somehow 

aren't revealed, and Usahime seriously believes that the child is 

Ko'on-no-Kami's. Are animaloids just really bad at recognizing faces? 

"WE'LL DO THE SEARCHING."' 
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Ko'on-no-Kami finds a child at the castle gate 
who grabs him and calls him "Papa." Then a 
crowd gathers and things really heat up! 

These two are thrilled at the idea of Ko'on-no-Kami Yattarou and Sukashii are ready to quit their 
losing his job, because it means they won't have jobs, but Otama says, "You still owe me ten 
to work either of their jobs anymore. years of hard labor for all that advance pay." 
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When Ko'on-no-Kami is cleared of suspicion, 
Usahime puts down her special "Exile" sign. 
The disappointed look in her eyes is the 
scariest part of all! 

STORYBOARD SELECTION 
Gennarisai and the crow ninja build the mecha. 

After a pan to the side, you can see another 
crow ninja hanging out Yoshibou's diapers 
to dry. There are plenty of other examples of 
excellent camerawork that really demonstrates 
how hard the crow ninja have it. 

- 

Ko'on-no-Kami appropriates all the military funds 

to build this powerful mecha, and he oversees its 
development himself. When Yoshibou climbs 

aboard and starts running amok, Edoropolis is 

thrown into chaos. It's based on former Ozeki-rank 

sumo wrestler, Konishiki. 

Karamaru and the other crow ninja are forced Gotten eggs on Sasanishiki #4, leading 
to mind the child. There's no mecha to do him straight into a pitfall dug earlier. 
that job. What a schemer! 

Oya quietly mutters about how trite her son's, "They're flying through 
the sky." line has become. Their range actually goes far beyond that, 

so she still isn't satisfied. 

a 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

U 
''WHOA, WHOA, WHOA, KO'ON-NO-KAMI. FOR THE 
CRIMES OF DESTROYING EDOROPOLIS AND USING 
A SMALL CHILD TO DO IT ••• " 

So says Yattarou before attacking, but Ko'on-no-Kami denies it all. 
It's just an unlucky day for everyone. Still, though, we must carry on. 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

6, rves, MAYBE we ARE 

/rcKNARur." 

r, "Eur MAMA, 

(' THssouRouE" 

WELCOMING 

THE NEW MECHA 
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AIRED: JULY 17TH, 1990 

EPISODE 25: TOO CUTE! YA TT AROU GOES GIRL 

- ms a 

SCREENPLAY NARUHISA ARAKAWA I STORYBOARD: YUJI ASADA I DIRECTOR: YUJI ASADA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: MAKOTO BESSHO 

Otama's in an unusually good mood, because she's got a date 

with her boyfriend on her next day off. The Nyankees follow her 

in secret, but on the day of the date, they wind up late because 

of a screwup by Wanko-no-Kami. Meanwhile, the Karakara Tribe's 

plan this time involves changing men into women and women 

into men, which throws the whole city into chaos. Torn between 

her girlish desire to go on a date and her sense of duty, what will 

Otama do..? 

Otama's usually providing support in the background, but she's got 

the spotlight in this episode. She's usually seen tinkering with 

complicated mechas and trying to run the business, but underneath 

it all, she's just an ordinary girl. She ends up shouting at 

Wanko-no-Kami - who's usually the angry one - and launching Omitsu 

from the delivery cannon. It's funny how Omitsu somehow saves 

Nyago King with her missiles after being launched. Time after time, 

Karamaru seems to have bad luck when it comes to Omitsu. 

"LL FORGET ALL ABOUT 
THE NYANKEES TODAY" 
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Otama's thrilled about her date tomorrow. 
She's shining even brighter than usual. 

Ko'on-no-Kami is up to no good, as always. 
This time, he's cooking up something in 
EdoTower. 

Yattarou and friends put on disguises and tail 
Otama on her date. Being ninjas, they must 
be experts at that sort of thing. 

Otama's going on a date with a deer-like 
animaloid named Heikichi. He's got a pretty 
plain name for such a cool dude. 

Nyago King is immobilized by the enemy's It's Omitsu! Let's just pretend we don't see 
attack. The support item that Otama launches that round, green object that's flying 
towards the fight is... alongside her. 
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This bonus cut is inserted 
in the explosion scene. 
Look for it carefully 
during playback. 

THE MANY LOOKS OF OTAMA 
As the star of this episode, Ota ma shows 
off a lot of facial expressions. They're on 
full display in this section. 

Otama blushes 

fiercely when it gets 
out that she's going 
on a date. When she's 

like this, it's almost like 
she's a normal, cute girl. 

One frame of the 

scene when Otama 

stuffs Omitsu into the 

cannon. It is mixed 

in the effects. 

She's smiling, in the end. 
Naturally, girls look their 
best when smiling. 

- 

When it comes to this small butterfly-shaped mecha, 
Kamaageha goes after men, and Nabetateha goes 
after women. It can switch the gender of whomever 

it attacks. The real body resembles a caterpillar 
inside a tough cocoon, and it also has a 
powered-up moth form. 

The ever absent-minded ltsunomo Oya and Ko don't 
even notice Otama's rage. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!'' SAYING 

G 
''TEYANDEEI FOR THE CRIMES OF TURNING MEN 
INTO WOMEN, WOMEN IN MEN, AND THROWING SOCIETY 
INTO CHAOS, I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU!" 

If Otama's anger were a factor here, Karamaru probably wouldn't survive. 

In that sense, he should be grateful that he's only fighting Yattarou. 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"MAMA, SOMETHING'S 
SPECIAL, HERE." 

6, aves, soMErHING DoEs 

4/ seibirrsnsr." 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA .-- 
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SCREENPLAY NOBUAKI KISHIMA I STORYBOARD: SHINGO KANEKO I DIRECTOR: SHINGO KANEKO I ANIMATION DIRECTOR· YUKIO OHYAKE 

pIEI 
A bad cold is going around Edoropolis, and Yattarou's got it, 

despite usually being the picture of health. Shogun Tokugawa lei 

lei is also sick, and though usually an idiot, he starts reading 

"The Analects of Mechamecha" (a very high-level book). Fearing 

for his health, his retainers suggest that someone search for 

the legendary "Zekko bird", which is said to cure any disease. 

Wanko-no-Kami wastes no time in assigning the Nyankee 

team to the task... 

JEIIII'CI 
Naturally, Ko'on-no-Kami has also caught a cold, so he sends 

Karamaru to "Fear Mountain" to find the bird, where the crow bumps 

into the Nyankees. Yattarou and Karamaru fall to the bottom of a 

gorge and decide to cooperate in order to get out and find the bird, 

but as expected, it doesn't go so well. In the end, they each bring 

back a fake bird, but Yattarou's coincidentally cures the shogun. 

Ko'on-no-Kami, on the other hand, has no such luck. 

"ZEKKO BIRD!"' 
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Yattarou's got the same cold as the rest of Shogun lei lei's cold is so bad that it somehow The cry of the Zekko bird that lives on Fear 
Edoropolis. Take care of your health around turns him into a genius. This really is serious! Mountain might just cure the shogun of his cold. 
season changes! 
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The little Chomoranma are all instantly 
defeated by "Nyankee Ninpou: 
Sukashii Butt". 

STORYBOARD SELECTION 
While climbing the mountain, Sukashii makes 

a lame pun and gets his butt kicked by 

Pururun for it. This meticulously drawn 

storyboard is worth reading in its own right; 
the images and dialogue make it as 
enjoyable as any comic. 

- 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"MAMA, THOSE PIZZA GUYS 
ARE FLYING THROUGH 
THE SKY. 

"SO THEY ARE. THEY SURE DO 
HAVE IT HARD. COUGH, COUGH." 

One ought to stay home when one has a cold... Is she seriously 

sleeping in the middle of the road? 

Hey, but that was pretty mean of you to go and steal Karamaru's 
wings like that... Even so, Masamasa still activates. 

Despite being a crow, Karamaru has a tendency The legendary Zekko bird. Its cry of 
to fall from high places. If only he could fly. "Zekkochou!" is really annoying, 

so it's best to capture it quickly. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

[" "rEYANDEE! I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU FOR 

k INSULTING Us ALL THOSE TIMES" 

WELCOMING This mecha was made to climb mountains and 

THE NEW MECHA knows all there is about them. Its stomach is 
filled with little Chomoranma #1/10's and = Chomoranma #1/100's. .- 
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AIRED: JULY 31ST, 1990 

erso+=+NO! YOU'RE EXILING US? 
rm - SCREENPLAY YUMI KAGEYAMA I STORYBOARD. OSAMU INOUE I DIRECTOR: TAKASHI NAITOH I ANIMATION DIRECTOR. FUDEONO SAKATA 

pIII JELL.II'5II 
When notes written by Mecha Edo Castle's original architect 

are found, they reveal a glaring flaw in the castle's design. 

Unfortunately, the architect - Hidari Kingorou - was exiled to the 

Tako Hachijou Island penal colony three years ago. In order to 

find out the truth of the matter, the Nyankee team heads for 

the island, but the Karakara Tribe is also intrigued, so they 

follow close behind. Who will find out the castle's secret first!? 

Usahime is known for saying, "You're exiled!" but what sort 

of lifestyle do all those exiled animaloids actually enjoy? 

This interesting episode gets to the bottom of that question. 

A penal colony made for exiled criminals sounds pretty awful, 

but, well, this is a gag anime, after all. So of course Tako Hachijou 

Island is actually a resort so idyllic that its residents are grateful 

for having been exiled. They're so appreciative, in fact, that they 

built a statue to honor their incidental benefactor, Usahime! 

"EH! EXILED TO TAKO HACHIJOU ISLANDT?r 

These notes are found when the castle's 
library is being cleaned. What could 
Mecha Edo Castle's glaring flaw be? 

Hidari Kingorou once held back when playing a 
video game against Usahime. She found out 
and exiled him for it. 

Ferocious monsters wait to greet the Nyankees 
when they arrive on Tako Hachijou Island, 
including a giant snake, a monstrous bird, 
and a colossal fish. 
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Hidari Kingorou holds a grand banquet at his 
mansion to welcome Yattarou and friends 
to the island. 

The flaw in the castle's design turns out to be some 
particularly weak floorboards. Ko'on-no-Kami 
experiences this flaw firsthand... 

Once the mission is accomplished, the 
Nyankees enjoy a well-deserved summer 
vacation on the island. 

0 
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THE TWO SIDES OF 
TAKO HACHIJOU ISLAND 
A massive octopus-shaped crag rises above 
the penal colony island. The Nyankee team 
first makes landfall on the secluded backside 

of the island, where countless beasts roam. 

On the front side, however, Hidari Kingorou's 

efforts have turned the island into a tropical 

beach resort. 

- 

"IT'S THIS HOT, AND THEY 
STILL DON'T GET ANY SORT 
OF SUMMER BREAK?"" 

"SUMMER BREAK IS GREAT. 
NO HOMEWORK."" 

Oya and Ko watch Yattarou and friends make their Express Delivery run 

on a brutally hot day. Kc's comment is particularly childlike. Wait. 

Does this mean they're both on vacation? 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

Yattarou is enraged over the reckless violence of the Karakara Tribe. 
Not sure how right he is about the island being "peaceful", but still... 

WELCOMING The model for this one is clearly a certain anime 
robot played by a certain muscleman. The head, 

THE NEW MECHA trunk, arms, and legs can all split up and function 

independently. It seems to enjoy karaoke, 

as it sings throughout the entire boat trip to 
Tako Hachijou Island. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SA YING 

"FOR THE CRIMES OF PLUNGING THESE PEACEFUL 
[ 1sLAND-DWELLERS INTO FEAR AND TRYING TO STEAL THE 
&a SECRETS OF MECHA EDO CASTLE...I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU' 

- 



AIRED: AUGUST 7TH, 1990 

EPISODE 28: EH? THE NY ANKEES DISBAND 

SCREENPLAY. MA YORI SEKIJIMA I STORYBOARD SHINJI SAKAI I DIRECTOR YOSHIO KABASHIMA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR MASAE OHTAKE 

JpIEI COMMENTARY 

The backup members can no longer overlook Yattarou and 

friends' many failures and screwups. Wanko-no-Kami hears their 

case and officially switches the priority given to the two teams. 

Yattarou's group has a hard time adjusting to their new workplaces, 

but that doesn't mean the Karakara Tribe is about to take a 

day off. The backup members - now the new Nyankee team - 
deploy in response to the villains... 

The backup members usually carry out their work in the background 

amiably, but when their dissatisfaction over Yattarou and friends 

comes out, it really comes out! The typically serious backup members 

have just been waiting for a chance to speak up. When they start 

airing their grievances, the villains waste no time in taking advantage 

of the falling out among friends. The fact that Yattarou steps up to 

help with no ill feelings, though, demonstrates something about this 

native son of Edoropolis' strength of character. 

"SWITCHING US WITH 
THE BACKUP MEMBERS!?"" 
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This is the one day a year when all Nyankee team 
members get together for a review meeting. 
Yattarou and friends hurry to the meeting. 

Note the timer in the lower left of the screen. 
It represents how much screentime 
Ko'on-no-Kami and Gennarisai get. 

Otama is launched to the Ryougoku branch. 
The customers are all sumo wrestlers, so all the 
orders are for extra-large pizzas. 

The backup members show up to stop Karamaru Once Kobutsuki #4's true form is revealed, 
from doing evil. They form Hidden Ninja Squad the Nyankee 2 team is up against the wall. 
Nyankee 2! Who would save them but... 

- 
..the original Nyankee team! With 
Kobutsuki #4 defeated, the backup 
members are able to bury the hatchet. 

t - 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

STORYBOARD SELECTION 
Pururun's silky smooth silhouette is almost 

sexy-looking in that one frame. The customers 

at the Tsukishima branch - where she now 
works - are almost exclusively foulmouthed 

sailor-types. The storyboard shows them 

largely as foreigners, but in the anime, 
they look more like native Edoropolis sailors. 

This giant, child-carrying samurai mecha looks a lot 

like the protagonist from a certain period drama. 

The handcart the baby rides in races around 

Edoropolis, destroying the city while leveling 

the ground. The baby is actually the real mecha; 

the cart and samurai are just for decoration. 

It's not the usual team being shot out of the Express Delivery cannon today; 

it's the backup members. As Mietoru is the one doing the announcement, 

his slang seems to have influenced Oya and Ko. 

"YO, MAMA, THOSE PIZZA GUYS 
LOOK DIFFERENT THAN USUAL" 

f, ·Dor WANT YOU SPEAKING 

/TrwAx,vor 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!" SAYING 

• 

"YOU'VE GONE AND FLATTENED EDOROPOLIS AND... 
FURTHERMORE! FOR THE CRIME OF HURTING MY FRIENDS, 
I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU"" 

Yattarou thinks only of his friends. But maybe, just maybe, he's also a little 

frustrated over not getting much screentime in this episode? 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

-- 
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AIRED: AUGUST 14TH, 1990 

EPISODE 29: REVEALED!? THE NYANKEES' IDENTITIES 

- rm =- -- es .E - SCREENPLAY· SEIKO WATANABE I STORYBOARD YASUO IWAMOTO I DIRECTOR. JUN MATSUMOTO I ANIMATION DIRECTOR. YUKIO OHYAKE 

pEII JI.LIT'I 
When the Ninja Quartet of Darkness show up, Ko'on-no-Kami 

isn't up for much. Hoping to find out the Nyankees' identities and 

weaknesses, their burning enthusiasm for the mission leads them 

to trail the team after a battle with Karamaru. They start to suspect 

the employees of Pizza Cat and decide to investigate further. 

Will the quartet's attempt to clear their sullied name end up 

exposing the Nyankees' true identities!? 

The Ninja Quartet of Darkness make their first appearance in a while. 

The contrast between Gennarisai's high hopes for them and 

Ko'on-no-Kami's reaction (he's forgotten them entirely) is funny 

in a sad sort of way. Not only do they fail to find out the Nyankees' 

identities, but they don't even get a halfway decent mecha to use. 

What poor treatment. But anyone who can take a Cat's Eye Slash 

attack from Nyankee #1 and survive makes for a strong rival, 

and this episode demonstrates that. 

"NOT GONNA TAKE THIS!"" 

Karamaru and Stacy #4 are instantly defeated. 
Karamaru doesn't even make it past the 
first act. 

They haven't been around in a while, 
so Ko'on-no-Kami's reaction to the 
quartet is awfully cold... 

The quartet attempts to discover Yattarou 
and friends' identities. From their actions, 
is there any sign that they're actually strong 
ninja warriors? 
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The country bumpkin members of the quartet 
are frozen with fear at the sight of Pizza cat's 
famous parfait dessert: "Rocky Mountain". 

The Ninja Quartet of Darkness has a trump 
card when it comes to finding out the 
Nyankees' weaknesses. It's Omicchan!! 

Though the mecha is easily beaten, the 
quartet's combined attack, "Darkrow", 
gives the Nyankees trouble. 
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STORYBOARD SELECTION 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"MAMA, WHAT'S GOT YOU 
SO WORKED UP?"" 

"WORKED UP? THERE'S A 
BARGAIN GOING ON, 
OF COURSE, AND THAT'S 
IMPORTANT TO US!"' 

- 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

"CAN'T GO AND GET BEATEN WHILE OMICCHAN 

{ Is WATCHING!FEEL MY WRATHFUL JUSTICE"" 

- 



AIRED: AUGUST 21$T, 1990 

=rsoo= = LEGENDARY IDOL? SUKASHIP'S DEBUT 
2I77 = - SCREENPLAY: SATORU AKAHORI I STORYBOARD. YUJI ASADA [ DIRECTOR. YUJI ASADA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: MAKOTO BESSHO 

EE5EI 
The Nyankees defeat Karamaru, as always, but this time with a large 

crowd cheering them on. Seeing their popularity, record producer 

Uwatsuki approaches Nyankee #1 about a music deal. He also talks 

to Omitsu and Pururun about reviving their legendary duo act, 

"Mippuru". Yattarou and Pururun are totally on board, 

but Sukashii is feeling left out... 

COMMENTARY 

Screenwriter Satoru Akahori has packed this one full of parodies. 

You've got the title, "Legendary Idol", the name of the record company, 

"Daimyo King Records", the name of the mecha, "Akashia #30,000", 

and many other examples. Many fans were shocked at the prospect 

of a "Mippuru" revival act. The music stuff ends up going by the wayside 

though, as the spotlight turns to Sukashii and what he's up to. 

NICE, IT'S FINALLY TIME FOR 
OUR STAGE DEBUT"' 
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Otama says she'll hold a special campaign 
at the pizza shop if a record comes out. 
How shrewd and calculating. 

The Ninja Quartet of Darkness shows up as Ko'on-no-Kami's enka singing echoes throughout 
Ko'on-no-Kami's backup band. They play those the city. He's awfully tone-deaf, though... 
instruments with surprising skill. 

-- -- 
Nyankee #2's record keeps flying off the 
shelves! In truth, though, it's just Sukashii 
buying them all. 

REVIVAL OF "MIPPURU"', 
THE LEGENDARY IDOL DUOI 

The legendary idol duo featured in Episode 5: 

"A Star is Born? The Sweet Allure of Showbiz", 

make their return! This time, they're making 

an all-new album and collaborating 
with Nyankee #1. 

- 
Sukashii rescues Yattarou from danger. 
As a result, he gets to make his own 
record debut. 

Ignoring the city's plight, Yattarou and 
"Mippuru" have a recording session at 
Daimyo King Records. 

WELCOMING Ko'on-no-Kami rides in the head section, and his 

THE NEW MECHA singing voice is blasted through the speakers on 
either side. Needless to say, the design is based 

on a certain comedic performer. 

0 

-- 
"MAMA, THOSE PIZZA GUYS 
ARE FLYING THROUGH 
THE SKY." 
 

"Clll,IW-BEASTAAAR." 

Oya must have heard about "Mippuru's" revival act, because she starts 
enthusiastically singing about wanting to be a star in her usual, hoarse voice. 

As always, Ko isn't sure what to make of this. 

SUKASHIN'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

• 

''YOU'VE SUBJECTED EVERYONE TO YOUR TONE-DEAF 

I 'MUSIC' AND ...FURTHERMORE! FOR THE CRIME OF 
DESTROYING THE CITY...I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU!"" 

Sukashii takes over in this episode. He does a good job of stealing 

Yattarou's classic format. 
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AIRED: AUGUST 28TH, 1990 

- 
COMMENTARY 

Between Ko'on-no-Kami trying to win over Usahime, Wanko-no-Kami 

going after Ko'on-no-Kami, and Usahime pursuing Karamaru, 

everyone's going wild in the name of love. Karamaru trying to win 

back his old love is also a bittersweet moment. It's not just the 

easily-moved Yattarou - a true romantic of Edoropolis - who's moved; 

Karamaru and Okara's seemingly destined romance is genuinely 

touching. Too bad it's beyond awkward when Karamaru gives up 

on love to follow "the ninja way"! 

- = 

p5III 
Whoever marries Usahime will control Edoropolis. That's the 

scheme Ko'on-no-Kami is going for when he targets Usahime at 

Mecha Edo Castle's amusement fair. But she's only got eyes for 

Karamaru, so she slips past Ko'on-no-Kami's maneuvers to chase 

after Karamaru, completely unaware of the plot. When a fleeing 

Karamaru finds a spot to hide, who does he find but Okara 

a childhood friend whom he once promised to marry. Moved by 

the touching reunion, the Nyankee team tries to find a way to 

resolve everything peacefully. 

ersooe POOR KARAMARU! A NINJA IN LOVE 

"SO THIS IS LOVE..."" 

Usahime is out boyfriend-hunting at the 
amusement fair. But we all know she's really 
got her eye on Karamaru. 

Pid #9's arrow hits Wanko-no-Kami instead 
of Usahime. Everyone is a little grossed out 
by his sudden outpouring of affection. 

Okara vows to marry Karamaru once 
they're older... She's still intent on keeping 
that promise. 
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Okara is separated from Karamaru in the 
chaos at the amusement fair. Is this 
really goodbye...? 

• 3D> 

STORYBOARD SELECTION 
This storyboard shows the scene when 
Wanko-no-Kami is hit by the angel's arrow. 

It's a little horrifying when his eyes turn into 
hearts and he goes after Ko'on-no-Kami. 
Making it all the more intense is the freeze 

frame on the shot of Wanko-no-Kami 

licking Ko'on-no-Kami's face. 

-- 
Yattarou aims an arrow at Usahime, but he 
misses and ends up hitting ltsumono Oya 
instead. 
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Pid #9 shoots angel arrows with pictures attached 
to them. Whoever the arrow hits will become a 

prisoner of love to the one in the picture. 
Schwarze #2 is a giant, musclebound mecha 

controlled by Gennarisai. PID #9 AND 
SCHWARZE #2 

Karamaru suggests that everything will be 
settled by seeing who can steal Usahime's 
heart first. Yattarou is chosen as the unlucky 
sacrifice for the mission. 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"PIZZA, YES... THAT CHOINAA #7 
HAS BEEN CUTTING INTO OUR 
SCREENTIME LATELY." 

"WHAT A STRONG FOE." 

"INDEED! BUT WE WON'T LOSE! 
THE STRONGER THE FOE, 
THE MORE FIRED-UP I GET!"' 

Choinaa #7 has made a few appearances since its debut in episode 16, 

and Oya's hostility against it burns bright. 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

9 mucE, HERE'S MY CHANCE. 
IN CONCLUSION, M MAD' 

Yattarou is caught up in the slapstick from start to finish this time, 

which is why his line is so simple. 

- 



AIRED: SEPTEMBER 4TH, 1990 

=Psoe =» PURURUN'S FAIRY TALE FLUTE!? - - a -- -- -- SCREENPLAY. YUMI KAGEYAMA I STORYBOARD SHINJI SAKAI I DIRECTOR· YUJI ASADA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR FUDEO SAKATA 

EEI COMMENTARY 

After hearing a legend about a magical flute, Ko'on-no-Kami starts a 

free flute exchange program in Edoropolis. Not knowing that the 

program is another of Ko'on-no-Kami's schemes, Yattarou trades in 

Pururun's old flute for a brand new one. Surely enough, Pururun is 

enraged when she finds out her flute is gone, because apparently 

it was very precious to her. Meanwhile, Wanko-no-Kami has been 

receiving nightly complaints about flute music coming from 

Zouzou Temple, so he deploys the Nyankee team to investigate... 

Using the old fable "The Slit-Tongue Sparrow" as a model, this episode 

weaves two stories together: the mysterious treasure flute and the 

hidden secrets of Pururun's flute. The highlight would have to be 

Pururun's bountiful expressions. She charmingly plays her flute, 

rages out of control, bawls her eyes out, is relieved after retrieving 

her flute, and shows a coquettish smile when she hints at the secrets 

of her flute. This episode - featuring the many emotions of Pururun - 
is a fan favorite. 

"WHO KNEW THIS WAS SUCH 
AN IMPORTANT THING..." 
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Ko'on-no-Kami pays tribute to all his fallen 
mechas at Zouzou Temple. It's shocking 
how much he cares. 

Pururun always plays this flute in battle scenes. 
The mysteries behind it are finally revealed. 

Could the flute be a memento from a boyfriend? 
Pururun starts daydreaming when she looks 
at the flute she always carries around. 

- 
Pururun reaches her breaking point and 
unleashes the power of her enchanting sword, 
Kirakira. That's just how angry she is. 

PURURUN'S SE-CR-ET 
What could the secret behind Pururun's 

flute possibly be? She claims it's precious 

because a famous idol once signed it 

for her, but it seems like there's more to it. 

Is Sukashii right? Did she get it from 

someone dear to her heart? The mystery 

remains a mystery. 

- 
Yattarou trades away the flute, because he 
once heard Pururun say it was just a cheap 
old thing. 

a I 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"MAMA, THOSE PIZZA GUYS 
ARE FLYING THROUGH 
THE SKY."" 

"SO, LIKE, WHO CARES" 

"MAMA, ARE YOU IN SOME KIND 
OF MIDLIFE REBELLIOUS PHASE?"" 

When Oya snaps back, Ko asks if she's in a rebellious phase. 

That kind of thing usually ends in adolescence, but Oya seems 

to take it much, much further! 

As if they were trash collectors, Karamaru and the 
crow ninja go around the city gathering old flutes. 
Meanwhile, someone's been trying out flutes 
for three whole days. 

WELCOMING A transforming mecha done in the style of 

THE NEW MECHA "Transformers". Karamaru and company ride in the 
transforming flute-car part. It cuts down the forest 

with dual chainsaw arms and drives Yattarou into 

a corner, but Pururun's rage is more than enough 
to beat it. 

PURURUN'S "FURTHERMORE!" SAYING 

• 

"YOU'VE DESTROYED THIS PEACEFUL FOREST, 
SCARED THE MINIMALOIDS, AND... FURTHERMORE! 
FOR THE CRIME OF TRYING TO STEAL THE TREASURE ••• 
I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU!" 

In stealing Yattarou's line, Pururun makes her anger clear with the 

classic "furthermore" format. 
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AIRED: SEPTEMBER 11TH, 1990 

EPISODE :s:s: MYSTERIOUS! A FRIEND FROM THE STARS 
et 

{ETIEESEETEITETIET9TGEIESTRELITISIIITEISEILIHEITETITS7GERTI.ERIESEETIEITESIEETELITIST3 
s 

JEI 
One day, a U.F.O.-like object descends on Pizza Cat. It resembles 

a sealed teakettle, and when Yattarou removes the seal, it turns 

into a pig named Bunbuta Chagama. The pig takes a liking to 

Yattarou, and the two become fast friends. Like brothers, even. 

According to Wanko-no-Kami, though, feeding Chagama will 

make him go on a rampage. Not knowing this, the gang enjoys 

a meal with the pig... 

COMMENTARY 

It turns out that Bunbuta Chagama is a terrifying organism that 

grows gigantic after eating something and won't stop eating until 

all of the planet's food is gone. It's kind of like Gizmo from the 

movie "Gremlins". One of his three rules was "Don't feed him after 

midnight, or bad things will happen." It's easy to imagine that this 

episode was inspired by "Gremlins". 

"WE FORGOT HOW IT WAS 
TO LIVE LIKE THIS."" 
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Gennarisai and the villains also happen to 
spot the mysterious glowing light that falls 
from the sky. Its true identity is Chagama. 

Bunbuta's bottomless stomach wreaks havoc 
on ltsumono Oya and Ko's dinnertime! 

Bunbuta Chagama becomes attached to Yattarou, 
just like a child, and Yattarou couldn't be more 
pleased. 

Karamaru and his cronies capture the T oritsukkun 
to keep them from combining. That looks taxing... 

When Wanko-no-Kami analyzes the seal that 
came with Bunbuta Chagama, he discovers an 
alarming truth. 

The rampaging Bunbuta Chagama comes 
to his senses after a speech from Yattarou. 
Sukashii calls it "the power of love". 
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STORYBOARD SELECTION 

Yattarou and Bunbuta Chagama flirt and 
frolic as if they were a couple. There's a 
freeze frame in the scene when Bunbuta 
Chagama gloms onto Yattarou and the 
two fall over that perfectly captures 

their charming relationship. - 
ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"MAMA, THOSE PIZZA GUYS ARE 
FLYING THROUGH THE SKY." 

"SO THEY ARE... 
MAYBE WE SHOULD TRY 
ORDERING A PIZZA." 

"pON'T PUT 
YOURSELF OUT, MAMA." 

ltsumono Oya and Ko have their food stolen by Bunbuta Chagama. 

Oya suddenly thinks to order pizza, but Ko thoughtfully refuses the offer. 

WELCOMING This newly-devised version is the product of the 

THE NEW MECHA quartet's intense training. It's no different than the 
last one, though; a fact that Yattarou points out. 
Yattarou, with Bunbuta's help, destroys it without 

breaking a sweat. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SA YING 

• 

''FOR THE CRIME OF TRYING TO TAKE BUN'S AND 
OUR LIVES WITH YOUR ANNOYING NINPOU •• 
I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU!"" 

With this line, a cornered Yattarou brings himself back from the brink 
after being nearly beaten by Macrow Deluxe's overwhelming power. 

- 
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=soe±.. UNBEATABLE STRATEGY! 

. THE STRENGTH OF KARAKARA 
a s 

SCREENPLAY. SATORU AKAHORI I STORYBOARD: SATOSHI KITAHARA I DIRECTOR. YUJI ASADA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: MAKOTO BESSHO 

JpIEI 
One morning, Ko'on-no-Kami and the Karakara Tribe hold a special 

meeting in the elder council area of Mecha Edo castle. The agenda? 

Watching old battle videos in order to come up with a mecha that 

can defeat the Nyankees once and for all. Every old mecha was utterly 

beaten, but some came kind of close to winning, so Ko'on-no-Kami 

suggests taking the best parts of the best mechas and combining 

them into one. They go through with that plan, and the ultimate 

fusion mecha is unleashed on Edoropolis. 

JIIIIIIII 
Half of this episode is a recap clip show covering the story since 

episode 12. While the motif last time was a movie screening, this 

time it's a self-parody of the show as a whole. When the baddies 

start the tape, the "Teyandee!" opening plays, and the episode title is 

read as the Karakara Tribe members make remarks. There's also a 

scene where the present-day Ko'on-no-Kami and Gennarisai 

comment on their past bantering shown on tape. 

" ... " (KNOCKED OUT) 
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Omitsu is delighted to find her tulip blooming. 
This tulip leads to a dangerous situation 
later on. 

Details of the Nyankees' private lives are finally 
revealed. Apparently, they live underneath 
Pizza Cat. 

These two need a wake-call from Otama and 
Pururun. This is what happens when you don't 
get up on time. 

- LI - 
OMICCHAN'S 
OBSERVATION DIARY 

When buying missiles, Omitsu doesn't care 

about firepower - only design aesthetics. 

The ones she purchases this time are 

tulip-shaped and carry payloads one million 

times stronger than her past missiles. But she 

doesn't care at all about the danger they represent. 
She ends up firing off a whole bunch of them. 

- 
The ultimate missiles that Omitsu buys were Sick of relying on dubious mechas, 
designed by Issei Niyake. Karamaru decides to go on a training 

journey to improve his abilities. 

This massive mecha is made up of the most 

successful elements of all those that came before it. 

It's supposed to be the ultimate weapon against the 

Nyankee team, but when it accidentally ruins 

Omitsu's favorite potted plant, her amped-up 
missile barrage destroys it with ease. 

Yattarou's unconscious for most of the episode, so Karamaru takes his 
place and makes this manly declaration. 

KARAMARU'S DETERMINATION 

a"WATCH 
ME, NYANKEES! WHEN I RETURN FROM 

€d 'Y JouNY, You wnuL MEET YOUR DOOM' 

In the video, the Karakara Tribe steals the 
catchphrase part usually performed by 
the Nyankee team. 

)a'TSuMONo OYA AND KO 

4 "MAMA." 

-... 
C AMINIGHTER, ARENT WE' 

The ever-bored ltsumono Oya and Ko have taken their pizza delivery 
observing habit to the extreme. There's no deployment scene in 

this episode, so this is their only appearance. 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 
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AIRED: SEPTEMBER 25TH, 1990 

e»sos+ == SEARCH! NEKKI'S VANISHED INTO THE LAKE 
r - 

SCREENPLAY. SEIKO WATANABE I STORYBOARD. SHINGO KANEKO I DIRECTOR· SHINGO KANEKO I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: YOSHIO KABASHIMA AND YUKIO OHYAKE 

JpIEI 
Nekkii is off making a pizza delivery to Ootama Lake when he 

suddenly drops out of contact. A worried Wanko-no-Kami sends 

Yattarou and friends to investigate. They arrive at the lake in the 

mood to have a picnic when they come across Usahime, who's 

shown up because of rumors of a monster. Suspecting a connection 

between Nekkii's disappearance and the "monster", the trio 

heads for the edge of the lake, where they find a giant dinosaur 

and a ghost! 

COMMENTARY 

Although the Nyankee team goes to the lake to save Nekkii, Nekkii 

ends up resolving the situation pretty much by himself. Although he 

really is captured at first, he slips past the guard, manages to run 

away, and really shows his stuff when he rescues Yattarou and 

friends from a bottomless bog. There aren't many episodes featuring 

backup members, so ones like this are fan favorites. 

''THE KEY TO ALL MYSTERIES 
LIES IN THE LAKE.' 
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It was some crow ninja who ordered the 
pizza. They're kind of cute, eating so happily. 

An unidentified monster appears at Ootama 
Lake. The animaloids it captures are taken 
away somewhere. 

There are rumors flying about a lake 
monster, but none of them agree on what 
it looks like, exactly. 

There's a hidden gold mine at the lake where 
Ko'on-no-Kami puts kidnap victims to work 
in order to make a quick fortune. 

Yattarou comes across a message in a bottle 
from Nekkii, but it's all for naught since he 
can't read kanji. 

Surprisingly, Pururun is especially afraid 
of ghosts. Even once she knows it's just 
a hologram. 
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STORYBOARD SELECTION 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

 o, be attacked 

YATTAROU AND NEKKI'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

[ "FOR THE CRIMES OF USING A MONSTER TO THREATEN 

A THE VILLAGERS AND PUTTING US THROUGH SO MUCH..." 

"..AND FOR KIDNAPPING THOSE VILLAGERS AND PUTTING 

[ THEM TO WORK IN YOUR MINE...WE CAN'T FORGIVE YOU' 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

jer, "MAMA, THOSE PIZZA GUYS ARE 

C) 
VNTHRouGHTHESKY AGAN" 

"THEY WERE CARRYING 
SOMETHING ON THEIR BACKS. 
...IS THIS EDO KONBU? AHH, 
A PICNIC SOUNDS NICE."" 

gee - 
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EPISODE:S6: BURN WITH THE PASSION OF YOUTH! 
THE GREAT PROFESSOR RETURNS 

.ID - SCREENPLAY NARUHISA ARAKAWA I STORYBOARD KOKUHITO I DIRECTOR YUJI ASADA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR FUDEO SAKATA 

JpIEII JILIIICII 
Professor Nekomata Reikainosuke develops a so-called "energy 

draught" called "Unstoppable Z". He sends some to the Nyankees 

in the hopes that they'll taste-test it, but Pururun is fooled by the 

"beauty product" label and drinks the whole thing. She starts 

exploding with energy and can't be stopped by anything. 

Meanwhile, Ko'on-no-Kami unleashes "Bakuhatsu #5" on the city. 

It's an overbearing mecha that explodes upon detecting the spirit 

of youthfulness. The curtain opens on a grand battle between 

"energy explosion" and "youthfulness explosion"! 

This episode is all about the ever-amusing concept of "youthfulness", 

which is a topic ripe for gags and parodies. Bakuhatsu #5's line 

when he deploys, "Let's begin!" is from the TV drama, "Tobidase! 

Seishun". Furthermore, the scene where Ko'on-no-Kami sings while 

riding a bike is from "The Green Mountains", the exchange with 

Omitsu is from "Aim for the Ace!" and the bit with swordplay while 

running on the beach is from the TV drama, "Ore wa Otoko da!" 

We couldn't even list all the homages found in this episode, 

so take a look and try to find them yourself. 

"DON'T EXPLODE TOO MUCH, NOW"" 
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Judging from the fact that he's a giant perv, 
how could it be anything other than a 
"performance enhancer"? 

After drinking the entire draught in one gulp, 
Pururun starts breathing fire while running 
around Edoropolis. 

With Karamaru gone, Ko'on-no-Kami decides 
to go out for the day. For some reason, this 
image is reminiscent of Tadashi Imai's film, 
"The Green Mountains". 

- 
At the end of a rather frantic episode, we see 
Karamaru, off training somewhere. He smiles 
unsettlingly as the screen fades to black. 

OMICCHAN'S 
OBSERVATION DIARY 

Omitsu delivers the line, "I feel most at home, 
at home", which parodies "Aim for the Ace!" 

In the battle scene, she responds to the 

professor's sexual harassment with a missile 
barrage that ends up destroying Bakuhatsu #5. 

She even fires off missiles during a volleyball game. 

- 
The draught makes all three of the girls 
start rampaging... No one can say this 
show takes it easy on girls. 

"Youth is an explosion." Such is the Taro 
Okamoto-esque catchphrase of this annoying 

mecha, who goes around exploding wherever it 

detects youthfulness. Numbers 1 through 30 can 
unite and form a giant version. The design comes 

from the anime, "Explosion Gorou". 

"SHOULD YOU REALLY BE SUCH 
ONE-NOTE CHARACTERS?"" 

''YOU GOT A PROBLEM WITH 
THAT? WELL, DO YA?" 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

BAKUHATSU #5 
AND FRIENDS 

Bakuhatsu #5 pokes fun at this pair, and Oya gets caught up in an explosion. 

She somehow walks away without a scratch, though. 

Against a mecha who goes around town spouting lines about "youth" 
while hurting citizens, Yattarou's ready to lay down the law. 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

While Pururun is off rampaging around 
the world, the professor joins the fight 
in her place. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

[pg "TEYANDEE, THE TRUE MEANING OF 'YOUTH' IS... 

\M} 
9TpoING EvI THINGsI"" 
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AIRED: AUGUST 28TH, 1990 

- EC 7 -- EE77T 

e»so»e ». FOR REALY? DOOM FOR YATTAROU AT SUNDOWN 

SCREENPLAY· NOBUAKI KISHIMA I STORYBOARD ISAO TOKUYOSHI AND NORIYUKI NAKAMURA I DIRECTOR: SEITARO HARA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR· KATSUMI HASHIMOTO 

pEI 
Recently, a komusou (Zen monk) has been causing trouble in 

Edoropolis. After defeating Sukashii and Pururun, the 

mysterious figure calls out and challenges Nyankee #1! 

Yattarou races to save a kidnapped Omitsu from the villain, 

only to discover that it's actually Karamaru, who underwent 

harsh training in order to don the legendary suit of the 

Karakara Tribe. Hoping to settle their rivalry once and for all, 

the new, improved, and confident Karamaru forces Yattarou 

into the duel of his life. 

COMMENTARY 

This is the first of a two-episode arc. Karamaru is always getting 

beaten by the Nyankees, but with this new powerup, he represents 

the greatest threat they've ever faced. The plot focuses on 

Karamaru, who's more confident than ever. The interwoven gags 

and serious scenes snowball into the final duel with Yattarou. When 

Yattarou's Cat's Eye Slash is rendered useless and Nyankee #1 is 

about to meet his end, the screen fades to black. The next episode 

contains some interesting developments, indeed. 

"FAREWELL, YATTAROU!"' 
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Sukashii and Pururun can't stand up to the 
komusou's machine-gun and bazooka mode. 

These two start boxing each other, for some As Yattarou and Karamaru enjoy some tea 
reason. They really don't do anything at Omitsu's shop, Karamaru recounts his 
particularly evil in this episode. brutal training. 
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STORYBOARD SELECTION 

"pLAY-BY-PLAY PROVIDED BY 
YOUR GOOD FRIENDS, 
ITSUMONO OYA AND KO."" 

"GLAD TO BE HERE." 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

YATTAROU'S ''FURTHERMORE!'' SAYING 

[[" PM THE MAIN CHARACTER HERE, SO I CAN'T GO AND 
GET BEATEN. M MAD NOW, SO...I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU"' 

- 
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. BEAT THAT KARAMARU! 
=sos=" j @Raj ii~Rrui RVVAL 

a EL 

SCREENPLAY: YUMI KAGEYAMA I STORYBOARD· YUJI ASADA I DIRECTOR: YUJI ASADA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: MAKOTO BESSHO 

JpEII 
Yattarou has been defeated and nearly killed by a powered-up 

Karamaru, but he's still alive! Wounded though he is, he makes his 

way to the professor and undergoes some training of his own in 

order to acquire a new technique. Meanwhile, Ko'on-no-Kami 

starts attacking Edoropolis in the hopes of wiping out the Cat-Ear 

tribe all at once. Sukashii and Pururun are already hurt, though, 

and the backup members struggle against Karamaru. Will 

Yattarou complete his training in time!? 

COMMENTARY 

The second of the two-episode arc. Even on the verge of death, 

Yattarou's will to live is clear. The plot might make you think the 

episode is all about Yattarou's power-up, but at the end of the day, 

it's still all about the three Nyankees combining their power to win. 

Poor Karamaru only got to enjoy his newfound supremacy for a 

single episode... Anyway, the "Black General" who first appears 

here is an important character who comes back in episode 53. 

"NICE, YATTAROU DID IT" 
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Just before Karamaru delivers the finishing 
blow, Yattarou uses a camouflage technique 
to escape danger. 

Not wanting the secrets of his own idiotic 
lifestyle revealed, the professor attempts 
to chase out Yattarou. 

Yattarou climbs to the top of Mt. Nekofuji for 
his training. There, he exchanges blows with 
the mysterious Black General. 

- 
When all three Nyankee team members 
combine and unleash their ultimate attacks 
at once, Karamaru's Komusou Tekutaa is 
utterly destroyed. 

BLACK GENERAL 
The professor arbitrarily decides to call the 
incarnation of the cat god residing at the top 

of Mt. Nekofuji, "Black General". There's a 

good chance his design was inspired by that 

of a certain black-garbed villain in a certain 

super-popular franchise about wars among 

the stars. He seems to know Yattarou, but how 
are these two really connected? 

- 
Yattarou returns to Pizza Cat after finishing 
his training. It's an emotional reunion... 
or maybe not? 

Karamaru still has his Komusou Tekutaa, from the 

last episode. He soundly defeats the four backup 

members singlehandedly, but he can't stand up 
to the combined special moves of the Nyankee trio, 

and gets beaten as always. 

a 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"YOU'RE PUMPED 
ABOUT THIS, MAMA." 

"OF COURSE. 
WE'RE REPORTERS. 
REPORTERS MAKE A 
LOT OF MONEY."" 

Oya and Ko find themselves atop the bell tower, giving a play-by-play 
on the action. After one good roar from Ko'on-no-Kami, the entire bell 

tower fades away. 

Yattarou stands before Karamaru once again, after completing 

some harsh training. His line is bursting with confidence. 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

The key to defeating Karamaru lies in the 
"three arrows" incident. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

[" "KARAMARUI M BACK FROM HELL TO 

d GET MY REVENGE ON YOU' 
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AIRED: OCTOBER 23RD, 1990 

EPISODE 39: HELLO! YA TTAROU FLIES OVERSEAS 

-==-•--- - IEEEIEIEISEIZIELZEEIEIEZSEIEEIZELZEEIIIZEIEEEEEEIEIZEZIEEE 
- 

pII 
When the Nyankees head to New York City for a training trip, 

they meet up with New York's peace-preserving, hidden ninja 

squad, the Yankees. But Michael of the Yankees doesn't get along 

at all with Yattarou, and the two start bickering incessantly. 

Meanwhile, Ko'on-no-Kami, who's in town for a conference on 

worldwide evildoing, uses the Karakara Tribe to attack the city! It 

looks like it's time for the Nyankees to jump into action.. 

But wait. Who shows up instead!? 

COMMENTARY 

Our heroes leave Edoropolis and make for New York City! 

The episode is full of America-based gags, such as a cat-faced 

Statue of Liberty, a "Red House" where the president lives, 

and others. From the existence of the Yankee team, we can infer 

that hidden ninja squads are a worldwide phenomenon. It also 

seems as though every evil mastermind around the world is some 

relative or another of Ko'on-no-Kami. What shocking revelations! 

"WE WON'T FORGIVE EVIL. 
WE'RE THE HIDDEN NINJA SQUAD, YANKEE!"" 
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Yattarou is squarely against the idea of going 
to New York for a training trip. What could 
his reason be...? 

Prince, Madonna, and Michael show up to 
greet the Nyankees when they arrive in 
New York City. 

At the worldwide evildoer conference, all of 
Ko'on-no-Kami's relatives gather in one place. 

Michael's girlfriend, Honey-chan. She's a dead It's not the Nyankees who stand in the way of the 
ringer for Omicchan. Karakara Tribe and their rampage. The Yankees 

protect their own hometown. 

They might've been fighting this whole 
time, but when their friends are in trouble, 
Yattarou and Michael join forces to bring 
down the bad guys! 
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STORYBOARD SELECTION 

WELCOMING 

THE NEW MECHA 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

ow HuRRY UP AND EAT 

/ YousAnsecue." 

 

"OKAAAY.'' 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!" SAYING 

[£" "FOR THE CRIME OF HURTING MY FRIENDS AND 
DESTROYING THE CITY..I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU"" 

- 



AIRED: OCTOBER 3OTH, 1990 

- 
EPISODE 40: UFO!? NY ANKEE vs. ALIEN 

to 

SCREENPLAY. NOBUAKI KISHIMA I STORYBOARD: YOSHIZO TSUDA I DIRECTOR: SEITARO HARA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR· KATSUMI HASHIMOTO 

JEI JILII'EI 
When a mysterious U.F.O. descends upon the peaceful Edoropolis, 

it kidnaps Usahime and demands that the shogun surrender Mecha 

Edo Castle and the royal throne. This naturally sends Wanko-no-Kami 

and his people into a panic. The true perpetrators behind the 

U.F.O. fiasco are none other than the Karakara Tribe, seeking to 

overthrow the shogunate. Not knowing this, the Nyankees sneak 

aboard the U.F.O.. Can they defeat the aliens (or the Karakara 

Tribe, anyway) and rescue Usahime!? 

This episode takes its U.F.O. tropes from early 90's media. 

UFO topics were a sure thing at the time. Because this is a gag anime, 

the aliens aren't little grey men, but rather octopus-shaped creatures. 

When up against the U.F.O. and octopus mechas, the Nyankees 

employ their own Toritsukkun and Nyago King, which results in 

an impressive mecha battle scene. 

"IT'S AN ALIEN INVASION!'' 
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The U.F.O. kidnaps Usahime right in front of the 
shogun and other high-ranking officials. 

Forgetting all about the whole "overthrow the With Toritsukkun equipped, the Nyankees 
shogunate" thing, Yattarou instead imagines aliens abandon their pizza delivery and move to 
doing pervy things to the captured Usahime. infiltrate the U.F.O. 

Chuu Chuu Takokai #7 is a fierce foe, but it's 
rendered helpless when its tentacles get tied 
up in knots. 

The Karakara Tribe relies on strength in 
numbers. Yattarou and Sukashii fight back 
with a combination ninpou. 

With lightning-fast moves, Nyago Phinx 
dodges the enemy's attacks and 
destroys UF #0. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

G 
"HEY, ALIEN! YOU'VE KIDNAPPED USAHIME, 
AND...FURTHERMORE! FOR THE CRIME OF TRYING TO 
TAKE OVER EDOROPOLIS...I CAN'T FORGIVE You 

Even if he's up against literal aliens, Yattarou won't forgive anyone 
who causes trouble in Edoropolis! 

USAHIME'S EFFORTS 
As always, Usahime throws her weight 
around and even leads the aliens 
(secretly the Karakara Tribe) around by 
the nose. In one scene, she strips them 

naked in a game of strip poker. She barely 

seems to be aware that she's a hostage. 

In order to reach the bargains even a moment quicker, Oya aims to catch 
and ride Choinaa. She's really showing off her wild side, here. 

The UFO's true identity, which Gennarisai abbreviates 
as "UF #0". Its freeze beam is strong enough to 

freeze all the water in the canals. Chuu Chuu 
Takokai #7 is a security mecha inside the UFO 
that awaits potential intruders. 

"WAIT UP, MAMA."" 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"LAG BEHIND AND WE'LL MISS 
ALL THE BARGAINS. HURRY"' 

WELCOMING 

THE NEW MECHA 
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AIRED: NOVEMBER 6TH, 1990 

EPISODE 41: AWESOME! MOTHER COMES HOME 
---·--·---..--==•---,--

EE5III COMMENTARY 

"IS THAT LADY USA-NO-TSUBONE!?"' 
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STORYBOARD SELECTION 

"M-MAMA..." 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

LL. DO AN IMPRESSION 
OF OMICCHAN. 'NOOO, 

OMITSUS SCARED"" 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

[p" "voUrvE DECEIVED UsAHIME. FOR THE CRIME OF 

&a PUSHING YOUR WICKED AGENDA...I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU"" 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

..---: 

- 



AIRED: NOVEMBER 13TH, 1990 

- 
EPISODE 42: CHAOTIC CLASH AT THE HOT SPRINGS!? 

a 

SCREENPLAY: YUMI KAGEYAMA I STORYBOARD: MINEO FUJI I DIRECTOR: MINEO FUJI I ANIMATION DIRECTOR· YOSHIO KABASHIMA AND YUKIO OHYAKE 

pEEIE 
The Nyankees serve as bodyguards to the shogun and Usahime on 

a trip to a hot springs, while also enjoying a relaxing vacation. 

Yattarou and friends are excited to finally have a long-awaited, 

well-deserved break, until they run into the Karakara Tribe, also 

vacationing at the same spot. Tempers run high at first, but come 

on! You're at a hot springs resort! In the interest of peace, both 

teams agree to a cease-fire. Our heroes think they've preserved the 

peace, but then the Karakara Tribe takes advantage of cease-fire 

agreement to start making trouble.. 

Hot springs episodes always mean fan service scenes! For one, 

there's the guaranteed clich~ scene where Yattarou and Sukashii go 

to the "mixed-gender" bath with pervy intentions, only to find it 

populated by nothing but senior citizens. Then, when they think 

they've at last found the beauty of the baths, it turns out to be none 

other than Ko'on-no-Kami. The one short scene with Pururun and 

Otama enjoying the bath could be considered actual fan service. 

"WHAT AN AWESOME HOT SPRINGS!" 
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The Nyankees are invited on a hot springs trip, 
but it turns out they'll be bodyguarding the 
shogun and Usahime. 

Suspecting that Yattarou and Sukashii will raid 
the mixed-gender bath, Pururun and Otama 
opt to avoid it. 

Why fight when you're at the hot springs? 
Everyone agrees to the cease-fire pact. 

The Karakara Tribe's banquet is a rousing 
success thanks to Enkai #5's spot-on 
impressions. 

,° , "° ,° 

e 
After losing a ping-pong game to Yattarou, 
Karamaru rages and breaks the cease-fire 
agreement. 

Enkai #S absorbs all attacks and proves a 
challenging foe for Nyago King. 

STORYBOARD SELECTION 
The outdoor mixed-gender bath scene. 
We start with Yattarou and Sukashii and 
smoothly follow them out to the bath. 
The full-view shot is packed with detail, 

and their disappointed expressions 

are portrayed really well. 

Its distinctive pointed chin makes it look like a 

certain pro wrestler, and it's great at impressions, 

making it the perfect entertainer at banquets 
and parties. Enkai #5 can grow giant by inflating 

its muscles with air, and its rubber body can even 

brush off attacks from Nyago King. 

"VE ALWAYS WANTED TO 
TRY THIS, JUST ONCE." 

"ME TOO. EVEN MORE THAN THE 

'SORRY TO TROUBLE YOU, PART."' 

As Otama is on her way to the hot springs, these guys do the 
firing announcement in her place. Oya and even little Ko are 

really excited to help out. 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

''YOU'VE VIOLATED OUR CEASE-FIRE, DISRUPTED OUR 
RELAXING GETAWAY, AND ••• FURTHERMORE! FOR THE 
CRIME OF SMASHING UP THE INN ••• I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU!" 

Yattarou is enraged when his long-awaited hot springs vacation is ruined. 

He takes out his anger on Enkai #5 with one decisive strike! 

WELCOMING 

THE NEW MECHA .- 
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. EVERYONE ASSEMBLE! 
e»sos=" jHE GRAT ROYAL TO~RNAMENT 

Ir 1Kia Ka 

SCREENPLAY. NOBUAKI KISHIMA I STORYBOARD: YOSHIZO TSUDA I DIRECTOR. KATSUMI KOSUGA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: KATSUMI HASHIMOTO AND TAKASHI IZUMI 

pIEII 
There's a royal tournament being held at Mecha Edo Castle. 

Although the event is nothing more than a way to alleviate 

Usahime's boredom. the winner will have any request granted. 

Yattarou is ordered to participate, and although he's reluctant at 

first, when he hears about the prize, he starts dreaming of having 

a harem. Ko'on-no-Kami is also intrigued. though, and he builds 

the ultimate mecha to win the tournament... Thus. martial artists 

from around the country gather to fight in the royal tournament. 

This is a battle tournament in the style of "Tenkai-ichi Budokai." It's not 

just the Nyankees and enemy mecha participating, though; Karamaru and 

Omitsu also join the action, which makes for a wild time. The series' 

so-called "strongest" character, Omitsu, actually wins the tournament 

when she cowers in fear from the enemy and accidentally launches her 

missiles. Yattarou bows out because he's not sure he can stand up to those 

missiles, but if he were at full power, there's a chance he might've won. 

"IF I LOSE HERE, THEN MY MANLY-MAN 
DREAM - A HAREM - WILL BE LOST!" 
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Usahime being bored is a good sign that 
something really bad is about to happen. 

Wanko-no-Kami tells the Nyankees that their 
martial arts abilities are lacking and forces 
them to join the tournament. 

Omitsu's only come to watch, but she 
accidentally misses the spectator stands 
and ends up with the participants. 

Yattarou's dream... is to be surrounded 
by a harem of beautiful girls. How 
unexpectedly erotic. 

Karamaru looks down on Ko'on-no-Kami's 
and Gennarisai's sneaky plan and secretly 
saves Yattarou from the shadows. 

Otama and the backup members have come 
to support the Nyankees. For some reason, 
those four are dressed in cheerleading outfits. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

[' "M REALLY MAD NOW. ANYONE WHO MESSES WITH 

{al MY DREAM OF HAVING A HAREM...CAN'T BE FORGIVEN!"" 

When Yattarou's "perverted anger" reaches its limit, his power is released. 

Is that really a good enough reason, though!? 

STORYBOARD SELECTION 
In the first round, Pururun is taken down by 
Momikoshi Tokujirou's acupressure technique. 

She almost looks sexy, as she's subjected to the 
attack! The inspiration for Momikoshi Tokujirou is, 
of course, the so-called "father of shiatsu", Tokujiro 
Namikoshi, who's no stranger to TV appearances. 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"THAT'S ODD."" 

"WHAT IS IT2m 

"IF IT'S AT TWO IN THE 
AFTERNOON, THEN WHY 
DOES THIS SAY 'MORNING 
TOURNAMENTr" 

Oya mistakes "imperial" for "morning" (both are "gozen"). The ever-helpful 

narrator explains, and Oya says, "What an educational program this is." 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

A mecha based on Yagyuu Jubei Mitsuyoshi. 

Gennarisai calls it "the strongest mecha", which it 

nearly proves when it shrugs off Sukashii's Nyankee 

ninpou like it was nothing. Yattarou also has trouble 
with it, but eventually wins the day with the power 

of perversion. 

0 

0o 



AIRED: NOVEMBER 27TH, 1990 

- 
EPISODE 44: TROUBLE! MASAMASA GETS PINCHED 

s 

SCREENPLAY NOBUAKI KISHIMA I STORYBOARD YUJI ASADA I DIRECTOR. YUJI ASADA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: MAKOTO BESSHO 

pIEII JILLII'II 
Ko'on-no-Kami has had countless mechas destroyed by Yattarou's 

Cat's Eye Slash. and he's about to give up on overthrowing the 

shogunate for good when Gennarisai comes up with a new plan. 

In short. he uses the thief mecha, Lupin #3, to switch Yattarou's 

magical sword, Masamasa, with a fake. The next time Yattarou is 

egged into a fight, his Cat's Eye Slash refuses to activate, even 

when he shouts the attack name. Will Ko'on-no-Kami's grab at 

power actually succeed this time!? 

The standout character in this episode is obviously the enemy mecha, 

Lupin #3. Between his looks, skills, and cry of "Fujiko-chaaan!" how 

far will they go for an homage!? Not only does he steal Yattarou's 

sword, but he also drives Karamaru up the wall. In the end. Yattarou 

beats Lupin #3 with his ultimate attack, and his plan is successful in 

getting him back Masamasa, but the whole event leaves a real impact. 

"RIGHT, LET'S MAKE QUICK WORK OF THIS!"' 
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Ko'on-no-Kami keeps exploding while watching Yattarou doesn't stick the landing after an Unable to perform Cat's Eye Slash with a 
videos of Yattarou using Cat's Eye Slash. Express Delivery. The enemy uses this chance fake sword, Yattarou is easily defeated 
He's got half a mind to give up at this point... to switch his sword with a fake one. and captured. 

u'' 

Nekomata Reikainosuke sees Yattarou's sword Karamaru uses Cat's Eye Slash. By copying 
and declares that it's not Masamasa - it's a fake. the power of Yattarou's sword, he aims to 

form the world's strongest crow ninja squad. 

Lupin #3 is an annoying mecha that steals 
weapons from both friends and foes. 
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STORYBOARD SELECTION 
The mad dance performed by Oide Oide #696 
and the crow ninja in Cat-Harajuku is a parody of 

the Takenoko-zoku dance craze. Scenes like that 
were common in the early 80's, when the trend 
was at the height of its popularity. Incidentally, 

"696" is an allusion to "rock n' roll" (rokunroru is 

phonetically similar to the Japanese pronunciation of 696). 

- 

Oide Oide #696 is just meant to be a diversion 

for Yattarou, but it's nothing more than a 

papier-mache body with crow ninja inside. 
It gets run over and destroyed by Choinaa #7. 

Lupin #3 is a person-sized monkey mecha. 

"I WONDER IF WE SHOULD 
FINISH HIM OFF." 

"KNOCK IT OFF, MAMA. 
YOU'RE JUST VYING FOR 
MORE SCREENTIME." 

Oya suggests finishing off Yattarou. who's been beaten by the crow ninja! 

It's hard to think she's joking given that intense look in her eyes... 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

"HOW DARE YOU COPY MY MASAMASA AND USE THE 
CAT'S EYE SLASH FOR EVIL! I, THE TRUE WIELDER... 
CAN'T FORGIVE YOU"' 

Karamaru even stole the "finishing attack scene", which is a key part of every 

episode. No wonder Yattarou is mad. He puts all that anger into this final blow! 

WELCOMING 

THE NEW MECHA 
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AIRED: DECEMBER 4TH, 1990 

e»sos= «· SLUMP! 'THE PITIFUL. KO'ON-NO-KAMI 
• s - 

SCREENPLAY HIROYUKI KAWASAKI I STORYBOARD SHINGO KANEKO I DIRECTOR· SHINGO KANEKO I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: YOSHIO KABASHIMA AND YUKIO OHYAKE 

JEI 
The villains have officially run out of funds with which to overthrow 

the shogunate. Unable to change their wicked ways, though, 

Gennarisai and Karamaru prepare a mecha that's can increase 

one's luck with money, but it's got a terrifying secret. On the way 

to Mecha Edo Castle, though, it accidentally attaches to Yattarou, 

which means that the other mecha - the one that decreases one's 

luck with money - ends up going to Ko'on-no-Kami. With 

Yattarou racking it in and Ko'on-no-Kami in the poorhouse, 

Edoropolis is about to experience an unprecedented threat. 

Episode 45 starts with Ko'on-no-Kami's gang desperately trying 

to earn money. By the end, though, it's an episode with a strong 

moral. When Yattarou gets rich and is reprimanded for his lavish 

ways, he passes the criticism off as nonsense, but when he's really 

in trouble, it's his friends - not his money - that save him... It's a 

well-told story about how you can't put a price on some things. 

"DON'T UNDERESTIMATE 
THE LEADING ROLE!"' 
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Ko'on-no-Kami's completely run out of money. 
Everything he owns is being seized and 
foreclosed upon. 

The crow ninja work diligently at their 
part-time jobs. Are we imagining things, 
or do they actually look happy? 

Yattarou turns in a wallet to the police station. 
According to these two, though, he was 
wavering about whether or not to do it. 

A destitute Ko'on-no-Kami is forced to leave 
Mecha Edo Castle, and is now homeless. 

A wealthy Yattarou hands out money all over 
the city. Pururun and Sukashii look on, stunned. 

Omitsu criticizes Yattarou's actions not via 
a missile barrage but rather with some 
harsh words. 
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STORYBOARD SELECTION 

@ In Zeni #6's rampage scene, fleeing animaloids 

are enveloped by a white light and turned 
into coins... This process repeats itself, and the 

emphasis is on the sense of panic. The full 
danger of the situation is well-communicated 
by the flow of the scene. 

Moukari Makka #3 and Bochibochi Denna #3 fuse 

to become Zeni #6. Beyond just turning animaloids 

into coins, it can't be controlled by anyone, making it 
a particularly deadly mecha that represents an 

unprecedented threat to Edoropolis. 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

ltsumono Oya suddenly comes out with a palindrome. 

Try reading her line backwards. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!'' SAYING 

U 
"YOU, GOLDEN MONSTER! FOR THE CRIMES OF 
BEGUILING THE HEARTS OF ALL AND DISRUPTING 
THE PEACE OF EDOROPOLIS.. I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU!" 

Yattarou ignores danger and charges headlong at the enemy. 
He seems to have reflected on his earlier actions. 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

 

"WASITARATISAW?" 

"MAMA, DID YOU GET FOOD 

G?' POISONING SOMEWHERE?" 

- 



AIRED: DECEMBER 11TH, 1990 

- 
EPISODE 46: NY ANKEES IN TIME 

--------- ----- -- =- SCREENPLAY NARUHISA ARAKAWA I STORYBOARD: NORIO YAZAWA I DIRECTOR: SEITARO HARA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: KATSUMI HASHIMOTO 

JpII JILLIIICTI 
Ko'on-no-Kami's plot this time is to time travel and bring back the 

ultimate mecha from the future. The time-traveling mecha is quickly 

assembled, but things take a turn for the weird when the Nyankee 

team shows up and interferes. Damage to the mecha causes it to 

send the Nyankees 15 years into the past. Realizing that they have a 

chance to stop Ko'on-no-Kami and Gennarisai from ever teaming up, 

they take action to preserve peace for the future of the world. 

In this episode, Yattarou and friends struggle against all odds to 

prevent that deep kiss between Ko'on-no-Kami and Gennarisai. 

The puns and gags throughout keep the tempo going, especially 

when it comes to the enemy mecha, Tokiokakeru #4. His inspiration 

is the superstar singer of "TOK-O", Kenji Sawada. The way he 

flippantly switches sides and tells off Gennarisai is just how a 

real superstar would do it. 

"COULD THIS BE... THE PAST?" 
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Ko'on-no-Kami is enraged from the very start Wanko-no-Kami's primal dog-like urges emerge 
when he recalls how many times he's exploded. whenever he sees a telephone pole. Some things 

never change. 

15 years ago, Ko'on-no-Kami became the savior 
of the Karakara Tribe when he revived 
Gennarisai after the old crow strained his back. 

"I want to make Okara-chan happy." 
What must Karamaru think after viewing 
his own past? 

STORYBOARD SELECTION 
Amidst all the chaos, Karamaru's storyline is 
the one breath of fresh air. You've got the 
present-day Karamaru watching his past self 
and Okara promise themselves to each other. 

You can tell how heartwarming yet bittersweet 
the scene is, even from the storyboard. 

These two dress as women and fool the 
Nyankees. This is the start of Ko'on-no-Kami's 
interest in crossdressing. 

- 
After finally returning to the present, an enraged and admittedly 

confused Yattarou puts all his might into one final attack. 

A disguised Pururun uses every trick in the 
book to stop Ko'on-no-Kami on his way to 
Karakara Village. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

[" "FOR THE CRIMES OF MESSING WITH TIME AND DOING 

i3 ALL THIS CONFUSING STUFF... I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU" 

ltsumono Oya, as a child. She spouts this one bittersweet line about not 
wanting to be like her mother, but... well, we all know how that turns out. 
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An anthropomorphized time machine in a 

dazzling outfit. But it insists on sleeping after 

doing any time-traveling, and it refuses to work 
if you don't flatter it and call it a superstar. 
.. This mecha's more trouble than it's worth. 
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ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

·$%, A, TRY To mMrTATE 

TH sosuu." 

"EHHH. ALL I KNOW IS THAT I 
DON'T WANT TO BECOME 
LIKE YOU, MAMA." 

WELCOMING 

THE NEW MECHA 
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AIRED: DECEMBER 18TH, 1990 

=sos+ +- THE FAKE NYANKEES ARE HERE! 

HEITHEESIEISEUETZIGIEEITEIEEEETLISEIT2ETTIE.GIEIETEITEITISIGTEIIS.EILEEN3TE -==•--- --
p5EI COMMENTARY 

"LL NEVER SURRENDER MY 
PROTAGONIST TITLE!Y' 
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STORYBOARD SELECTION 

a ts 

ISHIKARI #2 
AND WASSHOI #354 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"MAMA, THOSE PIZZA GUYS 
ARE FLYING THROUGH THE 
SKY AGAIN."" 

"THE WIND. 
WE'LL BECOME THE WIND."" 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!" SAYING 

• 

"YOU'VE SULLIED OUR GOOD NAMES, 
AND...FURTHERMORE! FOR THE CRIME OF CAUSING THESE 
HARDWORKING CITIZENS PAIN. •• I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU!" 



AIRED: DECEMBER 25TH, 1990 

EPISODE 48: NYANKEE SANT AS SKYWARD 
ts.o a - SCREENPLAY YUMI KAGEYAMA I STORYBOARD SATOSHI KITAHARA I DIRECTOR. MINEO FUJI I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: YOSHIO KABASHIMA 

EIEII 
It's Christmas time, and the Nyankees are having fun with the presents 

they received. Ko'on-no-Kami's the only Scrooge who didn't get a 

single present, though, and he's angry about it. He decides to take 

revenge on Santa by impersonating the jolly old soul and throwing 

Edoropolis into chaos. The presents he's scattered about town 

contain masks that are unremovable once the children put them on, 

making for a very unmerry Christmas. So the Nyankee team moves 

out to save the day... 

Appropriately, this episode aired on Christmas Day. Despite 

"Teyandee!" being a show aimed at children, this one starts with the 

premise that Santa doesn't exist, and it features terrifying masks that 

attach themselves to children. Sounds like a traumatic experience 

waiting to happen. "Teyandee!" often features dark storylines like 

this one, but at least the episode ends in heartwarming way, with the 

suggestion that Santa might just be real. 

"YATTAROU, THE RED-NOSED CAT."' 
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Although their presents came from 
Wanko-no-Kami, Pururun insists that Santa 
is real. 

Omitsu's presents are missiles. Yattarou 
guesses correctly before it's even revealed... 

Ko'on-no-Kami has traditionally loved getting 
presents more than anyone. He even believed 
in Santa Claus. 
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The boxes that fall from the sky for the 
children contain unremovable masks. 

STORYBOARD SELECTION 
In the end, Wanko-no-Kami and Otama - both 
dressed as Santa - show up with a way to get the 
masks off. Their sleigh flies through the sky as they 

look down on the city that they and Nyankees 
have protected. The looks on their faces 
contribute to the warm, comforting mood. 
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Oyaji #3 wears a party hat, nose-glasses, and uses a 

cracker attack to seal the opponent's movements. 
Oyaji Gal #3 emerges from Oyaji #3 and is modeled 

on the "oyaji gal" trend that was popular at the time. 
0YA.JI #3 

AND OYA.JI GAL #3 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"HOW DARE YOU TALK TO 
YOUR MOTHER THAT WAY AT 
A TIME LIKE THIS!"' 

"YOU TOOK THAT FROM ME, 
YOU KNOW." 

"SILENCE!" 

While all the children are having trouble with the masks, there's one adult 

who shares their plight. It's Mama ltsumono, of course. How selfish! 

Usahime is thrilled to receive an alarm clock Pizza Cat is busy as ever during the holiday 
that shouts, "You're exiled!" What a narcissist! season. The Nyankees dress as Santa for 

their Express Delivery! 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

G 
''YOU'VE RUINED SANTA CLAUS' GOOD NAME, 
MADE ALL THE LITTLE CHILDREN DESPAIR, 
AND... FURTHERMORE! FOR THE CRIME OF MAKING 
SANTA UNPOPULAR... I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU!" 

Just like last time, Ko'on-no-Kami committed evil under the guise of 
someone else. Who could forgive a sneaky guy that like? 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 
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AIRED: JANUARY 8TH, 1991 

- 
=sos= «YATTAROUS EXILE REWARD - 

For the crime of modifying Usahime's pizza without her permission, 

Yattarou and Shogun lei lei are both exiled. On the way to the 

penal colony, though, a sudden storm shipwrecks them and 

leaves them stranded on an uninhabited island. Meanwhile, 

the Shogun's obviously gone missing from Mecha Edo Castle, 

so Ko'on-no-Kami is made provisional shogun. In order to 

cement his position of power, he sends an assassin after lei lei. 

Struggling to survive on the isolated island, can Yattarou 

manage to protect the Shogun!? 

The story starts with a dramatic twist; Yattarou getting exiled is one 

thing, but the Shogun himselfl? Usahime actually comes off as charming 

when she goes out to search for her father herself. We also get a 

glimpse at Ko'on-no-Kami's sheer political strength when he's chosen 

as provisional shogun. And even on a deserted island, lei lei shows how 

he seriously marches to the beat of his own drum. It's clear why he's 

shogun in the first place. 

"WHOEVER MADE THIS PIZZA 
IS GET TING EXILED"" 
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The Shogun adds his own touches to the pizza 
that Yattarou delivered. This is what triggers 
Usahime's anger. 

Usahime exiled her own father without knowing 
it was him. Is she actually feeling remorse? 

Ko'on-no-Kami has become the provisional 
shogun, and the insane orders he issues turn 
Edoropolis upside-down. 

These two try to survive on an uninhabited Yattarou's Cat's Eye Slash splits the ocean 
island. Yattarou devotedly cares for the Shogun. in two, saving the Shogun before he can be 

swept away by the waves. 

Usahime sees the split ocean and mistakes it for 
the edge of the world. So naturally, she exiles 
all the scholars who told her the world is round. 
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STORYBOARD SELECTION 
The sequence where Yattarou saves the Shogun 
from the seabed is a quick, action-packed one. 

In this storyboard section, detailed specifications 
are given for the part when Usahime sees the 
split ocean from her boat and the moment 

when the Cat's Eye Slash rends the sea in two. 

This turtle mecha speaks with a Kansai accent, 

for some reason. Its terrifying "Urashima's 

Repayment Strategy" involves pretending to bring 

Shogun lei lei down to the Palace of the Dragon King 
but then just trying to drown him. However, a single 
Cat's Eye Slash is enough to bring down the beast. 

m 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

rrsuMoNo OYA AND Ko 

ass" .A- WHITE LINE', BUT HAVE YOU . 
EVER ACTUALLY SEEN A 
WHITE LINE?"" 

,y rrHE ANIMATION COMPANY 
4 SURE DOES CUT CORNERS, HUH." 

Oya takes it upon herself to draw the "white line" always mentioned during 

the Express Delivery announcement. Ko comes back with a snappy, 

fourth-wall-breaking line about the production team. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!" SAYING 

G 
FOR DECEIVING THE SHOGUN, WHO'S AS NAIVE AND 
GULLIBLE AS A NEWBORN BABY... I MEAN... TEYANDEE! 
FOR DECEIVING THE SHOGUN ••• " 

Yattarou finds himself about to say something he shouldn't in front of 
the shogun, who's been taken out to sea. He corrects himself before any 

real damage is done. 



AIRED: JANUARY 15TH, 1991 

=sos= =o. GENNARISAI'S GREAT ""WAHAHA"' PLAN! 

SCREENPLAY: MAYORI SEKIJIMA I STORYBOARD: YASUO IWAMOTO I DIRECTOR: YUJI ASADA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: MAKOTO BESSHO 

EI COMMENTARY 

Edoropolis has been experiencing a rash of earthquakes as of late, 

leaving the earthquake-hating Yattarou and Ko'on-no-Kami shaking 

in their boots. One day, they can't take it anymore, so they leave the 

city. It turns out the mastermind behind the earthquakes is Gennarisai, 

who came up with a plan to simultaneously tease Ko'on-no-Kami 

and destroy Edoropolis. Not knowing any of this, Yattarou heads to 

the professor's place to see if he can cure his fear of earthquakes... 

As Karamaru even points out, Gennarisai is in especially high spirits 

in this episode. He just can't help but enjoy Ko'on-no-Kami's fearful 

reaction to the earthquakes. Considering he went to all the trouble 

of constructing an underground mecha to pull it off, are we really 

sure these two are friends...? As further proof that this show 

indulges in metafiction to excess, we have the professor making 

all his lame jokes and the narrator actually explaining the whole 

plot to Ko'on-no-Kami. 

"WHETHER EARTHQUAKE OR LIGHTNING, 
WE'LL SHOW UP WITH A 'BAM', TEYANDEE, EH!r' 
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Edoropolis' resident fortune-teller is never wrong, 
and she predicts an outbreak of earthquakes. 

Gennarisai bursts out laughing at the sight of Yattarou heads to the opposite side of 
Ko'on-no-Kami cowering in fear of the earthquakes. Mt. Nekofuji to find "Quakegrass", which can 
He appears to be genuinely delighted. supposedly cure his fear of earthquakes. 
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Yattarou plans to put a stop to Eight 
o'Clock Sharp Azusa #2 with a fake, 
hastily-constructed train station. 

D 

STORYBOARD SELECTION 
This scene illustrates the sharp contrast between 
Ko'on-no-Kami - deathly afraid of Eight o'Clock 
Sharp Azusa #2's earthquakes, and Gennarisai - 
laughing uproariously at his friend. Gennarisai's 
expressions as he mocks Ko'on-no-Kami are 
portrayed with notable variety and detail. 

Sukashii and pals fall victim to Eight 
o'Clock Sharp Azusa #2's attacks, 
including "Rush Hour Rush" and 
"Annoying Onboard Sales Pitch". 

As it enthusiastically sings its namesake song, it hurls 

itself at the ground, causing earthquakes. It looks like 

a caterpillar when underground but transforms into a 
train when aboveground. It seals the Nyankees 
inside it for a time. 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"NOT EVEN A SCARY 
EARTHQUAKE CAN TAKE DOWN 
ITSUMONO OYA AND KOE" 

"ITSUMONO OYA AND KO!"" 

While most are running from the earthquake, this family stands boldly in the 
face of danger. Note Ko's stalwart expression as he makes his interjection. 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

yOU'VE THREATENED OUR VERY LIVES WITH 
EARTHQUAKES AND ... FURTHERMORE! FOR THE CRIME 
OF DESTROYING EDOROPOLIS... I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU' 

This is directed at Eight o'Clock Sharp Azusa #2. Yattarou has a particular 
dislike for earthquakes, so this time, it's personal. 

After eating some Quakegrass, Yattarou 
and Ko'on-no-Kami find themselves lacking 
self-confidence. 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 
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AIRED: JANUARY 29TH, 1991 

=rsos= ==KO'ON-NO-KAMI'S GREATEST PLOT EVER! 

-==----- -------·------- 
SCREENPLAY: SATORU AKAHORI [ STORYBOARD: SHINGO KANEKO I DIRECTOR: SHINGO KANEKO I ANIMATION DIRECTOR: YUKIO OHYAKE 

EI 
After being fired from his position in the shogunate, a desperate 

Ko'on-no-Kami threatens to redirect a comet so that it smashes 

into Edoropolis. In order to halt the doomsday plan, the Nyankee 

team sneaks into Fuun Ko'on Castle and attempts to destroy the 

device that can alter the comet's path. Against the full might of 

the Karakara Tribe, Yattarou relies on his teammates' help to 

infiltrate the deepest part of the castle, where he finds his fated 

rival, Karamaru. Let the final duel begin! 

COMMENTARY 

This is the first of two episodes that constitute the final arc. 

Edoropolis has never faced a threat like this comet before, 

so there's a real sense of tension. The infiltration of Fuun Ko'on 

Castle pits our heroes against the enemy's full forces, and the scene 

when Yattarou's friends buy him time to move ahead towards the 

final duel is especially intense. As it is the penultimate episode, 

there's a lot going on, including a peek at a romantic development 

between Yattarou and Pururun. 

"VM STAKING IT ALL ON THIS PLAN  
MY YOUTH, BEAUTY, AND LOVE!"' 
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Everyone is excited that Harahorohirehalley Ko'on-no-Kami is fired from the elder council, 
Comet is drawing near, as it only comes by partly because the shogunate's finances have 
once every 75 years. been in the red since he took office. 

Karamaru swears he'll quit being a ninja and 
join Okara once this final operation is 
complete. The final duel is nigh. 

Yattarou seems unusually contemplative. The Ninja Quartet of Darkness and countless 
Seeing him like that, Omitsu is naturally curious. traps await the Nyankees in Fuun Ko'on Castle. 

The redirection device is in sight, but 
Yattarou must first have one final duel 
against his greatest enemy and rival. 
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Otama just seems like an ordinary girl who happens 
to be the manager of Pizza Cat's main branch. 

But in truth, she's the boss of the Nyankees and the 

whole Cat Ninja tribe. It was pretty mean of both her 

and Wanko-no-Kami to keep this a secret. 

OTAMA'S TRUE IDENTITY 
IS REVEALED! 

is 

Ko'on-no-Kami's very own castle. It fires a special laser 
from the castle tower that alters the Harahorohirehalley 

Comet's path, sending it straight towards Edoropolis. 
Needless to say, the name comes from a certain popular 

TV show at the time. 

"EH, SERIOUSLY!" 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"ONCE THIS SHOW IS OVER, 
I HEAR WE'RE GETTING 'NINDEN 
ITSUMONO OYA AND KO'."" 

With the climax approaching, we reflect back on their lines from episode 1. 

Time sure does fly. The bit about a new show is, of course, a total lie. 

With an unusually serious expression on his face, Yattarou starts to ask Pururun 

something important. What is it? The answer can be found in episode 53. 

WELCOMING 
THE NEW MECHA 

--- 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!'' SAYING 

[[" rrHERE'S SOMETHING I JUST REALLY HAVE TO ASK YOU. 

{i3 THIS IS IMPORTANT, AND FM.. M BEING SINCERE!"" 

$ 



AIRED: FEBRUARY 5TH, 1991 

EPISODE 53: CLEAR SKIES TOMORROW! 
t = 

SCREENPLAY MAYOR! SEKIJIMA I STORYBOARD· KUNITOSHI OKAJIMA I DIRECTOR· KUNITOSHI OKAJIMA I ANIMATION DIRECTOR· YOSHIO KABASHIMA 

pII.I 
When Yattarou gets through to Karamaru during their harsh battle, 

the two finally come to terms. But even after destroying the 

redirection device, the comet is still heading for Edoropolis, and it's 

coming even faster. Out of options, Yattarou decides to board 

Nyago King alone and fly out to space, determined to save 

everyone even if it means sacrificing himself. Can Edoropolis 

really be saved? And what fate awaits Yattarou!? 

This is the conclusion to the final story-based arc of the show, 

and it's all about strong rivals joining hands to become strong allies. 

In a desperate attempt to protect his friends and loved ones, 

Yattarou takes a heroic stand against the threat of the comet via his 

giant mecha. That said, this final episode is a fitting one for the series, 

as it's full of smiles, gags, and the charm we've come to expect. 

Even the epilogue is a must-see, as it features all the different 

characters moving on to bigger and better things. 

"WE'LL MEET AGAIN SOMEDAY, NYAHH!"' 
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Karamaru is moved by Yattarou's kindness 
during their intense fight. He sacrifices himself 
to save Yattarou. 

L 

Ko'on-no-Kami is shocked to find out the 
comet was stopped. He goes a little crazy. 

For the final episode, Yattarou finally manages 
to successfully board Nyago King. Karamaru 
joins him. 
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Thrilled that Yattarou's returned, Omitsu 
releases her "Omitsu Happiness Missiles" 
and levels Edoropolis. 

STORYBOARD SELECTION 

This brings to an end the show's year-long 

fifty-three-episode run. The final bit of the 
final storyboard is a self-portrayal by 
producer Kunitoshi Okajima, expressing 
his gratitude the rest of the staff. 

- 
The "important thing" Yattarou had to ask 
Pururun was, "Can I borrow 1,000 yen?" 
What a ridiculous punchline. 

A comet that draws very near to the Earth once 

every 75 years. It's probably based on Halley's Comet, 

which got a lot of attention in the mid-80's. 
There's a rumor in Edoropolis that if you face the 

comet and say the name of the one you love, 
you'll eventually end up with them. 

Black General appears before Yattarou, 
who's nearly given up hope, and advises him 
on how to become one with Nyago King. 

WELCOMING 

THE COMET 

ltsumono Oya and Ko cut into this rather serious scene and lighten the mood. 

As it's the final episode, they don't hold back even with the shogun." 

YATTAROU'S "FURTHERMORE!"' SAYING 

U 
"TEYANDEEI YOU'RE ATTEMPTING TO CRUSH 
EDOROPOLIS INTO DUST, AND... FURTHERMORE! 
FOR THE CRIME OF TRYING TO STEAL EVERYONE'S 
FUTURE AWAY.. I CAN'T FORGIVE YOU" 

Riding aboard Nyago King, Yattarou shouts this final catchphrase line 
as he hurtles towards the Harahorohirehalley Comet. - 

ITSUMONO OYA AND KO 

"NONSENSE. DON'T 
BOTHER ABOUT SOMETHING 
LIKE THAT." 

"THIS IS THE FINAL EPISODE, 
SO CAN MAMA AND ME GET 
SOME EXTRA SCREENTIME?" 
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YATTAROU 

- 

TEYANDEE MODEL SHEETS 

Here, we bring to you model sheets for Yattarou, Sukashii, 
Pururun, and all the other main characters! 
Be sure to notice what went into these detailed illustrations. 
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YATTAROU • PIZZA CAT UNIFORM 
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YATTAROU 

·6 WEALTHY OUTFIT • FEMALE BIRD DISGUISE 

• NAKED 
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YATTAPOL 
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SUKASHI 
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·i EXPRESSIONS 

• SANTA COSTUME 
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PURURUN 
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PURURUN 
• PIZZA CAT UNIFORM 

LI ·% DATE OUTFIT 
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·6YUKATA • MIPPURU COSTUME 

• so~escue 
u8BE SOLES LIKE LOAFERS. 

(NO SLCH SHOES EXIST THOLGH. 
IS IT AN "A STOE POBOT" ?) 
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• KIMONO 
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OTAMA 

·%SANTA COSTUME • COUNTRY GIRL 

·i OLD LADY 

• DATE OUTFIT 
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OMITSU 
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(w/o Helmet) 
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DANGt..es ANO SHAK 

• 

THOLSTEPS, FOP SOME PEASCN 

it sos±er ores ass.ooxs 
LIKE A PABIT'S TAIL. BE SLE TO MAKE 

IT CONFORM WITH HEP EGLLA DETAILS. 

t3t 
NIGHTWEAR 

OMITSU 

• DATE OUTFIT 
OIFFEQENT HAIRSTYLE FOR OMITSL. HEP COLO SCHEME IS 

LIME GEEN ANO OANGE, WITH LOTS OF BIGHT WHITES. 

·i WESTERN CLOTHING 



USAHIME 

EPISOoE a  
OISGLISEO 

LSAHIME 
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•EXPRESSIONS 
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·6 MOVIE DIRECTOR 
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OTHERS 
• DOG BUDDHA 
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INUYAMA WANKO-NO-KAMI 

·~EXPRESSION 
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OTHERS 

.gg BACKUP MEMBERS 
AS CHEERLEADERS 

·6 PIZZA CAT UNIFORM 
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NEKKII 
LEI1III 

EPISOOE 3 - CHEERLEAOEP BACKLP MEMBEPS 

·i GENNARIMAN 

sg SCHOOL 
UNIFORM 
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GENNARISAI 
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PADDED KIMONO 
GENNARISAI IN EPISODE 7 
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KARAMARU 

EI3III ·i EXPRESSIONS 

• PIZZA CAT UNIFORM 

• WAITER 

E9so0E 21 
PIZZA SHOOP KAAMAL 

EPISODE - OISGLISEO KAAMAR (AS WAITE) 

·KOMUSOU TEKUTAA 

·i BANDAGED 

IN PECOVEY FOP 
A WEEK KAAMARL 

KARAMARU 
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KO'ON-NO-KAMI 
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~ AS A CHILD 
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OTHERS 
ZANKAA 
OF THE SHADOWS 

III1III 

ZANAA 

JI.II.CG5II 

BONKAA OF THE FLAMES 

NYAGOKING 
LEI1III 

REKKAA OF THE WIND 
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ART FOR THE PLANNED SEQUEL: 

CAT KEISATSU BERANMEE 

00BEMAN 
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BEAGLE: SE€0, 

" HOLE-0I6GE, 
SETS fAPs, 

LOTS OF 6A0GETS 

-%.±a» 

CROWS WERE THE VILLAINS IN 
"TEY ANDEE", BUT "'BERANMEE"' WOULD 
HAVE HAD DOGS COMMITTING EVIL. 
THERE WERE A NUMBER OF DIFFERENT 
BREED DESIGNS READY TO GO. ' 

I 

( 

" 

NEW COSTUMES FOR THE NYANKEES. 
AS THE TITLE WOULD HAVE BEEN "CAT KEISATSu" 
(CAT POLICE), THE OUTFITS RESEMBLE POLICE UNIFORMS. 

(6) Now enhanced with strengthened cross parts. 
Ready to attack! 

(5) Cross parts are aimed at the flying Nyankees 
as they pass between the buildings. 

(4) The Keishichou Building is in sight. 

Whereas "Teyandee" featured a revolver-style launch 
mechanism, "Beranmee" would have had a giant cannon! 

A STORYBOARD SHOWING THE NYANKEES LAUNCHING FROM 
THE EXPRESS DELIVERY CANNON. NOTE THAT TIT'S ENHANCED 
WITH AN UPGRADED "CROSS PARTS'' SYSTEM. 
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NOTE: Cast and staff interviews were conducted in 2012. 
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CAST'S 22-YEAR REUNION ROUND'TABLE 
KAPPEi YAMAGUCHI (YATTAROU) X JUROTA KOSUGI (SUKASHII) X AI ORIKASA 
(PURURUN) X SATOMI KOROGI (OTAMA) X YUKO MIZUTANI (OMITSU) 

IT'S ALL THE PIZZA CAT MEMBERS, PLUS OMITSU; THE MAIN CAST MEMBERS 
ARE BACK TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME IN A LONG WHILE. WERE THEY 

; GOOD FRIENDS BACK THEN? HOW MUCH DID THEY DRINK? WHAT WAS 

<.THE DUBBING PROCESS LIKE AT THE TIME? FIND OUT ALL THIS, AND MORE! 

Kosugi: (Hideyuki) Tanaka, the sound director, was like, 
"Oh, how about you try this one, too?" 
Yamaguchi: So you tried the part out with that sort of 
playful-sounding voice? 

Orikasa: On this show, it felt like a lot of people 
challenged themselves to go out of their comfort zones. 
I had played lots of little boys before, but Pururun was 
my first "good girl" role. Same goes for (lkuya) Sawaki. 

Yamaguchi: As Ko'on-no-Kami, you mean. 

Mizutani: Sawaki had done a lot of great roles that made 
use of his lower register, but doing a higher-pitched 
character was unusual for him. 

Kosugi: He almost played it with a "big sister" voice. 

Mizutani: Almost? (laughs) How about, "totally" (laughs). 

Yamaguchi: This was the second major role I'd done. 
It was only two years after my debut, so I was super 
nervous. You too, right, Korogi? 

Korogi: It was my first starring role. First show where I 
was in every single episode, start to finish. At the time, I 
was still on probation for the agency. 

Kosugi: You were what we'd call a "junior" nowadays. 

Korogi: It was like, "What am I even doing here?" 

Yamaguchi: But you held your head high. I was sure you 
were a senpai. 

Korogi: No way. That wasn't "holding my head high". 
I was just so nervous and unsure of myself, that I 
couldn't even allow myself to laugh in the studio. 
It was nerve-wracking. 

Yamaguchi: (Wataru) Takagi was in the same boat. 
He'd only just made his debut. 

Mizutani: (Kotono) Mitsuishi, too. 

Yamaguchi: Kotono actually came to our studio to 
observe. 

Kosugi: She was working for a company at the time, 
so I remember her being really strait-laced when 
she showed up. 

Yamaguchi: And then she got some parts and starting 
working. 

Korogi: She did all sorts of roles. 

Yamaguchi: And when "Teyandee" ended, it was us 
yielding to her as she set out to become a big star 
(laughs). It was like, "Good luck, little Kotono" (laughs). 
There were a lot of people who made it big afte 
this show. < 

Orikasa: I have a memory of getting to audition for 
Pururun and Omicchan. 

Yamaguchi: Ehhh (laughs). I'm pretty sure that at least 
we three Nyankees had to audition for the parts. 

A SHOW WHERE MANY CHALLENGED 
ROLES OUT OF THEIR COMFORT ZONES 

How long has it been since all five of you 
were in the same place? 

Yamaguchi: Us five? Not since we were doing "Teyandee". 

Korogi: Some of us have seen others since then, 
but never all of us together. 

So that means it's really been 22 years, then. 

Mizutani: It's been 22 years since Pizza Cats? Seriously!? 

Kosugi: Well, yeah. The 54 episodes ran for about 
a year, starting in February of 1990. 

Yamaguchi: Good memory, man! 

Kosugi: I did my homework. 

Yamaguchi: Ooh. Came prepared, huh. 

Orikasa: Can you guys recite your catchphrases? 

Yamaguchi: I can. The "Never before now has evil..." 
one, right? 

Kosugi: Of course. "Evil that spreads throughout this 
world - I'll take you down.." 

Korogi: You look that one up, too? 

Kosugi: That one I had memorized. It's probably not 
even written down anywhere. Wait. Did I have to 
audition for Sukashii? 

amaguchi: Can't remember (laughs). You probably 
ioned, though, right? 

gi: Were there even auditions at all? 

tani: I don't remember (laughs). 

U 

ii zutani: Did l get an audition? I wonder. 

amaguchi: We gotta get our memories straight, here! 

osugi: I think maybe I wasn't even called in to do 
kashii, initially. 

u,then? 
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Yamaguchi: 

Korogi: 

Yamaguchi: 

Yamaguchi: 

Mizutani: 

Yamaguchi: 

Korogi: 

Mizutani: 
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Kosugi: 

Mizutani: 

Kosugi: 

Orikasa: 

Mizutani: 

Korogi: 
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Orikasa: 

Korogi: 
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Korogi: 
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Korogl: 

Mizutani: 

Yamaguchi: 

Orlkasa: 

Kosugi: 

Yamaguchi: 

Korogi: 

Kosugi: 

Yamaguchi: 

NO ROOM FOR ERROR WITH PROJECTION 
DUBBING 

Kosugl: 

Korogi: 

Orikasa: 

Yamaguchi: 

Korogi: 

Kosugi: 

Korogi: 

Kosugi: 

Orikasa: 

Yamaguchi: 

Orikasa: 

Kosugi: 

Korogi: 

What was the atmosphere like in the 
recording studio? 

Kosugi: 

Orikasa: 

Kosugi: 

Korogi: 

Kosugi: 



Mizutani: I miss it. The "never mind that" part. 

Kosugi: Also, "You flubbed it? That's nothing new." 

Yamaguchi: Or, "That wasn't the only spot you 
screwed up" (laughs). 

Orikasa: Ko'on-no-Kami really had a lot more 
appearances in the second half of the show. 

Yamaguchi: Along with funny variations on his line, 
"Odamari, kedamari" [roughly: Shut up, shut up]. Like 
"fukidamari" [snowdrift] or "mizutamari" [puddle]. 

Kosugi: Yeah, Sawaki was always a lot of fun. 

Yamaguchi: That Sawaki gave it all he had. He'd 
mostly only done cool villains with low voices up to 
that point. Same for Jurota, here, but Sawaki had a 
distinct image of someone with a low voice, so that 
gap between expectations and reality was especially 
funny. 

Korogi: I get "odamari", "fukidamari", and 
"mizutamari", but what the heck's "kedamari"? 
(laughs) 

Yamaguchi: Kedamari? No clue. Also, "Kitsune 
omata." And "Disappointment Ko'on" (laughs). 

Korogi: Disappointment Ko'on! That really brings me 
back. 

When it came to improvisation, did you ever 
meet beforehand to make sure your ideas 
lined up? 

Kosugi: Never. 

Mizutani: For some things, like fight scenes. 

Korogi: As a newcomer, that was like my baptism! It 
was an amazing year. Tumultuous, but amazing. 

Kosugi: Those doing ad-libbing would never test it 
out first, because then everyone would find out 
ahead of time. People would just start improvising 
out of nowhere, so you always had to be ready for 
battle. 

Yamaguchi: Even if that meant that some people 
were always flustered by it. 

Korogi: There was a good sense for it. 

Yamaguchi: I was watching some of the show on 
DVD recently, and it still makes me laugh. Mostly 
because I'd forgotten most of the details. A lot of it 
is just so stupid that it becomes funny (laughs). 

Kosugi: The emphasis really was on all the gags, huh. 
Even if one of us said, "Sorry, I flubbed that bit a 
little", they'd just be like, "Ah, never mind that. It's 
fine." 

Yamaguchi: When it came to recording, it was one 
shot and done. 

Kosugi: With the stereo dubbing we have now, it's a 
pain because you sometimes have record the same 

'eg line multiple times based on the distance, but back 

j 

with mono.. 

 

Kosugi: Which made doing improvisation all the 
more intense. 

Yamaguchi: We would only go back and fix the spots 
where the sound quality was bad, for whatever reason. 

Korogi: So that all depends on whether it's stereo or 
mono? I've always wondered why there are multiple 
recordings nowadays. That solves that mystery for 
me. 

Yamaguchi: I mean, even with the multiple 
recordings, you still have to give it all you've got 
every time. At the time though, when you knew you 
were going to be ad-libbing from behind the scenes 
while someone else was reading actual lines, you'd 
have to adjust your own volume in various ways. Like 
you might step back from the mica bit. Everyone 
back then had to be able to do that. 

So there were some amazing mic techniques 
backthen,huh? 

Korogi: Yeah. Nothing like that nowadays. Not at all. 

Mizutani: During scene changes, when one of my 
other characters, Choinaa, would appear in the 
following shot. we never did a separate recording. 

Yamaguchi: Sometimes it felt like someone had it 
out for Yuko, here. You'd have Choinaa appear, then 

Omitsu, then ltsumono Oya, all in a row. 

Orikasa: The staff liked to have fun like that. 

\ Yamaguchi: Their pranks on us really got bad during 
'ne second half of the series. 

i: It was like they were posing challenges to 
hs). 

y: a chi: Because the show wasn't based on any 
iginal material, we actors were given a lot of free 

ange to tweak the characters. To play around with 
the script and alter our lines. 

-Oridera: I remember that.That was Episode 47: 
(' he Fake Nyankees Are Here!" right? 

VEN WITH JUST ONE TAKE, EVERYONE 
OK SHOTS AT AD-LIBBING! 

Kosugi: Given that "Teyandee" was over 20 years 

ago, we must not have had stereo sound, right? 

Yamaguchi: Right. It was always mono. 

Kosugi: That's why, for the most part, it was one and Korogi: Yup. That was me. The flustered one. 
done. Except for background chatter - that was done 
separately. Kosugi: Because it would come at you in a flash. No 

room for hesitation. 

Yamaguchi: It seriously was pretty intense. 

ALWAYS A DRINKING PARTY AFTER RECORDING 

Did you guys always have drinking parties 
aftei "Teyandee" iecording sessions? 

Kosugi: Can I be honest? A two-hour recording 
session usually led to eight hours of drinking. 

Yamaguchi: At any rate, doing "Teyandee" just _ 
naturally came to mean a lot of d,;nk;ng.  

Orikasa: That's very true. 

U 
ii Yamaguchi: When it was time to record the real deal, 

e'd have to come equipped with our gags. And a 
ot of courage. 

orogi: Right. Nobody ever knew quite what was 
oming. 

Orikasa: What really impressed me about the 
ad-libbing was ... Well, if even one person wasn't 

0 eally suited to it, they might start to get irritated 
o and self-righteous, but the thing is, everyone was so 

od at it. Just a bunch of smooth customers. 
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In getting info for this interview, Mr. Akahori 
mentioned that Mr. Kosugi and Mr. Horiuchi 
were always the life of thie party, and that 
you two h~lped him hone his craft. 

Kosugi: Life of the party? Nah. Kenyu would just 
never shut up, so I'd play along with his banter. 

Yamaguchi: It's true though. A lot of stories from 
the parties would turn into something productive. 
It's not like we'd shove some tables together, get 
all serious, and say, "Hey, you. About your 
performance today..." More like we'd just be 
messing around and somehow end up learning 
something, through our talks. No matter which 
table you went to, you'd always come back with 
a funny anecdote. It was definitely a learning 

experience for Poririn (Satoru Akahori) and me 
and the other newbies. 

Kosugi: Poririn and Kenyu sure did talk a lot, though. 

I hear that a lot of people in the 
"feyandee" cast h~d hidden talents. 
Did you see that side of each other at 
the ~rinking parties, and did that ever 
leak into the recording studio?  

Yamaguchi: Oh, we definitely saw some wild things 
go on at the bars. o 

Mizutani: Shioya would tell me, "Akahori writes down 
a lot of what gets said at these parties, so mind 
your tongue." 

Yamaguchi: Calling in Toru Furuya to voice Pochi 
Puma and Megumi Hayashibara to voice 
Chomoranma #1/2 were definitely ideas that came 
about at drinking parties. Most of the enemy mechas' 
gimmicks and parody elements were worked out 
while drinking, in fact. 

Korogi: Like Bakuhatsu #5 [Bakuhatsu "Gorou"]. 

Yamaguchi: Anyhow, that's how these things would 
go- cast and crew, drinking together. For whatever 
reason, though, other shows I've done since then 
just haven't led to giant staff drinking parties. 
Though we always invite them, of course. Like, 
"Hey, why don't we all go out drinking together?" 
It must've been because "Teyandee" was just so 
fun anyway. Always a good time, really. 

How_many people attended the drinking 
parties? 

Korogi: Not sure, but a lot. 

Orikasa: Definitely more than 20, on average. 

Yamaguchi: Ewwww, that's just weird (laughs). 

Mizutani: I never took very much, so even if it just 
sat there, nobody would know. 

Korogi: I was the one pouring the drinks, so I alwa s 
wondered if watering them down that much even 
made them taste good. 

Yamaguchi: A natural airhead - just like Omiccha 

Kosugi: So true. de/A 

Mizutani: Kind of. I'd mix them with plenty of water. 
Not much ice, though. 

V 

Kosugi: I'll never forget Ai's birthday, which was 
December 12th. The director himself brought this 
really cute picture he'd drawn. 

Yamaguchi: Right, that was at Ai's birthday. 

Kosugi: And then my birthday was a week later  
December 19th - and I got nothing at all. 

Orikasa: You got to drink, didn't you? 

Kosugi: Well sure, but that part wasn't any different 
than usual. 

Korogi: I remember that. It was amazing. 

Kosugi: You remember! 

Mizutani: You were so annoyed. 

Kosugi: I really was. 

Orikasa: I was so happy to get that drawing. 
It wasn't just Pururun - it also had all the other 
characters I'd done up to that point, drawn by him. 

Yamaguchi: Anyway, it wasn't just the cast that went 
to these things - the rest of the crew and staff also 
joined us. It must've looked like a massive tribal 
migration as we walked down the street. 

Mizutani: Plus, our pub crawls never stopped at just 
one or two places. Oh, no. 

Kosugi: First place we always went to was called 
"Ofukuro". Some old ofukuro-san [mother] ran it with 
her son. Then we'd move over to a karaoke place 
called "Stage". 

Yamaguchi: Just as the name implies, there was a 
genuine stage for singing karaoke. We'd take turns 
getting up there and singing. In the end, casts and 
crews from other shows would also show up there, 
and we'd party until morning. 

Kosugi: "Stage" went out of business, I think. 

Orikasa: Yamadera was especially good 
at singing, huh. 

Yamaguchi: Also, at impressions. 

Kosugi: Right. He was so young back then. 
Yamadera was always singing Anzen Chitai songs. 

Yamaguchi: Yeah, I remember. His renditions were 
perfect. He also sang a lot of Hiromi Go. 

Mizutani: Wait, wasn't that actually Jurota? 

Korogi: I'd love to hear you sing "Shounen Jidai" one 
more time, Jurota. That was amazing. 

Mizutani: You also rocked "Shounen Jidai", Ai. 

Kosugi: Ai was brilliant at that. 

Orikasa: I remember you asking me to sing 
"Machibuse" for you, Jurota. 

Kosugi: Mm. "Machibuse". So good. 

Orikasa: You couldn't drink back then, right, Yuko? 
M tani: 

I still can't, but I challenged myself then. 
I ought that if I tried hard enough, I might learn to 

y liquor, but alas (laughs). 
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orogi: You always 
had your cocktails 

n-the-rocks, right? 

Yamaguchi: I seem to remember 56 parties, actually. 
The numbers didn't add up (laughs). 

Kosugi, 54  parties. 



That was really high for TV Tokyo, at the time. 

Kosugi: Now that the DVDs are out, how about we 
do a movie adaptation? 

Mizutani: A movie? Now!? 

Kosugi: With the same cast and crew. 

Yamaguchi: I'd do it. I really would. 
I understand that Mr. Akahori has mentioned the 
possibility of doing a sequel in drama CD form. 

Mizutani: Yeah, there might be talk about something 
like that. 

Kosugi: But as soon as it gets finalized and we get 
our hopes up, you just know they'll go and choose all 
different voice actors (laughs). 

Yamaguchi: I'm not sure what could bring us back, 
though. What could bring about another boom in 
popularity for "Teyandee". There's a lot to like, 
though. Fur, tails, cat ears, ninja, mechas, cute 
things - they're all pretty popular nowadays. 

Kosugi: Right. We should've done a cross-promotion 
with a pizza chain. 

Mizutani: Hmm. 

Korogi: Like Pizza Hut? 

Yamaguchi: But Pizza Hut hadn't made it to Japan 
when "Teyandee" was airing. 

Korogi: Is that really true? 

Yamaguchi: Yeah. We were doing the show shortly 
before Pizza Hut started opening stores here. 

About a year before, yes. 

Korogi: So Pizza Hut has us to thank for its 
popularity, then! 

Mizutani: You said it! 

Finally, ~an_you all say a little bit about what 
you tfink of"Teyand~e", as a show? 

Mizutani: I have sung some Mippuru songs at 
various events. 

Orikasa: Yeah. I've been invited to some festivals at 
colleges, but there was never any major coverage. 

Mippuru_is a forerunner of having a voice 
actor unit within the show. 

Korogi: Yes, that might be so. 

Yamaguchi: With the release of the DVDs, I've had 
some younger actors and voice actors - ones in their 
late 20's, early 30's - come up to me and say, "I used 
to love 'Teyandee' as a kid." 

Kosugi: At its peak, "Teyandee" pulled 14.6% of all 
viewers. That's incredible. 

Yamaguchi: I'll always consider Yattarou to be my 
roots. More than any other character I've played 
since, I felt that he was the closest to who I really 
am. So when people ask, "Who's your favorite 
character?" I might give a different answer, 
because it's not about that with Yattarou. I don't 
like him or dislike him; he'll just always be with me. 
No matter how many years pass, he'll always be 
there for me, and it's seriously no exaggeration to 
say that a good part of who l am was formed while 
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Yamaguchi: Not really, no. But "Teyandee" never got 
much coverage, even when it was airing. 

The release of the DVD box set has brought 
"Teyandee" back into people's lives, so have you 
heard any interesting stories about "Teyandee" 
recently, like in the news? 

Does Pizza Hut Owe Its Existence 
To "Teyandee"? 

aboutMip  

t do you think about Mr. Akahori, 
a person? 

Kusugi: He's a scarily talented guy. 
0& 

, maguchi: "Teyandee" was Poririn's first real series, 
he put his heart and soul into it. 

Kosugi: Oh, also, the way Poririn talks is really cute. 

Korogi: He has a slight lisp. Or was it that his 
tongue's too long? 

Mizutani: I didn't find it cute at all laughs). 

0 
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Korogi: You said the same thing 20 years ago. 
A" 

Mizutani: He tried to get too chummy. That just 
wasn't cute (laughs). 

You had a trip for the whole cast 
and crew, right? 

Mizutani: Yeah, we all went to lnatori. 

Yamaguchi: Yup. Which involved the "Disappearance 
of Jurota" incident. 

Korogi: Right! 

Mizutani: He fell off a tetrapod, I think. 

Yamaguchi: He was drunk and stumbling around 
those concrete breakwater things when all of 
a sudden ... 

Korogi: He just disappeared. 

Yamaguchi: I saw it happen from the window 
of the inn. 

Kosugi: There was a reason for all that. I rushed to 
the vacation spot after finishing some work, but the 
banquet was already over. I knew I had to "catch up" 
to you guys, so I downed a ton of booze all at once. 
Then everyone went outside, I followed, and I 
decided to go climb on a tetrapod. For some reason, 

I shouted, "Fuck you!" at the ocean, which led to me 
slipping and falling off. 

Yamaguchi: So from my perspective, I saw Jurota 

l I°out "Fuck you" and then disappear (laughs). 

J/korogi: Everyone ran over to check. It was crazy. 
o . 

I forget who it was, but someone said, 
"Are you okay, Jurota?" I was in a ton of pain, but I 

} 'epli~. "Yeai. m fne." 

k,Korogi:I 
remember you showing up to breakfast the 

kt,j, next morning, saying "Good morning!" like nothing 
had happened. 

Yamaguchi: That morning, (Yasunori) Matsumoto 
(Zankaa of the Shadows) opened up a window and 
shouted "Fuck you." Not sure why. It's like it was 
suddenly popular to curse at the sea. 



Kosugi: On-air for 54 whole episodes. Don't see that too 
often today. 

We look forward to meeting again to talk about a 
potential sequel. 

I expect that would be quite fun. 

Yamaguchi: Recently, I was with Ai and Poririn for the 
DVD release event. I was seeing the people who watched 
"Teyandee" as kids - now in their 30's - drinking booze 
while reminiscing about the show. It was so fun, and it 
really made me want to get together with you guys and 
do it all again. I'd be thrilled if that were somehow 
possible. 

I
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Kosugi: So true. or me, as well, "Teyandee" was ompared to past performances, but when I co· a e 
the first show that really opened new doors for me ow I felt during my first day on "Teyandee" verso , 
As far as roles and voices, Sukashii was the start of last? Worlds apart. I was able to finish the show thinking, 
it all. On all the other projects up until then, I was always "This work really is fun." The show was instructive to me 
nervous. Like every day was a tough battle. But then in so many ways. 
"Teyandee" came around and represented a new horizon. u Thinking back now, of course I'm nostalgic for those Mizutani: Typically, when I play a main character 

days, but more than that, when I take into account the and minor characters on a given show, the main 
cast and crew I worked with, it seriously felt like a character is like the main course - the steak, if you will  
dream. It's one I wish we could somehow do again, while the minor characters are liked mashed potatoes on 
together. the side. But on "Teyandee", Omitsu, ltsumono Oya, and /2-- Choinaa were all worthy of being called main courses, so l 
Orikasa: Most of my roles up until then had been young, the place I found myself in in the scope of the show felt ii" 
male characters, so when I got a chance to voice Pururun so different. I was never constrained; I could give it my, 
... Like Kosugi said a moment ago, it opened up new doors all on multiple fronts. From our discussion today, I can ·/,  1 
for me, and for that reason, it's a show I'll always feel an recall how it really did feel like a battlefield. A place 
attachment towards. Talking about this today made me filled with the energy of a bunch of adults earnestly  

recall just how well cast and staff got along. How good trying to make something charming, which was ;. ,, 
that teamwork was. I think that's incredibly important if simultaneously fun and nerve-wracking. When someone 
you're trying to make something worthwhile. More asks, "What was that time in your life like?" well, in the 
important, even, than having people with talent! And that same way that you have "elementary school" and 
feeling really comes through when you watch the show, I "middle school", it was like "Teyandee Academy". We all 
think. We loved each other on "Teyandee", and that had the privilege of spending that one year together,  
helped us work all the harder to make it great. That fighting that battle. There are rarely shows nowadays 
definitely shows on the screen. that let you bond with the team for a whole year, 

so I definitely look back on the experience fondly. 0 

Korogi: From my experience on the show, I feel like I 
have a lot of advice for young people today. I was a 
total newcomer at the time, and I had no idea what the 
work environment was even supposed to be like. I'd 
gotten peeks at other shows before, but the atmosphere 
on this one was completely different. The others had 
nothing like the drinking parties - with their 
conversations and antics - that we mentioned earlier. It 
was with this group that I learned all about the customs 
and roles at those sorts of parties, like how the younger 
members are supposed to pour the drinks and settle the 
check at the end. I would've been lost without those 
lessons. As far as my roles on the show, I don't 
remember desperately stressing out about what sort of 
performance to give; I just went with the flow and 
worked my hardest. I was much more fearful, at first, 
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TERVIE 

KON-CHAN AND GEN-CHAN'S UPROARIOUS ROUND TABLE 

IKUYA SAWAKI (KITSUNEZUKA KO'ON-NO·KAMI) X NAOKI TATSUTA (KARASU GENNARISAI) + 
THE INTERVIEWER: HIROTOSHI OHKURA (ASSISTANT PRODUCER) 

ITHESE TWO MADE THE SHOW COME ALIVE WITH THEIR CONSTANT, 

•OMIC BANTERING. HERE, THEY RELIVE SOME OF THOSE MEMORIES ALONG 

1TH THEIR FORMER ASSISTANT PRODUCER, WHO LEADS THE INTERVIEW. 
, 

WORKPLACE WITH DRINKING EVERY Ohkura: Seriously. No other show could boast the 
TIME TEY ANDEE DOESN'T END UNTIL THE numbers we had. Pretty much everyone from cast and 
SECOND BAR crew went to those things. Even people loosely affiliated 

with the studio, like the manager, of course, but even the 
Ohkura: Greetings, after many long years. I'm your projectionist, the film reel winder, and the guys from 
former boss, Ohkura. T AVAC (the recording studio). 

N 

Sawaki: People don't do that nowadays, yeah? You never 
see the old guard mixing it up with the fresh faces? 

Tatsuta: Drinking was definitely big back then, and 
"Teyandee" is our shining example. Even though we saw 
each other every week, it was always like, "Let's go 
somewhere today, too!" 

Ohkura: Everyone was still a little distant with each other 
around episode 10. We started to open up around 
episode 20, and by 30, it was like we were family. 
It'd always be, "What shall we do today?" or "Where 
should we go to eat?" I can't quite recall the main place 
we went for the drinking parties, though. 

Tatsuta: We always finished the work quick. We'd start 
at four and usually be done by six. Then came the first 
bar. Then the second. It wasn't until the second that the 
"Teyandee" experience was really over (laughs). 

Ohkura: According to Tanaka, it was because he said, 
"I won't ever say you did a bad job." 

Tatsuta+ Sawaki: Thank god for that (laughs). 

Ohkura: He liked to say, "If I say you did a bad job, then 
we've got to keep fixing it over and over. That takes time 
and costs money." 

Tatsuta: Nah. He just wanted to get to the drinking as 
soon as possible (laughs). He'd always state his goal, 
right at the start. "Let's wrap this up in an hour and fifty 
minutes, today" (laughs). 

Ohkura: He really did. "Today will take X amount of time. 
We're out of here by X. Let's get it done." Everyone was 
like, "Eh?" The mic locations weren't even set, and we 
didn't do any testing. Never knew where to stand, 
even (laughs). 

Tatsuta: The main mic was always set, but not the 
others. It wasn't too bad. We'd just have to figure all the 
rest out as we recorded. You use this one, you get this 
one, and so on. I hated how I always wound up with the 
tallest mic. 

Ohkura: Right. You'd look around restlessly and retreat 
to the back. Or run away to the front, never knowing 
who would show up. There was nothing defined about 
the rotation. I felt especially bad for the newbies. After 
their lines were done, they'd stand up there just staring, 
and I'd have to softly grab them by their necks. 

Tatsuta: Yeah, otherwise they'd just stand there forever! 
Now's not the time to reflect on your perforf}ij/ mance! Get 
outta here! 2 
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Sawaki: Bet that put her in the red (laughs). 

Ohkura: I'm sure it did. So she decided to actually move 
closer. But still, she could only catch the last train of the 
night if she didn't go to "Stage" after the first bar. Every 

:!! week, we'd insist that it was really all right if she didn't 
L} come, but she'd stare at her feet, start crying, and say, 
j ·"...but it's always so fun. I love drinking. You guys are all 

(t s  interesting. I'm learning so much" (laughs). 

Tatsuta: If I can exaggerate for a moment, it's almost like 
·all that reveling and cackling we did actually made us 

money. It was great. 

Ohkura: I mean, who oes out drinking with 
that many people

' 
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le for the bars, I bet 

Sawaki: And I'm Kon-chan, as an old geezer (laughs). 

Tatsuta: I'm Gennarisai. 

Ohkura: Very well, gentlemen. Let us begin our Council 
of Darkness (laughs). Let's get moving and start with 
any behind-the-scenes stories you remember from 
"Teyandee". Anything interesting, funny, or even painful. 
Let's hear 'em (laughs). 

Sawaki: After our recording sessions, we'd always go out 
for a drinking party. We'd hit one bar, then the next... 
Every time. 

t uta: It's true. It really is. 

raki: And I was the number one attendee. That's right. 
T overly-serious, non-drinker went to every single 
party. Before "Teyandee", I'd never gotten a chance to 

teract with staff members outside of the workplace. 
But here, I got to have these great, frank conversations 
with Ohkura, here, or Chief Director Okajima. Only on this 
show, though. Never since then, either. 

Ohkura: It was my first experience like that, too. On 
"Tenkuu Senki Shurato", (sound director) Hideyuki 
Tanaka invited me to the parties, but I never went. 
Mostly because I don't drink. But on "Teyandee", 
we'd hit up the first bar, then proceed to the second 
lace - a karaoke bar named "Stage". Every week, 

e'd party until morning like that. 
7 

1  
,...• ight, I remember that place. There really was a 

staue in there. 
I 

_2hkura: You had (Kappei) Yamaguchi, (Jurota) Kosugi, 
and (Ai) Orikasa showing up, too. Ai lived somewhere 
out in Chiba at the time, and her taxi fares came to about 
one hundred thousand yen a month. 
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Ohkura: That's why it was necessary- at least with you 
two- to at least have the basic line drawings done first. 
The final production meetings would also come later. So 
if you did an improvising and went over your allotted 
time, the animation could be done to match that. 

Tatsuta: So cutting down on the editing saved time 
and money? 

Ohkura: We took a look at the storyboards, and asked 
you two to make due with nothing but line drawings. 
Sorry for the trouble. 

Tatsuta: Sounds like we should be apologizing. 
LT€ 

Ohkura: When there was extra lip-flap time, you'd 
have to add lines, right? But that might change the 
nuance, so that all had to be reflected in the final 
script. So afterwards, we'd have to calculate lip-flap 
time, rewrite the timesheets, and shoot it all again. 

Tatsuta: And there I said "I don't know, because I'm 
not seeing the art" ... Sorry for that. (laughs) 

Ohkura: But the work wasn't actually done when you 
guys were doing the recording, so any adlibbing at that 
point was fine. The cinematographers would have 
gotten gotten angry if we asked for a reshoot of the 
animation post-dubbing, saying, "The lip flaps don't 
match." They would have been like, "That isn't our 
fault," but that wasn't the case because we rewrote the 
timesheets and added extra lip flaps after the recording. 

Sawaki: All because we saw an opening to fool 
around a little. It would just burst out of us. 

Tatsuta: What a pain we were. Acting like it was our 
playground. 

Sawaki: Talking about it really brings me back. I 
remember how they played around with the script 
and animation, just for us. 

Tatsuta: The animators and voice actors had to follow 
each other's leads, and the trouble we caused for them ' 
made the show all the better in the end.  

Ohkura: One time, someone brought up the idea of 
prescoring (when voices are recorded first, and 
drawings done to match that). Like they'd hand the , 
scenario to the cast and say, "This is pretty much what 
the episode's about. Good luck!" Because otherwise 
you have to worry about fixing lip flaps afterwards. 

Tatsuta: So they stopped drawing and thought about 
all of that stuff later? 

Sawaki: Sounds like that would make for a totally 
different show. 

writing the sort of lines they would  a- o want 
to say. But being the perverse bast ds 'e are, we 
would always change it up someho (laughs). 

Ohkura: The show aired as "Samurai Pizza Cats" in 
America, but because you guys didn't stick to the 
script, we had to edit it appropriately. Sometimes the 
Japanese gags worked as they were, so we would just 
fix it as recorded. 

0 
Tatsuta: That whole eventual process never ev , :<i 
occurred to me. l 

Ohkura: We had to fix it all - right down to the mo 
minor grammar points. 

Sawaki: Wow. 

Ohkura: I think I was watching from the other side of the 
glass. I'd see you guys switching places and crossing past 
each other, always thinking about who should go to which 
mic in a way that would suit the performances and make 
everything run smoothly. I remember being amazed by that. 

Tatsuta: That's true, but Mikisaa was also something else. 
He never had any clue who was saying what, where. 

Sawaki: It was a bad idea to make an enemy of Mikisaa. 
He could arbitrarily lower your mic's volume. 

Tatsuta: I'm pretty short, so I always went for the mies 
typically used by the women. If your mouth is too far 
from the mic, then your voice won't be captured 
properly when you're speaking softly. 

Ohkura: You two would always negotiate over the mies 
on either end. It was a sight to see. 

Sawaki: A sight to see? Hardly. 

Tatsuta: I'm not sure about all that, but we definitely 
competed over mies sometimes. 

Sawaki: It's pretty weird. Over the course of that year, I 
know it was me doing the work, but it didn't feel like me. 
Just an odd feeling. I'm not one to romanticize 
everything from the past, but this show is one that's 
stuck with me over the years, for a number of reasons. 

BECAUSE WE'RE RECORDING WITH 
A REFERENCE 

Ohkura: "Teyandee" actually had a lot of movement and 
color for the time. It was still the era of eel animation, so 
the camera was literally "filming" those line drawings. 

Tatsuta: Right, I remember. Kon-chan sure changed into 
a lot of different outfits. 

Sawaki: Like a fashion show. 

Tatsuta: Yeah, like a fashion show. He'd change right in 
front of Gennarisai and go, "How does this one look?" I 
wouldn't do this during the real recording, but during 
testing, I might say, "Well, I can't really give you an 
opinion because I'm not seeing the art, here." Then 
Kenyu (Horiuchi) or Kappei would whisper from behind, 
"Shh. You can't say things like that!" 

Ohkura: As time passed, you two would get into a 
serious rhythm with your improvising. It was terrifying to 
think what came later. Because afterwards, we had to 
rewrite the whole recording script. 

Sawaki: Eh? We were causing that much trouble? You 
really had to edit in the parts we added? 

Tatsuta: Yeah, didn' t you know? We were like a 
convention of trouble. 

Ohkura: We had to fix the recording script before it 
could be sent overseas. 

Tatsuta: I wonder how they translated, "No excuse for 
these excuses!" (laughs) 

Ohkura: It wasn't just with the English version. We had to 
fix the script based on what you guys did in the recording 
sessions so we could hand it to any country that was doing 
our show. At the time, I would scribble with red pen on the 
0i/ieographs the scripts were printed on. 

%i: Sounds like a pain. Later on, there was a time 
ters 

- after :ring our ad-libbing - started 



Sawakl: I never knew when the ad-libbing would start, 
so I was always on high alert. Let down my guard for 
a second, and I'd be left floundering over how to retort. 

Tatsuta: Whoever got to speak first often ended 
up being the "winner". Gennarisai was technically 
an underling, so I always expected him to be 
the "catcher". 

Ohkura: Still, a catcher who could pitch when he 
needed to. 

Tatsuta: You think? Well, maybe. When my lines 
came first, anyway. 

Sawaki: But Tatsuta's the kind of guy who could ad-lib in 
a way that would work even if I just stuck to the script. 
He was always clever, in that way. But it honestly got 
really boring if I just read my lines as they were written. 
He challenged me to go above and beyond. 

Tatsuta: I promise you, there was nothing so calculating 
about it (laughs). 

Sawaki: I remember, there was only one time, during a 
test, when I gave up on a retort. So I was always sure 
to listen really closely and be ready with a comeback, 
so that I wouldn't lose again and make it boring. It was 
that one loss that put me on guard. 

Ohkura: Nah, you were all amazing. Whenever someone 
fired off a good ad-lib line, I'd see the others screw up 
their faces, as if they were thinking, "Great. How can I 
come back at that?" or, "Yeah! I'll say that, there!" 
Always frustrated over the thought of losing. 

Sawaki: One ad-lib moment I remember enjoying was 
when Tatsuta went, "Right, Kon-chan?" I thought, 
"Oh, so that's how you're gonna play it!" and fired back 
with "Gen-chan". I'm the type to think a lot, so that 
on-the-spot improvisation is hard. But it always turned 
out pretty well. 

Tatsuta: And I'm the type to forget what I just said, so 
when they asked me to do it like I did in the final test, 
I often couldn't. It was like, "Wait. What'd I just say?" 

Ohkura: It's really interesting how you two would never 
just chat before the actual recording. 

Tatsuta: Because chatting would inevitably give away 
our ad-libbing schemes. 

Ohkura: There were definitely some who would 
read their parts during the screening session. 
Not you two, though. 

Tatsuta: We could never give away our ad-libbing. 
It's more fun that way. 

Sawaki: That's because our recording sessions were so 
short. If they'd been three or four hours, it wouldn't have 
been possible. 

Tatsuta: That's right. I couldn't have held it in. It wouldn't 
have worked if we had to test, test again, make corrections, 
et cetera. We just got used to the last test being the 
real thing. o 

Sawaki: I look at photos from back then, . 
various wrap parties, and I find myself forgetti 
I ever did certain shows. dee" tho 
That one's with me f 
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LOTS OF AD-LIBBING - COULDN'T STICK 
TO THE SCRIPT 
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Just Say the Word 

Ohkura: It's been 20 long years, but I'd love to do 
something like this again. 

Tatsuta: It was a blast, for sure. So many times, I couldn't 
help but laugh. If there's ever to be a sequel, just give us 
a shout. It was such a fun show. That's the good thing 
about animation - there are so many different types. 
And animation is unique in the sense that it can do 
really fun things that aren't possible with live-action. 
Plus, there hasn't been a show like "Teyandee" recently. 
People call the current period an "anime boom", 
so why not make another "Teyandee" for us 
struggling old codgers? 

Sawaki: I don't think my voice can go that high anymor  rQ; @aughs). 6ut if they let me lower riv register ten" , if 
do it. Seriously - just say the wa 

Sawaki: As I've mentioned earlier, there's no other show 
like this one. "Do what you want" and that was it. No one 't}, 
else does that. 

Tatsuta: That was the first time I saw you go wild and 
crazy like that, Sawaki. 

Ohkura: Episode 1 was the only time you two stuck to 
the script. I could already sense you putting out your 
feelers in episodes 2 and 3, and by 4 and 5? You hit the 
ground running (laughs). 

The Secret Story Behind "Odamari, Kedamari" 

Ohkura: Where did "Odamari, kedamari" come from, 
anyway? 

Sawaki: First you've got "odamari" (Silence!), so then I 
just made a rhyme, punning with "kemari" (ancient 
Japanese soccer game played by court nobles). 
A little play on words. Anyway, then someone suggested 
adding "mizutamari" (puddle) onto the end. I remember 
those two distinct lines - "liwake wa ii wake yo!" ("No 
excuse for these excuses!") and "Odamari, kedamari" 
from episode 1. 

Tatsuta: I was more surprised than anyone. Like, "Eh, 
that's how it's gonna go?" As long as we understood our 
roles and respective positions, there didn't seem to be 
any constraints. It was easy because we could play it 
how we felt it. 

z 

Hirotoshi Ohkura 

Born in Osaka on April 7th. His major production credits include: the "Gatchaman" 
OVA, "New Hurricane Polymer", "Baki the Grappler", "Master of Epic: 
The Animation Age", and others. 

Naoki Tatsuta 
With Aoni Production Agency. 

Born on September 8th in Wakayama Prefecture. His major roles include: 
Hideo Mochiyama ("Angel Heart"), Ashibe's father ("Shonen Ashibe"), 
Buta Gorilla ("Kiteretsu Daihyakka"), Oolong ("Dragonball"), and others. 

lkuya Sawaki 
With Arts Vision Agency. 

Born on August 25th in Chiba Prefecture. His major roles have included: 
Hendrick Bruzar ("Mobile Suit Gundam AGE"), Inspector Tokuno 
("You're Under Arrest"), Jankenman Hermit ("Jankenman"), and others. 
He's also done extensive dub work on Western films. 

Ohkura: Honestly, it was always a hectic work environment, 
but everyone still had fun. Even with the scriptwriters, 
it was always, "How do we make the audience 
laugh now?" So fun. Can't believe it's been 22 years. 

Tatsuta: 22 years? 

Ohkura: Because it started back in 1990. We left it 
to sound director Tanaka to do the cast auditions. 
We got sample tapes and then asked for auditions 
for the three leads. 

Sawakl: Cassette tapes, I assume? (laughs) I heard 
somewhere that Tacchan here was picked as Gennarisai, 
and then you guys picked me to be his partner in crime. 
Not sure if that's a true story or not. 

Tatsuta: I have a hard time believing you really did 
such a high-pitched voice on your Ko'on-no-Kami 
sample tape, though. 

Sawakl: Right. The sample I gave wasn't for that 
audition, specifically. It was just some serious-sounding 
village mayor, or something. 

Ohkura: That's right. At the time, we thought a gruffer, 
threatening voice would be more interesting, and 
nobody objected. 

Sawaki: So you were expecting a low voice out of me? 

Ohkura: Nah, because isn't it more fun when someone 
with a low voice suddenly starts speaking in a 
high-pitched one? 

Tatsuta: I see. Amazing that you saw that far ahead. 

Ohkura: It was like, "How's that sound, Tanaka?" 
"Sounds good." "Great, we're leaving the rest to you!" 
It all gave a good impression after the first 
dubbing session. Like, "Yeah, this is interesting." 

Sawaki: So that's when the real "Ko'on" was born? 

Ohkura: At first, we were looking for a castle lord like 
Mondo Nakamura in "Hissatsu Shigotonin". But then we 
heard your performance, and that was it. 
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INTERVIEW WITH PRODUCER MOTOKI UEDA 

What was the production schedule like? 
I've heard that Mr. Suzuki created the 
characters in September or October when 
the show was planned to air in February of 
the following year. 

Ueda: The previous show, "Shurato", aired in April of 
1989, which should have meant that the next project was 
decided by that May. But that would've been crazy, as 
we'd only just started working on it. There were 
supposed to be three different proposals, but we only 
had one, so it didn't go very well. At the time, I happened 
to get a peek at some on-hand sketches by (Hiroshi) 
Ogawa, and I said, "This could be one of our proposals." 
That turned out to be "Teyandee". It all started there, 
although things looked hairy and up-in-the-air for a 
while. Then, during the presentation, one of the section 
chiefs from Bandai got up and said, "This is the one we 
want," which was as good a declaration of intention as 
any. The project didn't formally start until that 
September, though. 

Hard to believe that you had less than 
half a year to plan oit this completely 
origin~l series. I understand that original 
series nowadays get two whole years of 
planning time. 

Ueda: The necessary world-building usually takes that 
long, yes. But this is "Teyandee" we're talking about. Not 
exactly a detailed, elaborate world. 

The anime industry back then 
sounds amazing. 

Ueda: We sort of took that for granted, though. With 
"Teyandee", as with everything, you have to hit the 
market when the trends are fresh. And you can't do that 
with two years of planning, because you have no idea 
what's going to be selling two years later. I know the 
"Teyandee" proposal wouldn't have been greenlit if we 
submitted it two years later than we did. It went through 
because of the popularity of samurai Gundams, period. 
The timing was just perfect. 

• "SD Gundam's" robots were also autonomous 
being with personalities of their own. That just seems to 
have een a trend with young boys, back then. 

TATSUNOKO AT THAT TIME MEANT 
A ROBOT ANIME 

£ 'hat sort of place in the anime industry 
I «lid Tatsunoko Productions hold around 

the time of "Teyandee"? And how did they 
frame "Teyand~e's" role? 

Ueda: There weren't a lot of anime production 
companies back then. When it came so called 
"mecha-oriented" ones - which made shows designed to 
sell toys to boys and were sponsored by those very toy 
companies - it was only Sunrise, Production Reed, and 
Tatsunoko Productions. Those were the ones with the 
record and the know-how to do it. Out of that craze 
came "Tenkuu Senki Shurato", but that didn't do so well 
on the marketing front, so we changed tactics after that. 
"Teyandzjust happened to become a hit with our main 

onsol andai Hobby. "SD Gundam", too. 

T! "tlree-head-tall" proportions naturally 
vitate towards gag-ori~nted stories, right? 

eda: lt was fundamentally a mecha show, but the 
haracters just happened to be chibi. If you're just 

talking about chibi-proportion mechas, though, that 

Would include "NG Knight Ramune & 40" and "Mashin 
Hero /ataru", but in those ones, the robots themselves 

re still giant compared to the characters. 

true. Most of those other shows are all 
about characters who ride inside giant robots, 
a ilots, whereas the robots in "Teyandee" 

« completely autonomous. 

Ueda: The idea to make them autonomous, as you say, 
didn't actually come from us producers. It was a 

designer, Ogawa, who came up with the concept, found 
" interesting, and came to us with a proposal. In one 

se, though, even that was all thanks to how 
Tatsunoko treats and encourages its artists to think 
outside the box. 

what was the primary demographic for 
the show? 

Ueda: Elementary school-age boys, of course. If I 
t remember correctly, "SD Gundam" was even more 
p popular than ordinary Gundam at the time. And the 
3: samurai-style robots in "SD Gundam", in particular, were 

the best-sellers. It's not surprising that "Teyandee" ended 
P Ip with similar motifs. That's how trends go. 

as trendy at the time to combine 
oku period themes with mechas. I see. 

AS A PRODUCER WITH TATSUNOKO PRODUCTIONS, MR. UEDA LAUNCHED 
THIS SHOW. IN THIS INTERVIEW, HE TALKS TO US ABOUT THE BUSINESS 
CONSIDERATIONS ON THE PRODUCTION SIDE OF THINGS AS WELL AS THE 
MAJOR ROLE THAT CHIEF DIRECTOR OKAJIMA TOOK ON AND PULLED OFF. 
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nstance? 

Ueda: Of course he 
session. It might soun 
that unusual back then for 
the fact. I've even heard of c "''7''7'' 
didn't enter the picture until tl ios h ,77 
been written up. The term "kant :ct ¥ 

even, slowly came into popularity during my · · 
the industry. Before then, we just used the En 
"chief director". Anyway, I'm pretty sure Okaj 
there for the episode 1 script-reading? Either 
he was always much more about managing t 
production space, as opposed to the pre-pro 
scenario planning. The screenplay team was i 
of scenario, for the most part, and there was 
division. The screenplay team only met the pr 
people during the dubbing sessions. That said, 
storyboard people and directors were more tha 
accommodating of the scenario team's comic st 
which led to a lot of ad-libbing. That was the hi 
of the job Okajima did, I think. Making all of that 
you know. He let his people run wild and do wh 
wanted, in a good way. Even now, I can't be su 
Okajima planned it that way or if that's just ho 
turned out naturally. 

How did the screenplay meetings usually . 

Ueda: Usually? They were short, but intense. 
And everyone would be laughing by the end, but that's 
a given when you're doing a gag-driven show. No mat er 
how serious a given episode's plot might've been, 
laughter was sure to erupt out of any Ueda/Sekijima 
script-reading session. I think that's really important 
when it comes to brainstorming. To get the juices 
flowing. Ideas come forth a lot easier when everyor ·'s 
yucking it up. Fans would've killed to get a glimpse < 4 
our "Shurato" meetings. There were enough parod i s 
flying back and forth to make an entire doujinshi 
(fan comio) right on the spot. 

I hear that when the showrunner, 
Mr. Akahpri, split some of his responsibilities 
with Mr. Sekijima, the latter would actually 
go through and edit ~very script line-by-lirie, \ 

Ueda: Well, Sekijima did come from a literary 

backgroo µri, 
)\ 

so of course that was his thing. Looking at it from the 
perspective of our generation, recent television takes , 
surprising amount of liberties with the Japanese language. / 
At Tatsunoko, back then, writers would write their script 
drafts while checking over the dialogue from the 
storyboards. It was at that stage that the actual 
language was checked for errors. It was far more 
typical in the industry, though, for the storyboard 
lines to be copied directly into the script and 
immediately sent off to the printer's. 

CHIEF DIRECTOR OKAJIMA AND HIS 
TALENT FOR LETTING PEOPLE RUN WILD 

Why did_you decide to go with Mr, Akahori 
and Mr. Sekijima? Was Mr. Akahorj  
who penned the proposal and took charge 
in planning the series - selected for his 
particular talents? 

Ueda: I wouldn't go that far, no. But of course building 
an original world from scratch is a big challenge. He had 
already done that with "Shurato", so we obviously knew 
he was capable. Sekijima was a colleague of mine at 
Tatsunoko from the same era, so I knew he'd be easy 
to communicate with. There was one more big factor, 
though. Anime back then wasn't considered the end 
product. It was a medium made to sell toys, plain and 
simple. The writers who really understood and 
internalized that fact were by and large in the minority. 
It also helped that Sekijima specialized in comical series. 

Why did you pick Mr. Kunitoshi Okajima 
to be chi~f director? 

Ueda: I didn't call in Okajima, personally. As I mentioned 
before, there was very little time to plan this series 
before it started airing. Not only was this still the era 
of eel animation, but we had to do all that original 
world-building, starting with nothing. Typically, 
the proposal is only submitted once a good deal of 
thought has gone into that world-building, but in 
"Teyandee's" case, it all started when we saw Ogawa's 
designs and said, "Let's make a proposal out of this." 
So none of that world-building was in place. The state 
of the industry was also a factor. In October of 1989, 
Fuji Television announced that it was adding five 
additional slots in its lineup for anime, which threw 
everything into chaos. What's more, thanks to the 
economic bubble, a number of out-of-industry companies 
started saying, "We want to get in on this action too," 
which made matters even crazier. There were too many 
new jobs in the industry. Amidst all that, I decided I 
wanted to stick to so-called pre-production tasks - 
design, world-building, scenario, et cetera - and leave the 
actual on-site production to others in the company. 
Okajima's name popped up at that point, and he turned 
out to be the right choice for the job. He was with Studio 
Korumi back then, working as the chief director on the 
Japanese side of a collaboration project. "Teyandee" was 
the first television series he'd be helming, but he could 
just take the lead from the rest of the Tatsunoko staff, 
which was fine. Apparently, his first job had been with 
Tatsunoko as a color coordinator on shows like 
"Gatchaman" and "Tekkaman". I actually asked him 
how he first got into directing, and there's a funny 
story behind that. One of the projects he was working 
on at Tatsunoko was falling behind on storyboards, 
so the production manager came up to him and said, 
"Okajima, you're always getting a look at storyboards 
through your coloring work. Wanna try drawing some 
yourself?" Any port in a storm, huh? (laughs) But work 
is work. Okajima wasn't actually a bad artist himself, 
so that ended up being his directorial debut, of sorts. 



PRODUCER: MOTOKI UEDA 

The gimmicks in the mecha activation 
sequences are portrayed very well. 

Ueda: In the last few years of the Showa Era, anime on 
television sort of reached a pinnacle when it came to 
mecha action shows, bringing together all the lessons 
that had come before. In the five to ten years before 
"Teyandee" came about, a number of unique elements 
had come to define mecha action. Which, accordingly, 
meant that the action in "Teyandee" is really solid, 
making it more of a mecha show than I 
previously imagined. 

Can you elaborate on that, with specifics? 

Ueda: Like in how the special effects tend to flow, or 
how we made it really visceral when fighters would clash. 
There are relatively few lines and details in the animation, 
but the motion of it all is distinctly mecha. Omitsu's 
missiles are another good example of that sort 
of portrayal. 

Sort of like "ltano Circus" (a term to 
describe a certain type of action scene 
popularized by the show "Macross"). 

Ueda: Yes. The techniques pioneered by lchiro ltano and 
Yoshinori Kanada lived on. 

Surely your team took steps to_evolve those 
techriiues at the time, though? 

Ueda: To some extent, it was stuff that any good 
animator was capable of, so we didn't really have to 
come up with anything new. But we haven't seen a lot of 
it recently. It's definitely gone down in popularity. 

So you're saying there was an average skill 
lev~l that those past animators were 
expected to reach. 

Ueda: Naturally there were exceptions here and there, 
but for the most part, they were held to high standards. 

I mean, they did their best with a relatively low budget 
and little time. On the other hand, we had plenty of 
mistakes left in, especially with the New York episode. 
I was shocked to find that none of it was actually fixed 
on the DVD release. Back then, we said, "Oh, we can just 
fix it for the re-airing of the episode," but I guess we 
never got that luxury. 

There was a big event held for the DVD 
release. How was it to see so many hardcore 
"Teyandee" fans gathered in one place? 

Ueda: I actually wanted to ask them questions. Like what 
they thought about the show back then. Because it is 
true we were always concerned whether kids could keep 
up with the show. Well, the show had good audience 
ratings, so we assumed they were keeping up. u 
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So your people did actual proofreading, then? 

Ueda: Among other things, yes. It was also important 
that a mecha show had distinctly mecha-show-sounding 
dialogue. Some people just aren't good at that, 
so sometimes you'd see a note on a storyboard like, 
"Help me out with this!" I remember writing that a lot 
during my time on "Zillion". But it's because of those 
experiences that I came to look at scripts with an eye 
for detail. Because of the gag-based nature of "Teyandee", 
it's not like the dialogue could be overly stiff, but you still 
can't air incorrect Japanese on television. Children will 
be watching, so we'd better make it right or risk 
embarrassing the company. That's the attitude. 

dea there was such a strict stance 
language at the time. 

de for a lot of work, at times. I personally 
with a number of scripts, and I'll tell you 
II storyboard into a script could take upwards 
day. But once you've done it a few dozen 

es get easier. You get a good sense for how 
t kind of dialogue. 

get accustomed to it. To how it's 
7Agunos~d to feel. 

es: hats right. Same on the art side of things. 
An pr artist can draw - that's a given. But if you want 

+he called an animator, you have to take into account 
flow of the scene. Special effects. The action. Good 

• or not, you're not a pro if you're still struggling 
all that, which brings us back to writers. Any 

alfway-decent writer can jot down dialogue, but making 
ely interesting is the tough part. That's why that 

ental training is part of the literary arts. 

Eal:#8%/» g{ g! hoer 

How was it getting to see "Teyandee" again 
after so long, this time on DVD? 

a There were two unexpected things I noticed. 
irst it was still funny. Moreso than I thought it would be. 

Ga s tend to change over 20 years, so at first, I 
ering if any of it would actually still crack me up, 

urely enough, it did. Second, it's much more of a 
istinctly "mecha" show than l ever thought. Like, 
ou know the phone that rings at the Pizza Cat store? 
ven that phone has a mecha look to it. Similarly, the 

action shots are all very representative of those old 
mecha shows. Back then, it seemed like a much looser 
interpretation of what a mecha show was "supposed" 
to be, but watching it again now, I see that by today's 
standards, it stuck to the mold pretty closely. 
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Fl NALLY DO YOU HAVE A MESSAGE 
r~TH~' LiEi~NG'TY~ND" F~NS 
OUT THERE? 

Ueda: 
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I bet a lot of the fans just found the 
characters to be especially appealing. 

Ueda: 

Mr. Noritaka Suzuki also brought up Mr. 
Okajima in relation to color cfoices. He 
meritioned that with television series, you 
want to pick color schemes that don't 
require ~ lot of time and effort, while still 
looking distinct. 

Ueda: 

"Teyandee" wound up with unique visuals 
because of that. 

Ueda: 

Trends in shadowing really change with the 
times, so 'Teyande~'s" relative [~ck of 
shadows seems to keep it from looking 
dated, in that way. 

Ueda: 

O 



STAFF AND CAS TERVIEWS 
SERIES COMPOSITION: MAYORI SEKIJIMA 

INTERVIEW WITH MA YORI SEKIJIMA, 
IN CHARGE OF SERIES COMPOSITION 

l understand that "Teyandee" was one 
of the first projects with the attitude, 
"Screenwriters aren't just responsible for 
the story and the drama; they also work 
gags into the script." 

Sekijima: I think a lot of companies got on board with 
that movement in a parallel evolution sort of way. 
We no longer felt limited by the view from on high that, 
"The script is absolute. Respect the script." The new 
idea was to write scripts that could work even if the 
storyboard people copied them down verbatim, 
but at the same time, there was nothing to stop them 
from making whatever edits they thought necessary. 

So you wanted to pass certain standards, 
even at the screenplay stage. 

Sekijima: Tatsunoko didn't approach it in a systematic 
way at all. More like guerilla warfare, letting things play 
out based on the talents, effort, and drive of individuals. 
Whereas Sunrise and Toei followed an extremely strict, 
systematic moviemaking recipe. But when you're talking 
guerrilla warfare, then a soldier's abilities, weapons, and 
spirit are everything. That, especially, made us all the 
more motivated - or ambitious, even - when it came to 
polishing our scripts, storyboards, or whatever. 
I can't speak to how it is today, though. 

lget the impression that nowadays, 
To~ei is the nly one left approaching 
it in that systematic way reminiscenl: 
of moviemaking. 

Sekijima: But the idea to call in gag specialist 
screenwriters for a gag-oriented project just may have 
been a novel thought at the idea. When they came out 
and said to search for those gag specialists, I'm pretty 
sure I was the only one over the age of 30. 

So your lineup was basically the young 
people from the Brother Noppo group, 
plus Mr. Kishima. You tied everyone 
together, while Mr. Kishima provided 
balance for the group. 

Sekijima: That's right. Kishima's presence alone meant 
that nobody would be writing any half-assed scripts. 
It's not like me or Akahori or Director (Kunitoshi) 
Okajima would let bad writing slide either, but Kishima 
was their senpai, and whenever he nailed a good script, 
they'd be in awe. To start with, though, everyone we 
hired was more than capable. That's generally the way to 
do it. When you bring in a so-called "old broad" - an old 
lady would be fine, too - they tend to keep the group on 
their toes. 

First, can you tell us how you came to be 
involved with "Teyandee"? 

Sekijjma: I got involved with screenplays early on. I can't 
say that it was my ultimate dream or goal or anything  
it ts just a new job. Producer Ueda was my colleague 
du in my time at Tatsunoko, then Akahori wrote the 
p osal that led to "Tenkuu Senki Shurato". So with 

a as producer and me as planner, our desks were 
ight next to each for a long while, so he came to learn 

I s good with gag material. I think that was 
too. 

er Ueda definitely mentioned 
ing about you being good with gags 
nting to work on a gag-oriented 

MR. SEKIJIMA PLANNED OUT THE SERIES ALONGSIDE SATORU AKAHORI 
AND WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR BRINGING TOGETHER A TEAM OF 
YOUNG SCRIPTWRITERS. HE TALKS TO US ABOUT HIS PREFERENCES WHEN 
IT COMES TO HUMOR AND MAKES AN ANTI-"TIME BOKAN" DECLARATION. 

6rr LEAVE IT ALL TO THE STORYBOARD 
ARTISTS - THE MOVEMENT TO WORK GAGS 
INTO THE SCRIPT 

I was proud of my unofficial title back then: 
t Gag Man in the Anime Industry" (laughs). 

rse, that was before Akahori made his official 
L debut and made a grab for the crown. The second that 

ori, (Hiroyuki) Kawasaki, and (Naruhisa) Arakawa 
arrived on the scene, I started fearing for my title. 
(Nobuaki) Kishima aside, all of "Teyandee's" scriptwriters 
were complete beginners, yet they'd already perfected a 
sense for the sort of gags I approved of. In other words, 
all I had over them was a headstart of a few months. To 
start with, though, it's not as if "anime screenwriter" 
equates to "sketch comedy writer", so it's not like that 
sense for gags was essential to the job. I don't think 
there's anyone out there - past or present - who would 
publicly boast that gags are their specialty, as a writer. 
The only one who made a name for himself with gag 
writing at the time was my mentor, Takao Koyama, 
through his series, "Time Bokan". But the success of his 
gags in that one were the result of incredible collaborative 
efforts between him and the producers. Those producers, 
starting with Hiroshi Sasakawa, would work to improve 
the scripts and then get feedback from the screenwriters. 
Sasakawa might ad-lib on his storyboard with, "Flatter a 
pig enough and it'll climb trees," to which Koyama 
would reply, "This is pure gold. Let's use it every time." 

u, I found that to be a beautiful way of running things, 
but you began to lose that as anime production 

3: shifted from in-house teams to more fragmented, 
S mass-produced efforts. So when Ueda came to me, 

he said he wanted to make an anime full of great 
ags before it even hit the scriptwriting stage 
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tight 
storyboard artists a 
Okajima? 

Sekijima: I was always sure to rea 
consensus with 
Okajima, but Akahori served as o 
to the storyboard people and the 
producers. About half of Akahori's job a 
the artistic side - with an actual desk a 
Tatsunoko - but I distinctly remember him being 
our way to contact the producers. I didn't even 
attend most of the dubbing sessions. The sense 
was that we could leave all that to Akahori. He 
seemed to volunteer, but we also kind of pushed 
him into it (laughs). 

You were already acquainted with 
Chief Director Okajima, were you not? 

Sekijima: No, this was our first time meeting. 
But he was already a Tatsunoko employee, so he 
was accustomed to the "guerrilla warfare" 
system I mentioned earlier. Contrast that with 
Toei, where projects have general producers 
and are much more producer-led. Sunrise also 
has strong producers, but they give their chief 
directors power, too. Meanwhile, at Tatsunoko, 
one of the chief director's most important jobs 
is unifying all those wild mercenaries. There've 
been plenty of externally-hired chief directors 
who came in, didn't get that, and suffered for it. 
But Okajima had a perfect understanding of the 
system. I get the feeling that he said to himself, 
"With this project, and this staff, hmm ... I'll let 
them run free." Because we did have a lot of 
freedom, relatively. Okajima used that offer of 
freedom to draw out the best of his workers, 
and I feel like I learned from his example. And 
not in terms of literary style, but rather in terms 
of organization. You could call it Tatsunoko's 
system, even, and it's the same way at 
Production Reed and Tatsunoko's branch 
companies, like Pierrot and J.C. Staff. There are 
also hints of it at the subsidiary, Xebec. 
Whatever it is, it always makes me feel at home. 
Contrast with, say, Sunrise or Toei, where it took 
me a long time to start feeling comfortable. 

Tatsunoko's whole organizational 
system seems really interesting. 

Sekijima: If you analyze it, you start to see a 
sort of "Tatsunoko genealogy", like how 
Matsuya Foods came out of the chain, 
Yoshinoya. It's fun to try putting together that 
pedigree chart. 

What sort of scripts were able to bring 
together a group like that, and how did you 
proceed from ttiere? 

Sekijima: They were given free range at that point. 
Because the basic restrictions on gags, at least, were in 
place from the start. We just asked them to challenge 
themselves by exaggerating things as much as possible 
without getting away from each character's fundamental 
nature. For instance, you couldn't rewrite a weak-willed 
boy into a strong-willed one. Rather, the goal was to have 
fun and create gags based on his weak-willed nature. 
One famous example from way back is when Takao Koyama 
asked his writers to perform some mental gymnastics by 
rephrasing "I LOVE YOU" in 100 different ways. One of 
Arakawa's proposals was "I hate you", and surely enough, 
that works in the context of the "tsundere" archetype. 
Similarly, we wanted 100 different interpretations for the 
essence of "Teyandee". We wanted it to be as wide as it 
was deep. Also, this is just my pet theory, but consider 
this archetype: "An excitable yet forgetful boy who 
doesn't like girls." That's one you see a lot. If I were 
writing that character, I'd only have one possible 
interpretation for that, but Akahori might come 
up with something completely different. 

Everyone has his or her own way of 
picturing things. 

Sekijima: In short, my theory is that "Characters will end 
up with more facets when you have multiple screenwriters." 
Get five people to write about a character who's "a 
delinquent who loves his mother" and you'll get five 
different interpretations. That's how you get deeper, 
more interesting characters. Some would argue that 
doing it that way, a character's image starts to get blurry 
and muddled, but I prefer to call that "depth". 

I've heard that you provided excellent 
guidance for Mi. Akahori. Was that on the 
technical side of things? 

Sekijima: I wouldn't go as far as "guidance". I was a 
newcomer too, after all. Put simply, I have one or two 
basic principles when it comes to revising scripts, 
back then and now. "The storyboard people will fix this 
somehow." And "The storyboard people won't get what 
you're going for here. Let's make it clearer for them." 
Or "The storyboard people will love this. Expand on it." 
That's it. If a storyboard emerges that matches our script 
word-for-word, that's a victory for us. Getting to hear, 
"Couldn't find anything to fix in this script," would leave 
me euphoric. Not that that's ever happened, though. 
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MIXING EVERYONE'S SPECIAL TIES AND 
CONVENTIONS INTO A BLENDED CHEMICAL 
REACTION 

According to Mr. Ueda and Mr. Akahori, you 
were responsible for some of the "riskiest" 
content. It was you who came up with 
characters like Nekomata Reikainosuke, 
right? 

Sekijima: Yes, Nekomata Reikainosuke was mine. 

Shogun lei lei too - a character that could 
never air on television today. I've heard talk 
that he emerged from your sense of humor. 
Nekomata Reikainosuke's voice actor was 
Kenichi Ogata, yes? 

Sekijima: I love Kenichi Ogata. So the lines I wrote 
for him were ones I thought he'd be thrilled to recite. 
That's all that was. The whole sexual harassment angle 
came from Akahori, I think. I'm not very good with 
that stuff. When they told me, "Make him a total pervert," 
I went ahead and pushed the envelope, all the 
while thinking, "This is okay .... Is this really okay?" 

Out of all your writing for "Teyandee", 
which episodes really stand out, for you? 

Sekijima: Which ones did I even write, I wonder? 
That was one problem with the series; I'd be reading 
everyone's work right up until the final manuscript, 
so it was easy to forget which ones I wrote myself. 
Ah, but I can definitely say I like episode 22, 
"Express Delivery Pizza From a Crow?" That's the 
one with a mecha called "Obaka #3". Oh, I also like 
the episode with "Eight o'Clock Sharp Azusa #2". 
Which would be..."Gennarisai's Great 'Wahaha' Plan!" 
episode 50. Episode 14 was also good. I'm having 
trouble remembering the titles. Or episode 2, 
which had "Edomae #5". Arakawa came up with that, 
and in doing so, cemented the mecha naming pattern. 

to things like "Star Fighter Sunred". 

"Star Fighter Sunred's" gags seem to be 
based around human nature. 

Sekijima: It also made fun of the "hero" archetype, with a 
lot of gags playing on the hero's overbearing nature. 
That stuff started to get popular in the early 90's, though 
it was only those with incredible foresight who were 
employing those techniques back then. Using it for all 
your humor would be too much, though. You have to 
ease people into new trends. The drama CD version of 
"Teyandee" has a good example of that, when Oya and 
Ko are just sitting and talking in their rowhouse. 

That was the first drama CD, included with 
The Cat's First Performance". 

Sekijima: Only two ever came out, given the lack of 
popularity (strained laugh). 

But now they're considered premium 
collector's items. Having 69minutes of 
nothing but Kenyu Hori~chi and Koichi 
Yamad~ra talking is pretty amazing. 

Sekijima: It's just two middle-aged men grumbling to 
each other. That's only surreal in concept; in reality, 
they're just performing a rakugo routine. It's a 
bare-bones compromise. 

w did you go about discovering that 
urth sense of humor for yourself? 

ye. 

The truth is, I'm surprisingly bad with 
onal comedy. What I'm relatively good at is what 

I'd describe as different types of "nonsense". So with 
eyandee", I wanted to try something a bit higher-level. 
mor not specifically aimed at anime fans or children, 
t more of what today we'd call a "Downtown" 

. mous comedy duo) sense. The thing is, there was 
no example of that back then. "Downtown no Gottsu 
Ee Kanji" (Japanese variety show featuring the 

ntown duo) hadn't started yet. But if I'd written a 
30- inute episode with nothing but that sort of humor, 
t uldn't have been well-received. So instead, 

I ight sprinkle that in a couple of spots and write 
rest with more typical jokes. 

r owntown" seems to connote a more 
rreal sense of humor, right? 

Sekljima: That's right. I wanted to insert some surreal 
gags, but 30 minutes of nothing but that would collapse 
the whole episode, so I employed it with trepidation. 

Going for surreal gags in '89 and '90 meant 
you were really tfie anguard of the 
movement. Sensha Yoshida's manga, 
"Utsurun Desu", is a good example. 

Sekijima: I thought to myself, why can't we do what 
Sensha Yoshida does with manga, but in an anime? 
Why not do something like "Heartbroken Angels"? 
When I read the first chapter of "Thermae Romae", 
I said to a certain director, "I want to do this." 
"Arakawa Under the Bridge", too. After reading 
volume 1 of that, I remember wanting to make an 
anime adaptation. Thinking back, I would've loved to 
do something like "Arakawa" in the late 80's, early 90's. 
But it probably wouldn't have met with success, 
back then. That said, that "nonsense" sense was 
already taking root at the time, and it would lead 
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Is there anything you're especially particular 
about when writirig screenplays? 

Sekljlma: Whenever I said, "Do whatever you want, 
as long as it's interesting," everyone would always 
exceed my expectations. "Gag" is such a simple word, 
but you can approach the concept from any number 
of perspectives, and I always thought that "Teyandee" 
benefited from having plenty of variation in its humor. 
The writers only had one rule - don't depart from the 
conventions of the "Teyandee" world - but as long 
a ey stuck to that, the result was a delightful 
hodgepodge of different sorts of jokes and senses 

of iumor. I've always been partial to humor myself, 
so" met 100 rakugo comedians, I'd want to learn about 
al 100 of their styles. At the time, though, I found that 
the younger writers beat me at the three types of humor 
I thought I was best at. So I endeavored to come up with 
afoit 'pe. It was a struggle. To me, the job of editing 

and improving upon scripts that already have me 
<ucklit is no big deal. Handing over good scripts 

th oryboard people is just part of the business. 
like manufacturing. Anyone in the industry 

Under :ands that the goal is produce something that 
el h the viewers. That's how the business works. 

Putt your own, distinct signature into the work, though? 
That's much, much harder. 
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ltsumono Oya and Ko always had a new 
routine to perform, tor instance. 

Sekijima: 

Finally, do you have a message for the tans 
out thie~re? 

Sekijima: 

Edomae #5 was the sushi-making robot, 
right? 

Sekijima: 

All of Koyama's disciples, including you, 
seem to be great at coming up with namies. 
Is there a reason for that? 

Sekljlma: 

So you had Tatsunoko's organizational 
traditions as well as the Koyama school of 
humor backing you. It seems like this show 
was just the p~rfect chemical reaction 
between several important elements. 

Sekijima: 

It had served its duty in the annals of history. 

Sekijima: 

N 
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STAFF AND CAST I ERVIEWS 

SERIES COMPOSITION: SATORU AKAHORI 

I understand that "Edoropolis" came about 
early on, but why Edo, in particular? 

Akahori: Because it was a period piece. If you want a 
shogun, it's got to be the Edo Period, right? There 
were a few options for modifications, such as "Edo City", 
but that didn't flow well, so then we thought of the 
Greek "Acropolis". That "-polis" ending actually means 
"city-state". Soon after, the movie "Metropolis" came out. 
Wonder if that was a coincidence. 

The name does have a nice flow to it. 

Akahori: Right? Especially because it's "Edoropolis" and 
not just "Edopolis". If you didn't notice, I like repetition, 
which is why we have the "Karakara Tribe" and "Pururun". 

So those come from the Akahori school 
of naming. 

Akahorl: I'm not sure why, but names like that get me 
excited (wakuwaku) and make my heard pound (dokidoki). 

In that way, you decided on the core of the 
proposal bed on these flashes of insight 
and taste for certain sounds? 

Akahori: It was all about rhythm. I'm not actually much of a 
music listener, and I never make any noise while working, 
but "Teyandee" is what you get when a man like that 
writes a proposal while heeding his own internal rhythm. 
But Omicchan, Usahime, and ... lei lei - those were all from 
Sekijima. He's the only guy who would do terrible things 
like that (laughs). 

So it was Mr. Sekijima who was responsible 
for the more risky, borderline material. 

Akahori: Yes. Let's leave it at that (laughs). But we hadn't 
formally recognized a lot of these things about "Teyandee" 
in the proposal stage. It wasn't like "Ramune & 40", 
whose character names were strictly unified by the 
"beverage" theme. We were looser than that. We went 
with names that seemed likely to pop up in a period 
drama, or names that seemed especially cat-like. 
Especially Otama. I mean, come on. Tama is probably 
the most common name for Japanese cats. Add an 
"O-" in front, and that's that. At first we really were going 
to make "Teyandee" in the style of a genuine period 
drama, but we realized that we probably couldn't keep 
that up for more than a single, standard 13-episode run, 
so we went in a more absurd direction. They play 
baseball in one episode, for goodness' sake (laughs). 
Then you've got pop idols, and such. Because we were 
making the show from scratch, there was obviously no 
pre-existing rules to this world. 

ahori: All at once, yes. My generation grew up 
tching period dramas, so when I think of the 

~local girl", it's got to be someone like Omicchan (laughs). 
the question isn't, "Where'd you come up with the 

n e Omitsu?" because, well, "Omicchan" just fits if 
're doing a period drama parody. In the case of 

o'on-no-Kami and Wanko-no-Kami, that "no-Kami" 
ending is reflective of an old type of formal title. 

you'd normally have a location name come before the 
o-Kami", but given that they were going to be a fox 

and a dog respectively, well ... (laughs). Then you've got 
the cats and crows. At first, it was just going to be the 
three cats, I think? But then we imagined them fighting 
someone over, say, fish, so the crows were a perfect fit. 
In this city, it wasn't cats versus dogs, or cats versus 
mice. Nope. Cats versus crows. 

INTERVIEW WITH SATORU AKAHORI, 
IN CHARGE OF SERIES COMPOSITION 

"TEYANDEE" WAS MR. AKAHORl'S FIRST SERIES, AND AT THE AGE OF 23, 
HE TOOK THE HELM OF PLANNING IT. JOIN US AS HE RELIVES HIS MEMORIES 
OF WHAT COULD BE CALLED THE ORIGIN OF THE "AKAHORI STYLE". 

And that's how the Karakara Tribe and 
Nyankees were born. 

U 
Akahori: The "Nyankee" name followed suit, and it 

j was only afterwards that I realized how close it was 
to "Yankees", which was only an incidental pun. 
"Yattarou" is especially ridiculous - it just works with 

;; the punny catchphrase, "Yattarou jyanee ka" 
j Se!y done'), Hence. Yattarou. Too bad we 

" really ended up using that as a catchphrase. 

 
u 

USING RHYTHM AND INSIGHT TO FINISH 
THE PROPOSAL IN ONE NIGHT 

According to legend, you finished the 
proposal for the show in a single night. 

Akahori: Back then, they made you write so many proposals. 
I'm not talking thousands of rejected storyboards, 
like Director (Yoshiyuki) Tomino, but it was trendy 
to make someone come up with 100 proposals and 
then only pick one. So I felt like I was writing new ones 
every day. The amazing part isn't that I did it in a 
single night; it's that that was the one they picked, 
out of many. Don't spread the word or anything, 
but "Teyandee" was something of a test candidate. 
To see if I could get a second series in a row, immediately 
following "Tenkuu Senki Shurato" (laughs). But Ueda put 
everything he had into "Teyandee", probably because  
now that I think about it - the proposal was for a pretty 

_-thodox robot anime aimed at the mainstream child 
<er.audience. The part about the pizza shop wasn't in there 

et; Ueda came up with that later. We already had ninja 
4/mages, though, so it was like, "Let's do a ninja show 

where tl :y're also cats." "Edoropolis" and other names 
follow suit, appropriately. 

so that was when the ideas started flowing? 

J, 



Okay, then who was actually the wildest 
member of the writing staff? 

Akahori: Kishima came from a purely literary backgr 
so he was responsible for the most playful cont· . 
He'd come right out with something cheeky like 
"Let's use a Zorro mecha, because that'll be real y 
tough for the animators." 

How about Mr. Kawasaki? 

Akahori: Kawasaki helped out at first, but then he le 
team completely. He only came back for the pig epis 
which was an unfortunate one. We couldn't have tha 
poor pig mecha get destroyed, so we had to come up 
with a nice resolution for it. There's wasn't a lot of 
room for gags. 

And Mr. Arakawa? 

Akahori: Arakawa liked three things: gags, girls, 
and baseball. So he was mad when Kawasaki took lea \ 
on the pop idol episode. So then he proposed a base all 
episode, which is how we got the Pochi Puma story. 
"Courtship Via a Baseball Challenge", I think it was II d. 
..Thinking back, I didn't really write many of the 
screenplays directly. I was mostly in charge of miscella ou 
tasks (laughs). They always just had me doing the clip 
shows, and you don't even need a real scenario for ho.e 
- just scissors, a stopwatch, glue, and tape. You gather 
up the past storyboards, cut them up, paste them on a 
new storyboard sheet, and make a photocopy. All the 
dialogue is left empty at first, and then you use the 
stopwatch to determine where each line has to be 
inserted. I guess that made me a storyboard artist? 
After you've compiled enough content for a 30-minute 
episode, you bring it all to TOGEN (theatrical film 
developing company) and have them put it on film. 

Mr. Sekijima was known for writing ii s 
risqu~ stuff, but were there any other ma 

guys on the team? 

Akahori: Sekijima wasn't always playing around. o --e, 
all. He was serious 90% of the time and a risk-take IO% 
of the time, but the risks he did take were seriously 
out there. 

t 0 

script etings? 

Akahori: My job was most o sa 
this mecha and this character," 
the work to others. Then w ' 
would ask, "How does this pa 
would comment. My input was us' 'ZLS'tl' 
like, "Add something here to make it 
whereas Sekijima gladly sweated th i s, go , 
scripts line-by-line. In that way, we ended up witl ots , 
of silly, over-the-top gags that were pulled off c ea 
and smoothly. 

DIVISION OF LABOR IN THE SCENARIO 
TEAM. MISCELLANEOUS TASKS FOR THE 
SERIES PLANNER? 

Can you talk a little bit more about how you 
and Mr. Sekijima divided the labor? 

Akahori: Sekijima is a more serious person who 
sticks to a defined way of doing things, whereas I 
rely more on inspiration and bursts of creativity. 
With "Teyandee", we'd have the toy companies telling us, 
"Do this, do that," and I was very fortunate to have 
Sekijima there to take on those specific tasks. He'd get 
all serious and say, "This episode is all about the new 
powerup," which would naturally get everyone super 
excited. Interestingly enough, Sekijima was the best 
at drawing out excitement and taking on those 
especially challenging, chaotic tasks. Everyone went 
wild with that stuff, and the other series planner was a 
good-for-nothing (laughs), so all the real responsibility 
went to Sekijima. Where his creativity really exploded 
was with Nekomata Reikainosuke. Just hearing that 
name makes me start to stress out (laughs). Because he 
also came up with the name, incidentally. Oh, the stress 
I endured (laughs). 

What were you particular about when writing? 

Akahori: I like female characters, so I always tried to 
use as many as possible. I love Omicchan, for instance, 
so I gave her all sorts of ridiculous roles to play. Or when 
you have lots of new characters, or characters acting in 
new ways, you can bet that that was my doing. When the 
Nyankees go to America, I was responsible for all those 
new characters in that episode. 

< 

Making an original show means building 
from the ground up, right. 

Akahori: And boy was this "original". We didn't know 
what we could or should do. For instance, "Shurato" was 
much more straightforward, because there was a story. 
I'm the type who's always thinking, "How can we shake 
things up a bit?" but that's really tough when you've got 
a story already in place. "Teyandee" also had a "story", 
in a way. The Karakara Tribe would come and attack, 
and the ninja cats would defend the city of Edoropolis. 
That was always the plan, but over time, we started 
introducing all these extraneous plot threads, like the 
pop idol thing. When anything can happen, you start 
to lose any semblance of a driven, focused story. 
Consequently, coming up with stories gets harder. 
But I knew Sekijima would manage, somehow (laughs). 
No, the truth is, Sekijima would sometimes take the 
initiative and do seemingly incomprehensible things. 
We divided the labor to some extent, and he was 
responsible for the writing the episodes that came as 
requests from the toy companies. On the other hand, 
I had a lot of episodes that were meant as filler material. 
Like, remember the one with Omicchan and her 
tulip missiles? That was mostly just a clip show. 
When you have the characters reflecting on past events, 
that's meant to pad the episode count. Or episode 47, 
which has a big fight scene right at the start. That made 
extensive use of our stock animation of transformations, 
attacks, and the like. The "fusion" scenes take a weirdly 
large amount of time, and I was deliberately responsible 
for buying time like that. That was what it meant to be 
a series planner back then, when budgets were next 
to nothing. Budgets nowadays are probably three 
times as much as what we had. 
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That one had an explosiye performance 
from Mr. Kenyu Horiuchi. 

Akahori: Same with episode 26, "Grand Adventure! 
Search for the Zekko Bird". As far as ones I did, I like 
episode 34, "Unbeatable Strategy! The Strength of 
Karakara", which was mostly a clip show. Omicchan 
pretty much takes care of the problem all by herself in 
the end. I was surprised to find myself liking the professor's 
appearance in (Naruhisa) Arakawa's episode 36, "Burn With 
the Passion of Youth! The Great Professor Returns". 
The mecha, Bakuhatsu #5, was a parody of this old 
anime called "Bakuhatsu Gorou", but nobody knew what 
that was. Heck, nobody knew about it when it aired in 
the first place, so it was even more unknown at the time 
of "Teyandee". Then there's episode 39, "<Hello!> 
Yattarou Flies Overseas". That was mine, and I really 
struggled with it, mostly due to all the new characters. 
Arakawa's episode 41, "Awesome! Mother Comes Home", 
was another that left an impression on me. I believe 
Usahime's mother was voiced by Sumi Shimamoto? 
As far as ones I wrote, episode 47, "The Fake Nyankees 
Are Here!", was pretty fun. After the solid-looking crab 
mecha in the beginning, they come up with that lame 
festival shrine one - Wasshoi #354, I think. Episode 50, 
"Gennarisai's Great "Wahaha" Plan!" was another of 
Sekijima's, and another good one. Then, of course, 
there's the final arc. I really love both of those episodes. 
I was part of the "Space Battleship Yamato" generation, 
so when we introduced a veritable threat in the plot, 
the "Yamato" style was what came to mind. The first half 
of episode 53, "Clear Skies Tomorrow!" opens with the 
line, "In the infinite blackness of space ... " That's the 
narration straight out of "Yamato". Then you've got 
the comet coming, and the perspective is just like in 
the movie, "Farewell to Space Battleship Yamato". 
Going along with that theme, we also requested 
pipe organ sounds in the music. As a final connection 
to "Yamato", there's the redirection device used to 
draw the comet to Earth. 

So that particular parody came out of your 
personal interests? 

Akahori: Yes, all the "Yamato" stuff. There's actually a 
big mistake in that episode, though. I said I wanted every 
character to appear, and Sekijima tried to make that 
happen, but Okara somehow didn't make it. So even 
though she doesn't appear throughout, she's suddenly 
part of the crowd when Karamaru and Yattarou 
return home. 

You managed to sneak her in in the end, then. 

Akahorl: She had to make an appearance, given that it 
was the final episode. Incidentally, the story is that 
Karamaru and Okara came to the big city from the 
countryside, and Yama-chan (Koichi Yamadera  
Karamaru's voice actor) actually came from the Tohoku 
region himself, so he had a natural Tohoku accent. 

You did that, personally? 

Akahori: Because we were still working with film at 
the time, yes. So I became accustomed to the literal 
"cutting" process and would have to get the cast in to 
fix issues in the dubbing until we had a full episode. 
"Shurato" was a similar experience, because we were 
so lacking in manpower. You have to change all the 
dialogue even with a clip show; that's also something 
I did on "Ramune & 40". 

Is that generally true today, as well ... ? 

Akahori: Not at all. 

n 
ht. It's unusual for a screenwriter to be 

01 g a those tasks. 

kah I: hich is why I came to understand very 
earl y they didn't explicitly hire me on as a 

scr en iter" initially. At first, I was even a 
del' er oy.I would bring the "Shurato" tapes to 
TV T y myself (laughs). 

ute the jack-of-all-trades dance you were 
Forced to perform. 

ka ori: Jack-of-all-trades? No, I was a choreboy. 
eries planner doubling as a choreboy who had to be 
ood physical condition. I was even called "choreboy" 

metimes (laughs). I mean, my name in the credits 
d "series planner" next to it, but in terms of the 

ctual work? It was laughable. 

PISO WITH INTENSE CHARACTERS 
LEAVE AN IMPRESSION 

'hich episodes made strong impressions 

P you, specifically? 

Akahori: The ones I worked on, naturally. But I also 
really like the ones with intense characters, such as the 
so-called great professor. 

e professor's_debut episode also 
duces the Toritsukkun. 

orl: That was episode 14, "Turnabout! The Nyankees 

What a great one (laughs). It was one meant to sell 
e ew toys, first and foremost, but Sekijima's efforts 

ai¢ off when he snuck in the professor. (Yumi) 
geyama's episode 17-"Where'd the Great Professor 

anish To!?" too. And episode 21, which had the 
rum-beating tanuki - a great character. That one was 

written by (Nobuaki) Kishima. 
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But the script was all written in standard 
dialect, righit? 

Akahori: Yama-chan changed it all over himself. 
It was perfect to give that part to someone from 
the countryside. 

Karamaru's childhood friend, Okara, was a 
fun character. 

Akahori: During a drinking party, Chieko Honda 
(Okara's voice actress) said, "Write more episodes with 
me in them." Everyone agreed, and we made it happen. 
This was truly a project where we had a lot of freedom. 

It's interesting how a character can come to 
be a regular in unexpected ways. 

FORGET THE SEQUEL -I WANT THE DRAMA CD 

Given the recent DVD release event how 
does it feel to see so many zealous fans of 
the show, even today? 

Akahori: It makes me want to revive "Teyandee" somehow, 
some way. Sales potential is always a problem though, 
so I'd like to just make a limited-run drama CD. We could 
just sell 1,000 copies at Comiket, for instance. If we did 
"Teyandee" today, though, the recording contracts alone 
would cost a fortune. 

Because so many of the old cast have 
gone on to become influential figures 
in the industry. 

Akahori: Those expenses aside, though, I'd love to do a 
drama CD that only sold at conventions. That actually 
seems possible. And if that did well, we could go on to 
make a low-budget anime done in Flash. You can do a lot 
with Flash, nowadays. Like "Ohayou Gatchaman". 
Whatever we might do, I think it would make more sense 
to aim it at the hardcore fans, rather than try for mass appeal. 
Something that those fans who go to the events would 
be thrilled to get their hands on. 

What is it about "Teyandee" that's so 
@9Pealing? How_has it managed to retain 
a I these loving fans over the years? 

Akahori: I think it's the dedications to the gags and the 
humor. Same with "Time Bokan". Sticking to your stock 
gags is a powerful thing. A lot of the stories were 
wonderful too, but when you start to slip on that front, 
it's the gags that keep it afloat. And it's less about what a 
gag is all about as much as those unforgettable phrases. 
"Time Bokan" had "Pochu to na" and "Sukpontan". 
"Teyandee" had "Odamari, kedamari" and so many others 
that have stuck with me. Plus, the characters were all so 
cute and easy to fall in love with. Not like the "moe" trend 
we see today, but rather via the animal angle, which is 
always a quick way to win over young fans. Noritaka 
Suzuki's drawings were just great. 

The appeal of the designs is clear, 
even today. 

Akahori: The question of whether or not 
something like this could sell today is an 
important one, but I think the ninja theme 
would do well, even in places like America. 
I seriously wish we could do it all over again. 

Finally, what place does "Teyandee" 
hold in your life and in your heart? 

Akahori: If I'd only done "Shurato" but not 
"Teyandee", I wouldn't be the person I am 
today. Everything I know about gags, slapstick, 
and humor came from "Teyandee" and 
"Ramune" after that, and that was key to 
forming what is known as the "Akahori style". 
Actually, "Ramune" was more about 
character-building than anything else, 
so put simply, "Teyandee" was the one that 
allowed me to focus on learning about gags. 
I'm so glad I didn't wind up doing nothing but 
serious series, and that's all thanks to 
"Teyandee". It also introduced me to so many 
talented actors and actresses, which 
broadened my horizons considerably. It taught 
me that it takes a village to make an animated 
show. Getting to be a series planner at 23 or 
24 was huge, but I also realized that they were 
shouldering me with this enormous 
responsibility (laughs). I developed a bit of an 
inferiority complex, and I remember thinking 
how amazing the really good screenwriters 
were, while I struggled at it. But I planned it all 
out and saw that this was also one way to tell a 
story. In other words, I might've been bad at 
writing, but I came up with the story, handed it 
off to Arakawa and Kawasaki, and they turned it 
into scripts. That process greatly informed my 
later work in the industry. Never even thought 
I'd make it to nearly fifty years old, but here I 
am, still ticking (laughs). Can we make the final 
interview question, "About that drama CD you 
mentioned - are you gonna make that 
happen?" I'm searching for a way to get that 
started. A limited run, like I said, that could 
actually sell. I hope that can become a reality. 
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INTERVIEW WITH ANIMALOID DESIGNER 
HIROSHI OGAWA (CHISINSUI) 

So you drew more realistic, human characters? 

Ogawa: Right. But I knew becoming a manga artist 
would be impossible, because I'm no good at coming up 
with the stories. 

And it wasn't actual animation that got you 
into it, but some of that concept art from Nue? 

Ogawa: There was mecha stuff on the cover of the 
magazine. I saw it and thought, "What the heck is this?" 
I'd had no idea there were magazines dedicated to anime 
in the first place. But there, before me, appeared Nue's 
concept art. I knew who (Kunio) Okawara was, but I had 
no clue about Nue itself. As a kid, too, I was more into 
gag series like "Kaiketsu Tamakon". I never even watched 
"Mazinger Z" or "Space Battleship Yamato". Just stuff 
like "Gundam". I probably watched that on the 
re-re-re-airing, after hearing it was pretty good. 

So you found inspiration in the cute 
characters of 'Tmagon". And after joining 
Taisunoko's design team, "Teyande~" 
came about as a fusion of period dramas 
and several other elements. In particular, 
you mentioned a drawing of the 
Battle of Sekigahara? 

Ogawa: That's why it's often said that Ko'on-no-Kami is 
a play on Ishida Mitsunari. I drew him with that image 
in mind. The visuals for the cat-like ninja robots came 
from the show "Shadow Warriors" and the like. 

Ogawa: Not at all. I was a big fan of Sanpei Shirato and 
"The Legend of Kamui". Those sorts of series, if I had to 
pick. The mecha stuff ... came with the anime boom that 
happened during my college years. I saw the B-movie 
nature of things like "Galaxy Cyclone Braiger" and thought, 
"This opening is so cool." That was the extent of it, so it's 
not so much that I wanted to do mechas, specifically. 

So the magazine in that bookstore led you 
to mecha design, Did you have any 
experience drawing science-fiction mechas 
or anime before that point? 

hat made you think you wanted to be a 
mechanical designer, originally? 

eeing some of your other work I get the 
i ression that you're also good af drawing 

e realistic, "cool" sorts f mechas. 

Ogawa: I was obsessed with period dramas, so since 
way back, I had fun drawing ridiculous things like 
"Mecha Toyama no Kin-san" (Toyama no Kin-san is a 

opular, semi-historical character). I was also crazy about 
t'ie Battle of Sekigahara, so on a whim, I replaced those 

i orical samurai characters with mecha-animal equivalents. 
e a saw the sketch and said, "Make this up into something 
o e formal." Anyway, it all started because I liked 

period dramas, mostly as a sort of hobby. Weirdly enough, 
d nothing to do with explicitly opposing the other 

series being proposed at the time. It just happened 
because Ueda got excited over my drawing. 

as the SD (chibi) style present in those 
itial sketchies used for the proposal? 

Ogawa: Yes. From the very start, I drew those characters as 
cute little cats and dogs. Before getting into the industry, 
I had never seen mecha characters drawn that way. 

wa: I actually found myself thinking, recently, 

hat I'm really not good with mechanical things. 
I was never all that knowledgeable about machines. 
This may sound extreme, but I've never used a computer, 

and I have no intention of ever doing so. In short, 
<K'/y not all that interested in mechas to begin with. 

i 
ust the superficial stuff, like the roar of an engine or the 

 

,r, erior design of a machine. Not how it works or how 

))4 it's put together, though (laughs). So my designs might 
k look cool, but if you ask me, "How does it fly, with such 

a weird design?" I won't have a good answer for you. 

 

"TEYANDEE" WAS A FUSION OF PERIOD PIECES, MECHA AESTHETICS, 
AND THAT DISTINCTIVE TATSUNOKO TASTE. HERE, WE ASK ONE OF 
THE DESIGNERS ABOUT HOW THE PLAN CAME TOGETHER AND ABOUT 
HOW SOME OF HIS CHARMING CHARACTERS CAME TO BE. 

T ALL STARTED WITH MAKING 
ANIMAL-ROBOT VERSIONS OF SAMURAI 
CHARACTERS 

yr 
They.say "Teyandee" truly began with a 
rough sketch'drawn by you. What sort of 
sketch was it? 

Ogawa: I was going to art school at the time, and I read 
this magazine in the bookstore... I think it was "Animec"? 
And it had designs from "Macross" in it. Before that point, 
I'd never given the anime industry a second thought, 
but when I started thinking about where to get a job, 
I saw some of the stuff put out by Studio Nue and thought, 
"What is this? Who knew this work even existed? I'd love 
to put food on the table by doing this." Tatsunoko just 
he pened to be near the college, and of course I'd heard 

the ame in passing, so I decided to give it a shot. I thought, 
n n't know much about any of this, but if they let me 

mecha design, I'm sold." As it happened, they hired me. 
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Apparently the "Teyandee" idea that 
you wrote on the rough proposal caught 
someone's eye. 

Ogawa: That's right. Bandai also told us to "make 
the legs bigger", because the characters wouldn't 
be able to stand otherwise. 

How about the Toritsukkun? 

Ogawa: I definitely remember designing those. 
Once the show started getting big, the order ca e 
down from on high to include those, so they cou 
be made into toys. I'm talking about Nyago King 
and Macrow, for instance. Can't quite remember 
who came up with the pizza shop idea. Was it 
Bandai, or me? I vaguely remember drawing 
something to do with that. 

You mean the cannon part of the 
shop? I understand that Mr. Ueda came 
p with that idea, so perhaps you were 
irivolved in some way? 

Ogawa: Maybe you're right. 

During the planning phase, did anyone 
eyer say, "Draw this type f 
character"? 

Ogawa: No, nothing like that. I just submitted 
everything I had done. If they asked for anything 
specific, it was probably from Suzuki, who was a 
better artist than me. Others told me, later, "If we'd 
gone with your versions, they wouldn't have sold" 
laughs). Giving the characters personalities was 
definitely a task left to other people. Either the 
producers or the writers, I guess. I didn't 
have a hand in any of that, but what was mine was 
the title, "Teyandee". 

Is that so? 

Ogawa: That "Teyandee!" exclamation just fit the  
period drama aesthetic, and there was definitely a bk./ 
novel called "Teyandee" at some point. I dug that ' // 
up from somewhere in mind and stuck it on the 
draft. The "Cat Ninden" part came later. j? 

' l've heard that "Cat Ninden" came from 
the people at Bandai. 

Ogawa: Right. It was also the Bandai people who 
saw "Teyandee" and went, "Yeah, this is it!" 

But the main motif wasn't ninja, at first. 
It was samurai, because that's what caught 
Mr. Ueda's eye. 

Ogawa: The character designs were a little weak, though, 
which is why Ueda told me to go to Suzuki for help. 
Thinking back, that was definitely for the best. I had this 
weird pride back then (laughs), so at first, I was like, 
"What? I'm not good enough?" but I think Suzuki's 
input was key to making the designs more appealing. 
Nobody bought me manga as a child, and all we had 
around the house were things my father had read as 
a child, like "Norakuro". I drew the characters from that 
over and over, so the initial cat characters I drew were 
probably closer to those ones. But again, they were 
too weak to be real characters; I was sent over to 
Suzuki so he could make them cute enough for the 
general audience. 

Your designs had simpler lines, then? 

Ogawa: That's right. But there were still parts of my 
designs that were barely changed. That's why I think it 
was a challenging task for Suzuki. 

WRITING "TEYANDEE" ON THE 
INITIAL PROPOSAL 

Which characters were included in that 
first proposal? 

Ogawa: Um, the ones who say, "Those pizza guys are 
flying through the sky" ... 

That's ltsumono Oya and Ko. 

Ogawa: Right, them. As well as other generic city-dwellers. 
To appeal to the younger crowd, I drew a child saying, 
"Mama". After the show got picked up, those ones 
actually became real characters. I couldn't believe how 
often they ended up being used. Those early drawings 
were just meant to be tentative designs, but then they 
took on a life of their own. 

ltsumono Oya and Ko went on to become 
fairly important characters in "Teyandee". 
Which other characters did you draw during 
the planning phase? 

Ogawa: A whole bunch. I also seem to remember 
drawing image boards. There was a scene in the streets 
with a lot of ronin walking around, and another with ninja 
cats on the roof of a castle. I think that was all for the 
proposal? Nobody like Usahime, though. I'm pretty sure 
she was mostly done by Suzuki. Wanko-no-Kami was 
definitely his. The four-member crow squad and the 
three allies that came later weren't mine, I don't think. 
Those must have been Suzuki's, or maybe somebody else's. 
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It was a job you could put your heart and 
soul int, in your own way. 

Ogawa: Afterwards, though, I came down with a case of 
burnout syndrome, because I felt I'd done everything I 
wanted to. Thinking back, I realize that my thought 
process then was to throw in every idea I had like there 
was no tomorrow. It was the director that let us work 
that way. There were mistakes we had to fix sometimes, 
but for the most part, I was impressed by how much free 
rein we were given. 

Had you worked on any other gag-oriented 
series before that point? 

Ogawa: No, not really. My first show was a mecha 
one called "Starzan S". That one did have gags, but I 
wasn't designing mechas for that with gags in mind. 
So in that sense, "Teyandee" was my first gag series, 
or at least that's how I view it in my head. There's 
another really old one - "Showa Ahozoushi Akanuke 
lchiban!" but I only designed minor characters on that. 
None of the main characters. 

The Staff's Youthful Energy Bears Fruit 

From what I hear, everyone on the 
"Teyandee" staff and ~ast were typically 
excited about the work. For instance, the 
voice actors would do lots of ad-libbing, 
and the writing staff would insert as many 
jokes and parodies as they could. How was 
it for you? 

Ogawa: I never really got to work in the main space 
with everyone else, because my work was done just prior 
to that. I was usually alone. Still, though, I remember 
getting obsessed over the work and inserting all the 
minute details I wanted. I heard on the grapevine that 
one time, the chief director said, "I really like this guy." 

What aspects did you find yourself 
"obsess~d" with? 

Ogawa: Like with the Konishiki robot. I put a sumo 
wrestling ring in the control chair, so that a mini wrestler 
could fight from the cockpit. I pack my designs with 
all sorts of little details like that, almost to the point 
of excess. It got bad, at times, but it was still like, 
"I want to do it. I want to do it." In that way, at least, 
I suspect that I was pretty similar to those other 
high-energy staff members. 

So the show was a good fit for you and for 
the company? 

Ogawa: Yes. The staff always seemed to be having fun, 
and if we were having fun, that would most likely 
translate to a pleased audience. That's why they let us 
run wild as much as they did. I hope a lot of that fun 
made it to the other side of the screen. It worked for me, 
because I'm the type to say, "I wanna do this!" and just 
run with it. 

You were able to loosen up - in a good wav - 
and make comical designs that suited you? 

Ogawa: Yes, I think so. 

f the minor characters you designed are 
here any that you feel particularly attached 

to? 
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Meaning, for the toy versions. 

Ogawa: That's all I remember. At the time, I thought, 
"Really? Bigger legs?" but it was the right decision, 
in the end. 

You were involved with the creative process 
from as early on as the proposal stage, but 
then also once the show began to air, yes? 

Ogawa: That's right. They called me back every now and 
then to design special guest characters, asking, "What do 
you got?" They also used my version of Karamaru pretty 
much as-is. I really like the grunt enemies, too. I always 
saw the crow ninja genin as being similar to the Shocker 

nchmen from "Kamen Rider", and I think they're some 
f 1y best designs, personally. 

. u · lly understand how low on the totem 

/. 
pole ,hose crow ninja are, making them 
almost lovable. 

/o a: I like them a lot. Anyhow, I was constantly being 
d to design minor characters, while most of the main 

aracters went to Suzuki. 

'qawa: Right now, "Omedetou" and "Gozaimasu" are 
coming to mind. 

Somenosuke and Sometarou, right? 
Oga  Yes, I really pushed the resemblance while 
designing them. Now and then l'd go for celebrity parodies, 
like the Konishiki one, or the Schwarzenegger lookalike. 
l actually really love trying to mimic people's likenesses, 

like that, though I fear that kids today just wouldn't 
et it. 

Mr. kahori, the screenwriter, was apparently 
sty ngly infavor of infusing "Teyahdee" 

it5e with th~ flavors of another series, 
ime Bokan". The idea of having a new 

m.a every week kind of feels Iike an 
ho e to that show. Were you aware 

any particular "Tatsunoko traditions" 
o~ did your design work? 

Oawa: I mean, the jokes and gags were pretty similar to 
)7 4rt with. But no, I wasn't distinctly conscious of those 

raditions. Mostly I worked based on what I liked and 
what seemed easier to do. My personality just isn't cut 
out for Sunrise or Nippon Animation, in that way. That 
might sound kind of bold, but you get the picture. 
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Born in Mie Prefecture. His major works 
include: "Tenchi Muyo! GXP" 
(mecha design), "Innocent Venus" 
(mechanical design), "Tenkuu Senki 
Shurato" (shakti design), and others. 

Thinking back on your career what 
sort of place does""Teyand~e" hoid 
for you? 

Ogawa: When someone asks, "What sort of work 
have you done?" I tell them about "Teyandee" 
and say, "This is the best representation of who I 
am." I've done a lot of minor, substitution work 
for other series, but this one is the best example 
of a show that I was connected to from the very 
start. 

Your designs aside, it seems that 
your style also conies through in 
world-building concepts seen in the 
show. 

Ogawa: The writing team was responsible for all 
of that, but by giving me free rein, I suppose they 
allowed me indirect input. 

Was your work on "Teyandee" 
influential or informative in any way, 
in regards to jobs that came after? 

Ogawa: Not really, surprisingly. I was prepared to 
take on any sort of job at that point in my life - if 
I'd been fired, for instance - but when "Teyandee" 
ended, I found myself pretty unmotivated. I didn't 
do much other work, though that was partly due 
to the state of the industry. 

You_really felt, "I've done all I can 
do"? 

Ogawa: In one sense, it's like, "All I have 
are those memories." 

I'm sure the fans would actually be 
glad to hear that. On that note, do 
you have any final message for those 
rongtime fans? 

Ogawa: Just something like, "If you want to see a 
sequel, make it be known" (laughs). 

What sort of interactions did you have with 
Chief Director Okajima? 

Ogawa: I'm pretty sure "Teyandee" was the first time I 
encountered him as a director. I played guitar, and he 
played bass, so one time, he invited me to watch his 
band practice. Another time, we had a little jam session 
in the studio. We never met up that much for work 
meetings, but I have a feeling that he was watching 
out for me. That's how I got so much freedom to do 
what I wanted. 

What sort of person is Chief Director 
Okajima? 

Ogawa: Definitely not the "Me, me, me" type. I like the 
guy. He was relatively quiet, but not in a dark way. Just a 
little more reserved. 

Did he ever give specific demands in 
regards to your designs? 

Ogawa: I don't remember anything like that. Pretty much 
all of the designs I submitted were given the go-ahead. 

Perhaps the director's broad-mindedness 
was a factor in creating a show with 
such appeal. In your pinion, what js the 
appeal ~f "Teyandee"? What is it about 
the show that earned it so many loving 
fans over the years? 

Ogawa: It would have to be the staff's passion for what 
they were doing. I feel like that's remained in our hearts, 
all these years later. While we're on the subject, I'd love 
to make a sequel, but I imagine it'd be pretty hard to 
match the level of enthusiasm we had back then 
(laughs). 

Mr. Akahori was so eager to make a sequel 
that he came up_with ~ new proposal as 
soon as the original show finished airing. 

Ogawa: It might've worked if we tried it about a year 
after the show finished airing, but now? I'm not so sure. 
The problem would be summoning that energy and zeal 
we had in our younger days. I'm afraid it would turn out 
like w're just showing off small tricks we' ve learned over 
the years. 

So you think the show's appeal was in 
large part thanks to the youthful energy 
that the staff brought to the table? 

Ogawa: Yes, exactly. We had that in spades. 
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INTERVIEW WITH ANIMALOID DESIGNER 
NORITAKA SUZUKI 

NORITAKA SUZUKI TELLS US ABOUT HOW "TEYANDEE" SERVED AS HIS 
STARTING POINT, AS WELL AS THE UNIQUE, CURVED DESIGNS THAT DEFINE 
"TEY ANDEE" AND HIS OWN PARTICULAR DESIGN SENSIBILITIES. 

I see. The characters in "SD Gundam" are 
fundamentally mobile suits, so they all have 
very similar silhouettes from the neck down. 

Suzuki: I'm sure that's because that style was easiest 
to deal with for the people at the toy companies. 
But personally, I think it's important for characterization 
purposes to have different characters be more visually 
distinct. I also made the "Teyandee" characters rounder. 

So you were quite conscious of 
incqrporating those curved lines into your 
designs? 

Suzuki: The earliest concept art had a much more 
mechanical feel to it, but I thought the characters could 
be more expressive if they were rounded. If I can be honest, 
that was more important to me than any damn toys. 
I wanted to puff out Yattarou's round cheeks around his 
mouth so that he could have more movement in his face. 
Though, because I wasn't an animator, it's not like I had 
to bear the responsibility of those choices, in the end 
(laughs). I've always been a fan of Western cartoons, 
so I subconsciously incorporated those elements into my 
designs. 

The curved lines were born of your 
rebellious spirit against the popular "SD 
Gundam" as well as your preference for 
Western cartoons, then. 

Suzuki: I still had barely any experience at that point, 
so it was all just experimentation. Drawing a single 
expression for Yattarou was already more character 
work than I'd ever done before. 

While you searched for a style to run with 
did you receive any specific orders from the 
animation staff? 

Suzuki: We rarely had direct meetings, so no, not really. 
There were necessary elements for each episode that 
came from the production side, such as... let me think. 
Certain small details, or of course the requests from the 
ever-involved toy companies, but usually someone else 
would just draft the concept art for that stuff later on. 
There must have been some stage where they 
altered things, like reducing the amount of roundness 
for the final, anime version. 

Mr. Qgawa's early draft was the basis for the 
art they wanted you to do. What aspects 
were you conscious of? 

Suzuki: At that point, I had no idea who was responsible 
for what, because everything was constantly changing. 
The characters didn't even have those helmets at first. In 

sense, I didn't know who had drawn what I was 
ing at. Anyhow, you know how in "SD Gundam", 

ry character is basically the same shape? With round 
heads on little X-shaped bodies? I really don't like that, 
personally, so I was determined to shake things up a bit. 
If you think about Wanko-no-Kami or Gennarisai, you can 
tell how I managed to alter that balance bit-by-bit. 
Speaking of Gennarisai, I initially modeled him on the 
classic Crow Tengu look, with wooden clogs and all, 
but that design was scrapped. 

JUST EXPECTING TO DO PROPOSAL 
DRAWINGS AND THEN GETTING TO DO 
CONCEPT ART 

How did you come to be involved 
with "Teyandee"? 

Suzuki: Way back when, there was a group - not a 
company - called Studio OX. It was sort of a "we'll do 
any job" type setup. With them, I did drawings for 
"Terebi Magazine", helped with storyboards for 
"Godzilla", did illustrations for "Liveman" and "Jiraiya", 
and drew some monster innards for "Ultraman". Lots of 
small, varied jobs, here and there. The animation 
connection came from Tatsunoko when Ueda came to 

e with a request. He wanted me to do image boards for 
"Tenkuu Senki Shurato's" proposal, as well as 
something for "Teyandee" while I was at it. 
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You've worked on plenty of shows that are 
vastly different thin "T~yandee". Did you 
ev ind yourself ill at ease while dealing 
wi' :hos~ chibi-proportioned characters? 

uzuki: Let me see. Well, "SD Gundam" was a popular 
o , so it's not like those sorts of characters were 

omplete mystery to me. This was just a proposal, 
my main instruction was to "Draw these characters 

acting carefree." I didn't know what would come next. 
I'm not sure how it happened, but one day in October or 
November, they came to me and said, "You're in charge 
of the concept art for those characters, now." That was 
a shock. Like, "Wh-why me?" But that was the decision, 
and the work began in February. 

There wasn't much time in the schedule for 
pre-production. 

Suzuki: I remember thinking the anime industry was 
pretty intense, in that way. 

/ Was that your first time working inside a 
real animation studio? 

Suzuki: Indeed it was. I'd never been to Tatsunoko 
Productions, so as an outsider, I had no clue what 
awaited me. 



Getting More Use From Guest Characters 
Than Expected 

According to pretty much everyone, energy 
in the office would peak wheneyer you 
submitted a new, d~sign. They'd _say, "This 
can really work." Were you aware t your 
reputation at the time? 

Suzuki: No, I was never conscious of that. The whole 
time, I was just thinking, "Why me? What am I 
doing here?" 

Really? You must have felt somewhat 
isolated, then, or at least been very focused 
on the art. On that note, which characters 
were you particularly fond of? 

Suzuki: I drew this in the booklet too, but when it comes 
to characters who break the mold, I like Wanko-no-Kami. 
The early drafts specified him as a "Japanese dog", but I 
made him into more of a Western dog. That was the 
point when I began wondering if it was really all right for 
me to be changing things so radically. It was similar with 
ltsumono Oya and Ko. I drew something resembling the 
Zekko Bird at one point, and later, I was shocked to find 
out that they were using my exact design without 
changing anything. After I drew the main characters, 
they would head over to the studio for finishing touches. 
The moment when I figured out how to really create 
different expressions came with Karamaru. I was playing 
around with his beak when I realized how expressive it 
could actually be. I also enjoyed drawing relatively 
interesting characters with pre-existing backgrounds and 
gags to them, like Professor Reikainosuke. While drawing 
Uwatsuki, I tried to picture Mr. (Toshimichi) Ootsuki's 
face in my mind. It was to the point that I felt like I had 
met him in real life, but I wasn't actually all that aware of 
what his face looked like. 

Did they call on you to design guest 
characters from scratch, or did you have 
sketches from Mr. Ogawa to work from? 

Suzuki: It was a little chaotic at first. They'd send me 
stacks of requests, and the idea was just, "Give us as 
much as you can." So at first I was responsible for some 
of the giant mechas, but then they gave that task 
exclusively to Ogawa. Until all that was decided though, 
the division of labor was really up in the air. 

So how did you end up splitting the work 
when it came to the enemy mecha in each 
episode? 

Suzuki: With Pochi Puma, for instance, Ogawa designed 
his cap, while I designed the rest of him. I was assigned 
the anthropomorphic, human-sized characters, while 
Ogawa was responsible for all the enemy mechas 
and small, tool-like mechas. 

So you designed Karamaru's fianc~e, 
Okara, from scratch? 

Suzuki: Yes, that's right. 

When you saw your creations on screen, 
did any of them leave an impression on you? 

Suzuki: The Zekko Bird, which wound up as 
a recurring character. 

ly expecte 
single appearance, th 

Suzuki: I couldn't believe tliey 
time. Then there were the our 
I drew their basic image bo rds b 
so seeing them on screen s a r 
for me. I was only able to raw th 
expressions for the main ch ract 
l just did a standing pose an' a f 
knowing that they'd take care of th 
Speaking of, Chief Director Okajima's sense fo 
is amazing. I couldn't believe how intricate so 
the color choices he made were. 

The_rest of the staff at the studio ended up / 
having a lot of fun with the_ characters o 
Ko'om-no-Kami and Gennarisai. Did you hav 
any idea that that was coming? 

Suzuki: Not at all. It was just like Berg Katse from 
"Science Ninja Team Gatchaman". I suspected that those 
characters might start to show another side of 
themselves, but I never expected them to, say, take on 
part-time jobs as performers every morning. 

Just when you think something is sacred, 
you get the rug pulled out from under you. 

Suzuki: I guess a gag anime just has to go that far, though. 

Speaking of character design, "Teyandee's" 
f~male characters are all very popular. Did 
you have any idea, at the tirie, that those 
~nimaloid d~signs would appeal to the 
demographic that likes "bishoujo" images? 

Suzuki: Somewhat, yes. I didn't have the luxury to thi 
about that too much, but I was aware that the body 
shapes I prefer to draw and the types that get popul 
weren't exactly the same. 

Were you personally aware of the 
popul~r bishoujo anime at the time? 
Did you enjoy them? 

Suzuki: What actually caught my boss' eye at the time  
at the company I was working at - was a comic where I 
had combined "Transformers" with "Magical Emi". 
Because those two shows aired in back-to-back 
time slots, back then. Before that point, I was in a g-] 
manga and animation research society at college where (/ 
you had to come up with something original. I gave 
it a shot, but when I saw that no one was reading 
what I had done, I realized that I had to change 
tack by learning how to draw cute female characters. 
Originally, though, I was drawing stuff like Minamoto Tarou, 
Kuwada Tarou, and Sakahashi Shuuhou. 



ANIMALOID DESIGNER: NORITAKA SUZUKI 

When you watched the show as it aired, 
what sort of impression did it make on you? 

Suzuki: Everything else aside, I just remember wishing 
that they had let me be the one to draw that giant, 
piecewise Yattarou in the ending sequence (laughs). 

You wished you could been more involved 
with the actual animation? 

Suzuki: All joking aside, what did I think of it? Hmm. 
I definitely watched it every week, as that would've 
been after the intense workload of the planning period. 
I'd naturally seen the scenarios and storyboards for each 
episode before watching the finished project, so that 
was a little weird. Anyway, I definitely like the simple 
approach they took. Even the commercials only used 
content straight from the show, which I thought was great. 
That's part of why I can't stand anime nowadays. 
There's no reason it all has to be so complicated. 

You think the playful approach works better? 

Suzuki: The more nonsense, the better. Everything today 
is just so loud and annoying, though. No one puts 
themselves on the line anymore; it's all just talk, talk, talk. 

You think anime series today don't do enough 
with movement-filled, physical gags, then, 
I take it? 

Suzuki: I mentioned being a fan of Western cartoons, so 
yes - I prefer those death-defying gags. "Teyandee" was 
a shining example of that. That said, there were moments 
with little to no motion (laughs). 

But then there were some episodes where 
the animators went all-out fo include as 
much motion as possible. 

Suzuki: Like in the tanuki episode, when Mietoru kicks 
and struggles towards Yattarou, who's at the edge of the 
screen. That's what I'm talking about. That's what I'd like 
to see more of. 

I see. It's true that there weren't many series 
after "Teyandee" with quite so much slapstick. 
Perhapsthat's one re~sons the fans still 
love i today. 

Suzuki: Yes. I don't think it has anything to do with the 
changing of the times. 

Beyond your work on other anime series, 
yo~'re also a manga artist. How have, yo~ 
utilized your experiences on "Teyand~e" 
when working on your own projects? 

Suzuki: In every way imaginable, because "Teyandee" 
was really the start of everything, for me. Without it, 
I never would've wound up drawing big-eyed characters 
so much, for so long. 

So it made an impression on you as a 
gag series that you worked on from 
start to finish? 

Suzuki: Right. "Kinkyuu Hasshin Saver Kids", which I 
worked on next, was not nearly such a barrel of laughs. 
"Teyandee" was he only one that allowed me to indulge 
in such light earte ags. 

Suzuki: I wasn't sure, even back then, how popular it 
woul' be with the younger audience, but I do believe 
that there's something inherent about more carefree, 
easygoing series that sticks with you, as compared to 
the intense, complicated anime series we see today. 
Because it's not like "Teyandee" was so amazing on the 
technical side of things. Maybe people are viewing it 
through nostalgia glasses? I wonder (laughs). Personally, 
"Teyandee" was one-of-a-kind for me. A real treasure 
of a show. 
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So your art tended on the "graphic novel" 
side of things, with a hint of science fiction. 

Suzuki: 

Many know you from your work on 
"T;eyandee" and naturally think of those 

esigns as "Suzuki's style", but would 
-g you say that your "nat~ral" style is 

~etually different? 
{  

uki: 
hat's 

e a true artisan, you're the type to produce 
wl tever the project demands of you. 

At" 

Su" i: 

rack 
it was hard to conform to the anime industrv 

standard of having front and back views, then? 

Suzuki: 

After "Teyandee" your distinctive 
chibi-proportioned anthropomorphic animal 
characters seemed to constitute _c1 _genre 
of their own. There was "Twelve W~rrior 

D ~plosive Eto Rangers" and Mir. Akahori's 
"Meta Meta Gakuen Academinyan", 
just to name two. 

Suzuki: 

A SIMPLE APPROACH TO GAGS IS 
"TEYANDEE'S" APPEAL 

The recent "Teyandee" event experienced 
reat success, and the DVD box set is 

58l,1!5ZR7.::8:UPS#'-- 
arned it so many lifetime fans? 



Born in Aichi Prefecture. His major works 
include: "Space Knight Tekkaman Blade" 
(manga artist), "Hexamoon Guardians" 
(manga artist), "Idol Project" 
(character designer), and others. 
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Finally, any message for all the fans out there? 

Suzuki: What to say? Just, please never give up on 
ridiculous gag shows. Because I really want there to be 
more of them. There's no hope that people in the future 
will want to watch those sorts of series if this lack of 
interest keeps up. That's the most important thing. 
Before it's too late, please. 

To close the interview, can you come " 
with a "Teyandee"-es~ue joke? 

Suzuki: Sure. Just tell everyone [[[ 9 
that I'm looking for jobs to do l[/ 
(laughs). 

Meaning "Teyandee" had an effect on your 
overall art style, going forward? 

Suzuki: Yes. But you always have to consider the trends 
of the era, to some extent. For instance, gag manga 
series just aren't well-received nowadays, which sometimes 
make me feel that I won't be well-received. It's tough. 
In any case, "Teyandee" was definitely my starting point. 
Without it, there would've been nothing. I might've been 
drawing monster guts for "Tele Maga" forever (laughs). 
Not that the monster guts job was really all that bad, but ... 

Perhaps a monster encyclopedia, with 
plenty of drawings of their innards. 

Suzuki: No, no, that was fine work. But "Teyandee" 
was the first place where I was really able to find and 
define myself, as an artist. Up until that point, I thought, 
"Who cares. I don't need to define anything." I seemed 
to think that concept art was more about writing memos 
than actually doing art. Well, part of me still thinks that. 
Furthermore, "Teyandee" was my first practical, invaluable 
learning experience in portraying characters in motion, 
living their lives. Not that my concept art itself was 
ever animated, but still. I also found it fascinating 
to learn about what makes a certain character sell 
the way, say, Disney's or those Western cartoons' do. 
It was a unique experience, full of challenges. 
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.a. Illustrations done by Noritaka Suzuki for "Cat Ninden Teyandee" 
The Cats' Final Performance Day CD. Just like in the show itself, 
the characters here are bursting with personality. 
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STAFF AND CAST INTERVIE 
ANIMATION DIRECTOR: YOSHIO KABA SHIMA 

INTERVIEW WITH ANIMATION DIRECTOR 
YOSHIO KABASHIMA 

STUDIO KORUMI WAS PARTIALLY RESPONSIBLE FOR GETTING "TEYANDEE" 
OFF THE GROUND. MR. KABASHIMA WAS AN IMPORTANT ANIMATION DIRECTOR 
FOR THE STUDIO AT THE TIME, SO WE ASK HIM ABOUT THE ATMOSPHERE OF 
STUDIO KORUMI AND ABOUT HIS IMPRESSION OF CHIEF DIRECTOR OKAJIMA. 
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STUDIO KORUMI: AIMING FOR DISTINCTIVE 
WORKS FROM START TO FINISH 

What sort of company was Studio Korumi? 

Kabashima: Korumi's president, Yasumi Ishida, 
founded it as a finishing company, but the dream 
was to eventually have it creating anime at every step 
of the process, from production to shooting. 

They brought you into the art department 
in tfie hop~s of strengthening it, right? 

Kabashima: Yes, I suppose that was the goal, ever since 
the art department was started. Director Hideo Nishimaki 
was also a freelancer at the time. Anyhow, the production 
department was created soon after the art department. 

Did you see training the art staff as 
a large burden? 

Kabashima: Not at all. I had it in my head that I would 
take on that task myself, so there was nothing too painful 
about it. It was actually pretty fun. There were three girls 
who had been finishers, but now they wanted to be 
trained in production art. Training them patiently and 
with attention to detail was the start of the job, for me. 

What was the first project you were 
involved with at Korumi? 

Kabashima: It was the anime version of "Akai Tori no 
Kokoro" - a collection of fairy tales. The president of 
Shin-Ei Animation came to me and asked, "Will you do 
just one episode of this, as a parting gift?" So I took that 
first episode - "Up To Heaven" - did the storyboards and 
original art myself, and let the girls I was training at 
Korumi take care of the animation. 

One gets the impression that the staff 
at Korumi were always looked after, 
from the very start. 

Kabashima: A lot of productions at the time would 
recruit new hires from specialty schools, but I wanted to 
train completely blank slates. Instead of newcomers with 
bits and pieces of half-baked knowledge, I wanted to 
mold my trainees in my own image, with my views. 
Naturally, that takes time and money, but the president 
endorsed my plan and gave me his full backing. We did 
hire a few recent graduates, but those were always 
based on information from other companies we 
networked with. Those ones were fiercely competitive 
and, as a result, extraordinarily hard workers. In more 
ways than one, I was actually the one being trained ... 
Thinking back, I was the lucky one, there. 

Around the time of "Teyandee", Korumi 
added a photography department, 

which meant it could tackle animation 
projects at every stage of the process. 

Kabashima: "Teyandee" itself was a real bolt from the 
blue for Korumi. I was essentially the old boss of the 
art department, but I don't ever remember thinking, 
"Why do I have to do this?" [ was generally good at 
bringing a soft touch to projects for TMS or Shin-Ei, 
but I wasn't all that great at handling mecha series. 
I found it very hard to make the drawings look "cool". 

Is that so? Your first episode of "Teyandee" 
as animation director was episode3. 
With its tight filming, I feel like we got 
to see another side or your talents. 
For example, the smoke in this explosion 
scene feels very different than how 
Studio Korumi would have handled 
it (shows Mr. Kabashima a picture of 
the explosion scene). 

Kabashima: That was a pretty nice explosion, wasn't it? 
I wonder who drew that? From what I remember, there 
were a lot of artists working on that episode who weren't 
from Korumi. I'm not all that great at drawing effects 
like that, so Korumi's animators tended to shy away from 
them. When the top animator has a certain weak point, 
his underlings tend to follow in his footsteps, you see. 
I'd say that this episode came out as well as it did 
thanks to the talented artists working on it. 

A, An illustration from the April, 1990 issue of 
Tokuma Shoten's Animage magazine. It was drawn by 
Mr. Kabashima when the author of the article 
paid a visit to Studio Korumi. 



Born in on October 27th, 1944, in Nagasaki Prefecture. His career started in 1963 
at Toei Animation. After stints at A Productions and Shin-Ei Animation, 
he eventually made his way to Studio Korumi, where he was a featured animator. 
In August of 1992, he started his own company, Mugenkan, which went on to 
produce titles such as "Ganba no Boken" and "Toshishun". 
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Do you think that the "Americani: J 
of the world in "Teyandee" fit the series? 

Kabashima: 

By "rich people", you're referring to 
Moukari Makka and Bochibochi Denna. 

Kabashima: 

A DIRECTOR WHO SWEATS THE DETAILS 
WITH EVERY DEPARTMENT 

What was your impression of Chief 
Director Okajima? 

Kabashima: 

've heard that Chief Director Okajima 
played soccer. Did you happen to know 
that? 

Kabashima: 

Is it true that Chief Director Okajima was a 
bit strict when on-site? 

Kabashlma: 

You took the already wonderfully-designed 
concept art and softened it a bit with your 
art direction. When an animator softens 
otherwise-hard concept art, it allows the 
characters' personalities to bloom. 

Kabashima: 

By_the way, who were the producers 
affiliated with Korumi at tfie time? 

Kabashima: 

"Teyandee" was Kunitoshi Okajima's 
directorial debut. What were your 
thoughts on him up until that point? 

Kabashima: 

Did Chief Director Okajima handle the 
storyboards for the show's opening and 
reused, stock sequences? 

Kabashima: 

You produced episode 28 yourself, 
didn't you? 

Kabashima: 

There's one mysterious part of episode 38 
that I want to ask about. Mr. Takasuka and 
Mr. Matsumoto produced, and you directed. 
The animation quality is unus~ally high 
compared to the resf of the series, but at 
one point, the animation seems to stop 
and we get some odd movements instead. 

Kabashima: 



STAFF AND CAST INTERVIEWS 
ANIMATION DIRECTOR: TOYOAKI NAKAJIMA 

INTERVIEW WITH ANIMATION DIRECTOR 
TOYOAKI NAKAJIMA 

AS AN ANIMATION DIRECTOR WITH PRODUCTION RANDOM, TOYOAKI NAKAJIMA 
WORKED ON "TEYANDEE". HE TALKS TO US ABOUT HIS INVOLVEMENT WITH 
THE SHOW AND ABOUT HIS IMPRESSION OF THE STAFF AT RANDOM. 

A This storyboard for episode 77 was done by Yui 
Ootsuka from Studio Dootaku. As he is an active 
animator aswell, the storyboard itself functions as a 
guide line of the original art, and you can tell that 
this excellent storyboard was done with the rest of 
the animation process in mind. 

You were animation director for episode 
18, which features some great gags 
and parodies, like Pochi Puma. 

Nakajima: That episode was straight out of the Tatsunoko 
school of gags. The goal was to insert trends and events 
of the day in interesting ways. The animation fundamentally 
had to work from the storyboards, so our task was to 
come up with something based on the requests we 
were given. You could never depart from the source 
material too much or go beyond those categorical constraints. 

Episode 14 was done by Random, and it 
marked the first appearance of the 
Toritsukkun. Do you remember drawing 
those initial transformation sequences, 
which would go on to be reused time and 
time again? 

Nakajima: I'm not sure. I can't remember if we were 
doing those at the same time as the rest of the episode, 
or if they went to a different team, somewhere else. 
At the time, though, we did have an in-house artist 
named (Kazunori) Takahashi who specialized in mecha 
movements, so we gave him the bulk of the work 
whenever Random was assigned an episode. He went 
on to be animation director for "Yatterman", and he's 
at G&G now. I think he's actually pretty famous for 
being a good mecha artist (laughs). You could 
always see that in his original art, which had really 
interesting forms in them. 
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DRAWING ANIMALOIDS WHILE 
REFERENCING PLASTIC MODELS 

How did you come to be involved 
with "Tejandee"? 

Nakajima: At the time, the company I was at - Random  
was on good terms with Studio Korumi. They came to me 
and said, "We're going to be working on a TV series. 
Would you like to join us?" 

I believe Korumi was known for making 
high quality fairy-tale-like stories at tfe 
time, but... 

Nakajima: That's right. If "Teyandee" had been a rigid, 
grimy, mecha anime, they would've been in trouble, but 
this softer, gag-oriented show was suited to them. I think 
it was a project that went well with Korumi's fundamental 
style and strategies, which is good, because Korumi was 
in charge of animation. 

You received concept art for the so-called 
"animaloids". How was it to animate them? 

Nakajima: Even drawing them from the front, side, and 
back was no easy task. Studio OX's concept art was very 
well done, but animating some parts of those characters 
was quite difficult. Once the show started airing, 
Bandai put out plastic models of the characters, 
so I used those as 3D references while animating. 

Ko'on-no-Kami seems like he would've 
been a fun character to draw. He appears 
as a cheerleader (in episode 18), a prince 
(in episode 23), and so on. 

Nakajima: Looking back, you can really see how even a 
character like him was given all these lively movements. 
Going along with the general theme of the show's production, 
we were given a lot of freedom, as animators. Deformed 
characters aside, of course. That part was set in stone. 
It was just a lot of fun to work on. 

lget the impression that movement in 
tfe animation was relatively restricted. 
Did you haye an explicit limit on 
animation frames? 
Nakajima: Right, I'm trying to remember. Of course, 
we were working as subcontractors who handled entire 
episodes, so we had to work within certain limits or risk 
the company going into the red. In that sense, there must 
have been animation frame limits. But this wasn't a series 
that necessarily would've benefited from an excess of 
frames, so I was never really conscious of that. 

In spite of the limitations it seems like 
extra attention was paid to certain scenes, 
so perhaps extra frames were allocated to 
those ones ... 
Nakajima: : If you animate an obvious movement/action 
in a wildly clattery way, it gives the whole thing a feeling 
of motion. So actually, the episodes we did might not 
have that many frames. In other words, when every 
movement drawn is exaggerated, it gives the illusion of 
movement. 
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Nakajima: Probably 6eeuse the company began 
working on other projects. It's not that I disliked 
"Teyandee" in the least. Rather, I felt like I was on a re 
doing it. I never felt lost while doing it, and thinkin 
on it now, I remember having so much fun. 

A In episode 23, Ko'on-no-Kami skips down the hall 
while dressed as a prince. The line on the storyboard 
is, "I am ... I am... I am a prince," but in the actual scene, 
it wound up as, "I am... I am a prince. Prince Melon!" It's 
a noteworthy scene that combines the actors' 
charming ad-libbing with dynamic animation. 

The splashing water used for Nekkii's 
debut in episode 7 looked really good. 

Nakajima: Yes, Takahashi was great at stuff like that. 

In episode 23, there's a scene where 
Ko'on-no-Kami skips down the hall in a 
prince costume. I ima_gine that animating 
that sort of skipping is really difficult. 
You had to pull it off while Keeping the 
number of frames low ... 

Nakajima: I'm betting that was also Takahashi. In that 
sense, I think his work on "Teyandee" was, for him, 
often experimental. At the time, he was obsessed with 
the idea of drawing original art. 

I feel as though the episodes made by 
Random make heav_y use of shadows, 
moreso than episodes done by the 
other studios. 

Nakajima: Most of the concept art had very little 
shadowing, and we were on a tight schedule, so we 
couldn't use too many shadows, on the whole. As a result, 
though, we were sure to emphasize those shadows 
wherever we did use them. So yes, our episodes probably 
had more shadows than the original art called for. 

NEVER LOSING ONE'S WAY: LOOKING 
BACK, TRULY A FUN SHOW 

The episodes for which you were 
animation director are notable for the 
work put into the movements of Yattarou's 
and Sukashii's mouths. You were very 
mindful of details like that. 

Nakajima: You really think so? (laughs) I wasn't particularly 
conscious of what had been done in other episodes while 
working on mine. I think I was also just blessed with a 
hardworking animation staff. 

I heard that the chief director would 
sometimes ask the development team to 
seek out staff members with good drawing 
skills. Did he ever make any special 
requests of you? 

Nakajima: Hmm. I'm not sure how it was. But for one, 
we were not allowed to deviate too much from each 
character's particular set of expressions. And I don't 
remember any specific order being given by Chief 
Director Okajima. So rather, I believe that is why we 
had a relatively large amount of freedom. 

Were your in-house producers involved in 
the episodes made by Random? 

Nakajima: There was the president, (Takumi) Noda, as 
well as Totte Kurebee (Yukihiro Shino) and (Tsuyoshi) 
Ashisawa. Incidentally, Ashisawa was brought into the 
company to start and expand our development 
department, but he wanted to get into production, which 
is what ended up happening. The president, Noda, 
started out as a producer, so he took Ashisawa under his 
wing. I watched out for him too, while doing my duties as 
animation director. In that way, Random raised him up to 
be a real producer. 

How was Studio Korumi, on the 
development side of things? 

Nakajima: Korumi's head of development, (Shoji) 
Koizumi, was a very detached man, but I think that 
actually made him easier to work with. It allowed us to 
focus more on the job we had to do. 
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A From the storyboard for episode 6. Most 
storyboard paper has square corners on the frames, 
but the paper used by Tatsunoko Productions 
featured rounded corners. Tatsunoko's producers 
preferred to use this paper, which was also used by 
Anime Friend and communications schools. 

The producer of episode 6, Shinji Tak 
was another member of the lab, right? 

Hashimoto: Takagi was one of the lab's animators. 
He joined the team while still enrolled as a student in 
Tokyo University's engineering school and went on to 
become a producer. His wife, (Matsuko) Tamai, was 
another artist who joined us. 

For episode 3, there was a "My Animaloid 
Cont~st" through which memb~rs of public 
could submit cftaracter ideas, one of which 
would appear in the show. 

Hashimoto: Studio Korumi's (Masae) Ohtake was 
animation director on that one, so he took on about half 
of the responsibilities. Though it wasn't like we split the 
work into the A and B parts of the episode. I wasn't acquainted 
with Ohtake at the time, but after going freelance, 
(Yoshio) Kabashima introduced us and we got to work 
together. Kabashima was sure to help me out from time 
to time, which is something I've always been grateful for. 

Of the episodes that you oversaw in the 
second half, many w~re produced by 
Seitaro Hara. 

Hashimoto: I had the pleasure of working with Hara 
many times, actually. He was another great senpai who 
looked out for me when I was a newcomer. 

JI'II.III.IT'IIIII-GIIZETL.II.IEIIIL.TI 

INTERVIEW WITH ANIMATION DIRECTOR 
KATSUMI HASHIMOTO 

AT THE TIME, KATSUMI HASHIMOTO WAS LEAD ANIMATION DI 
FOR TATSUNOKO'S ANIMATION RESEARCH LAB. HE SHARES T 
MEMORIES OF WORKING ON "TEYANDEE", WITH A FOCUS ON STApp pg 

MADE ANIMATION DIRECTOR ON 
"TEY ANDEE" FOR HIS SPEED 

Back then, you were affiliated with 
Tatsunok's animation research lab 
(referred to as "the lab" from here on). 

Hashimoto: When I first became an animator, there were 
already a ton of talented people working at the lab. 
Those were the days of Fumio Iida, Hiroshi Hamasaki, 
Toyoko Hashimoto, Yoshio Mizumura, and others. 

At the time, the lab was working on 
outsourced episodes of "Esper Mami" on a 
rotational basis. 

Hashimoto: "Teyandee" was my first project as 
animation director. The lab's main supervisor was Koji 
Sugii. I was said to be a quick hand (at animation), 
so much so that I actually managed to stick to the 
nine-to-five schedule. I think Mr. Sugii came to me and 
offered me the "Teyandee" job because I was known 
for being fast. 

It seems that Mr. Sugii trusted you then, 
with scheduling and other things. Did you 
pull any all-nighters...? 

Hashimoto: No, I never had to stay late for work like that. 
My blood type is AB, so when I don't get enough sleep, 
it's really bad. 

Episode 1's animation director was Masami 
Suda, with you doing original art, but then 
you were animation dire~tor from episode 
6, on. (hands Mr. Hashimoto the staff list 
for each episode) 

Hashimoto: I'd heard Suda's name a lot, but we hadn't 
met before this. He's someone who can literally draw 
anything, so they had him working as animation director 
on multiple projects at once. Anyway, seeing some 
of these artists' names really brings me back. Hiromi 
Maezawa, Kenji Teraoka, and Naoyuki Ito were my 
senpais, while Sadatoshi Matsusaka and Kazuo Watanabe 
were my contemporaries. Teraoka went on to work 
primarily as a mecha designer. 

A lot of the artists at the lab were the 
perfect choices when it came to creating 
those reused attack and transformation 
sequences. Would you agree? 

Hashimoto: Teraoka was definitely the best with mechas, 
out of the people I mentioned. You might call him a 
mecha specialist, even. I can't draw mechas to save 
my life, so Teraoka was like a god amongst men, to me. 
Though Watanabe joined the team at the same time 
as me, he was a little younger. He could barely draw 
anything at the start, but his talents grew as time went on. 
A very unusual and interesting person, in that sense. 
Those sequences you mentioned were ones that we put 
a lot of time and energy into before calling them finished. 
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4Karamaru's Komusou 
form looks extra cool 
in this layout for 
episode 37. Kazuo 
Watanabe was 
responsible for the 
image of Karamaru 
seen at the top, and 
you can see Katsumi 
Hashimoto's 
signature, indicating 
that the animation 
director checked 
over the work. 
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A Cutsack #40-304. Back in the days of analog animation, 
the original art, animation, backgrounds, and eels would be 
placed in a bag like this. Anime Friend, in charge of 
development, used brown envelopes for this purpose. 

Born on May 28th, 1954. After working at 
Tatsunoko's animation research lab, he found work 
with Animation 21 and eventually became a 
freelancer. His major animation director credits 
include: "Cat Ninden Teyandee", "Hono no Tokyuji 
Dodge Danpei", "Oi! Ryoma", "Soar High! Isami", 
and others. 

OVERSEEING THE ENTIRE A-PART LAYOUT 
AND ROUGH ART FOR EPISODE 37 

You pversaw episode 37,"For Real!? Doom 
For Yattarou ay Sundown", which was the 
first episode of a two-part arc. 

Hashimoto: Yes, that was the one with Karamaru's 
Komusou form. Part A was done by Korea, while B was 
done by the lab. They put me in charge of the layout and 
rough art. You don't get many chances to do something 
like that, and it was well-received, which was a real 
confidence-booster. It's an episode I really like, mostly 
because I got to plan it out, start to finish. With 
"Teyandee", I was never animation director and artist at 
the same time - it was always one or the other. Anyhow, 
this episode was an especially interesting one. 

Looking back, what do you think of 
"Teyan~dee", ~n the whle? 

Hashimoto: It was an incredibly fun experience. Getting 
to do that half-episode's worth of layout was, in essence, 
my first major project as an animation director. 

COLUMN: STAFF LIST 

Breakdown of the Staff Members 
Who Worked on "Cat Ninden Teyandee" I 

TV's "Cat Ninden Teyandee" was developed under Tatsunoko 
Productions, with outside help from Anime Friend and 
Studio Korumi. Here, we present a compilation of the staff who 
worked on the show, based on the credits at the time. 

Produced by Tatsunoko Productions 

Production assistance from Anime Friend {Production Manager: Masaru Shibata) Studio Korumi (Production Manager: Yasumi Ishida) 

With cooperation from Tatsunoko Animation Research Lab Studio Korumi (Production Desk: Shoji Koizumi) Random SHAFT 

(Production Desk: Masaru Shibata) (Production Desk: Noriaki lguchi) (Production Desk: Yutaka Katsumi) 

Directors Shinji Takagi, Seitaro Hara, Kazuo Watanabe Kunitoshi 0lajima, Mineo Fuji, Katsumi osuga, Shingo Kaneko, Atsushi Matsumoto Toyoaki Nakajima Fudeono Sakata, Makoto Bessho 

Animation Directors Masami Suda, Katsumi Hashimoto Yoshio Kabashima, Yukio Oyake, Takeshi Yamazaki, Masae Ohtake Totte Kurebee, Tsuyoshi Ashisawa Shinji Sakai, Yuji Asada 

Original Art Tastunoko Animation Research Lab Studio Korumi, Random SHAFT, Cockpit 

Studio Korumi, T. Nishimura 

Inoue Editing House 

Hisashi Mawatari 

Studio Korumi 

PSatomi Furuhashi, Etsuro Kihara, Satoko Takeishi, Makoto Nishiyama 

Shinichi Toyonaga, Satoko Takeishi, Etsuro Ki hara, Makoto Nishiyama 

Studio Korumi 

Studio Mie/Toyo Animation 

Etsuro Kihara, Makoto Nishiyama 

In-Between Checking Kaoru Yabana, Ryoichi Kishimoto 

Animation Tatsunoko Animation Research Lab 

Color Coordinators Chieko Katayose 

Checking Yasuhiko Mikajiri 

Finishing Tatsunoko Color Center 

Animation Cleanup Monsieur Onion/Studio Targe 

Special Effects Takao Tanaka, Noriyuki Ohta 

Art Production-ai/Mini Art/Kabuto Mushi Workshop 

Photography Anime Friend (Tatsunoko Productions) 

Compilation Sachiko Miki, Chihiro Yoshida 

Typically, animation companies split the work between the parent company and smaller 

studios, but from around 1987 on, Tatsunoko Productions outsourced the studio 

management task to Anime Friend. For that reason, all of Tatsunoko's anime series at 

that time technically had their development overseen by Anime Friend. Naturally, 
Anime Friend was also heavily involved with "Teyandee", but it was also juggling the 
Heisei Era version of "Hacchi", so "Teyandee's" early development went to Studio 

Korumi. Back then, Studio Korumi was a studio on the same scale as Anime Friend, 
with the ability to take a show all the way from initial production to photography. 
Because of this, the two studios were able to assemble special staff teams and work 
with each other's schedules. In this way, development continued while certain jobs 
were outsourced to a mix of smaller studios. Studio Korumi - which came to be the 

lead on "Teyandee" - was started as a finishing studio in 1971 by Yasumi Ishida, who 

had been part of Tatsunoko's finishing department during their early days. In 1978, he 

hired animator Yoshio Kabashima and director Hideo Nishimaki, marking Korumi's 

transformation into a full-blown development studio. It won acclaim for "Ryoushitsu 
no Marchen Mono", "Toshishun", and "The Adventures of Glick", leading to an 

eventual collaboration with Tatsunoko on "The Flying House", for which Korumi was 

the lead studio. Kunitoshi Okajima was color coordinator for the series, and it was 
also with "The Flying House" that he made he debut as director. His first chief director 

credit would come with "Teyandee" - another Tatsunoko production. "Teyandee" also 

Miyuki Ishimaru 

SHAFT 

Mitsutoshi Kubota, Yoko Mitsuhashi 

Masako Moriyama, Naoko Kotani 

SHAFT 

NAU, PAK PRO 

brought together the majority of Korumi's staff members, including those from the 
directorial, art, finishing, and photography departments. The elements of the studio's 

very name come from, "Preserving (ru) the old (ko) in pursuit of beauty (mi)", which is 

clear from its promotion of animator Kabashima's artwork. Korumi won the 
attention that would eventually lead it to "Teyandee" with its highly-praised TV 

anime, "What's Michael?" which aired in 1988. Anime Friend also contributed to 

that show as an outside studio. When "Teyandee" began airing, Korumi had two 

separate teams dedicated to the series, with another two teams at external 
studios SHAFT and Random, making four in total, along with Anime Friend's 

development support. Random dropped out partway through production, so SHAFT 
added another team for the second half of the series. Tatsunoko's Animation 

Research Lab also participated on a rotational basis, so each episode had four or 

five teams working on it. Near the end of "Teyandee's" production, Anime Friend 

was integrated into Tatsunoko. After producing several more series, Studio Korumi 

shut its doors. 
While making "The Legend of Snow White" several years later, Chief Director Okajima 

was quoted as saying, "I am, at heart, a Korumi person." His position at SHAFT allowed 
him to proactively hire many of Korumi's old employees, showing his dedication to 

Studio Korumi to the very end. Chief Director Okajima was a shy yet kind man. 
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STAFF AND CAST INTERVIEWS 
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INTERVIEW WITH ANIMATION DIRECTOR MASAMI SUDA 

MASAMI SUDA'S INVOLVEMENT IN "TEYANDEE" INCLUDED DIRECTING EPISODE 1 
AS WELL AS THE OPENING. HERE, WE TALK TO HIM ABOUT DIRECTOR OKAJIMA'S 
PERSONALITY, AMONG OTHER THINGS. 
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FIVE OR SIX SIMULTANEOUS JOBS AS 
PAR FOR THE COURSE - THE STATE OF 
DEVELOPMENT AT THE TIME 

After "Shurato" came "Teyandee", which began 
airing in February. Given that development 
began only a few months earlier, you must 
have had quite a rushed schedule ... 

Suda: 

My research shows that your workload 
was pretty intense. The credits for the 
three episodes of "Shurato" have you, 
Mitsurui Suzukj, and Michitaka Kikuchi all 
working on orig

i

nal art, animation, and 
finishing, with the role of animation director 
swapping between the three of you. 

Suda: 

Around then you were also animation 
director for the Heisei Era version of "Hacchi", 
animation director for episode 1 and the 
opening of "Teyandee", and an artist 
fr episode 6. 

Suda: 

So who asked you to get involved with 
"Teyandee"? 

You were also animation director for 
episode 1. 

Suda: ... 

It seems like everyone on-site had to work 
at a superhuman pace. 

Suda: 

Had you known Chief Director Okajima 
beforehand? 

When did you start playing music with 
them? 

Suda: 

Wow. What sort of songs did you play? 

Suda: 

Sounds like you were fated to meet again. 

Suda: 

A Chief Director Okajima, when he was a color 
coordinator. He appears for a brief moment in 
episode 87 of "Time Bokan Series: Yatterman". 

A Suda: 
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A, From the layout for episode 7. We can that it 
was being developed under the title of "Bakumaru". 

A From the storyboard for "Teyandee's" opening 
sequence. Masami Suda worked on character 
touchups, ltsuro Kawasaki - working at Tatsunoko's 
Animation Research Lab - oversaw most of the 
original art, while the rest of the work was done 
in-house. Mr. Suda's influence is evident in the 
scroll-opening scene at the start as well as in the fight 
scene between Karamaru and Yattarou in mid-air. 

£2 

COLOR THAT COULD ONLY COME FROM 
CHIEF DIRECTOR OKAJIMA, THE FORMER 
COLOR COORDINATOR 

What were the highlights of teaming up 
with Mr. Okajima? 

Suda: 

After "Teyandee", you did a commercial 
for Nagasakiya. 

Suda: 

The Western influence in Tatsunoko 
Productions' series was present from the 
1970's all the way through to the 1990's. 

Suda: 

I've heard that Chief Director Okajima 
looked up to Mr. Toriumi back when he was 
doing his color coordination work. 

Suda: 

Anime is made for and broadcast to people 
all around the world, it seems. 

Suda: 
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